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ABSTRACT

This dissertation examines imperative constructions within English and across
languages.
Cross-linguistically, I define the strong imperative to be a unique sentential
construction compatible with a direct command and not with an essertion. I show that
strong imperatives are Dot universal: languages exist which can only be characterized as
having weak imperatives - sentential constructions ambiguous between assertions end direct
commands. The strong imperative lacks both modal elements and elements indicating past
tense, and uses formal strategies to mark itself a:: ciistin(.1; from Don-imperatives. Such formal
strategies fall into three types: (i) imperative-mw:idng elements, (ii) the manipulation of
subject, and (iii) intonation. Languages use either one of the types or oombinations of them
to mark the strong imperative. Several implicational universals are drawn from the study,
ranging over imperative types, combinations of formal strategies, imperative negatives and
the types of subjects.
The dissertation proposes to treat the English imperatives as forming a clause type
distinct from both tensed clauses and

un~nlJed

claUBes in terms of abstract properties and

structures. Two analyses are given, one conm::teilt with Government and Binding Theory
(G-B), and the other consistent with Extended Categorlal Grammar (CG). In GB, imperatives
are formally derivable from a single str.Jctul't) underlying both imperatives and nonimperatives only if adjustments to requirements by theta-theory, Case-theory and
quantification-variable binding are provided. Negative imperatives are derived by
construction-specific rules. Ii1 CG, imperatives are taken to be a basic sentence type parallel

tc iI;;clw.-atives, questions aud various other sentence types which all have different clausal
structures. The analysis uses lexical types, together with pragmatic issues like the distinction

in force between requests and commands, to specify the particular syntactic ;?roperties
associated with the imperative negatives ~ and ~ do and please, accounting for their
complex interactions with overt or null subjects.
The dissertation &Iso examines the relation b~tween imperatives and tenseless
excla.matives -- Mad Magazine sentences (MMs). I conclude that lviMs and imperatives are
not an instance of on;: sentence type having two distinct pragmatic functions: imperatives
have the clause structure of S (TP) and MMs are an instance of S' (CP) structure.
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CHAPTER 1
IMPERATIVES AND RELATED THEORETICAL ISSUES
In this chapter, I first discuss the relationshlp between imperativ3 constructions and

senteneeo ...-nTh

irn.p~rative

force, defining what is taken to be e.n imperatiYe conti'"wuction in

this study. I characterize imperatives as a syntactic class compatible with direct commands
and not with assertions. Parallel to sentential imperative constructions are non-sentential
imperatives. I show that phrasal expressions can also be imperatives. The strong sentential
imperative construction is not universal, since some languages simply do not have tltem. I
t!~e

imperatives and the related constructions into sub-categories and discuss properties of

f'.8ch. I then concentrate on English imperatives and the theoretical issues that arise
regarding their synta~tic :mlii)'lds under various proposals, especially under the Government
and Binding theory. Finally I give an outline of other chapters in the thesis.

1.1. The imperative sentence type
1.1.1. The term imperative and English eumpJM
The term imperative has been used in various different ways: it can mean a kind of
mood of verb that is parallel to indicative and subjunctive ll:i<k"'<is; it can mean a syntactic
class that is parallel to dec1aratiYe

~d in~:-T%~tive;

and it can also mean the pragmatic

notion of directive, including commanding, ordering, advising, requesting, suggesting, that
is parallel to notions such as assertives, expressives and so on. 1 The first two uses of
imperative are concerned with formal properties, either morphological or syntactic, that
identify strings of words it' a certain relationship forming a distinct class from other classes;
the latter use is concerned "'ith any smngs of words that can be regarded as giving orders,
advice, suggestions and so on whose syntactic or morphologiccl status may (but not
1

acts.

See Searle (1976) on the taxonomy of illocutionary

12
uecessarily) differ from each other. Semantically, the term imperative in any analysis
(syntactic or pragmatic) refers to a class of sentences that are used not to assert, state or
declare, or to ask questions, where things can be judged true or false, but to request a .
hearer to comply with the speaker's request; thus, imperatives are taken to be a different
propositional type (Lewis 1972, Huntley 1984).2
Before going into any detailed discussion, I clarify the way in which the term
imperative win be used in this study. I characterize imperatives as a syntactic class, n011consistent with assertions, which is compatible

w;~

a direct C'lmmand. By imperatives in

EngUsh, I mean the constructions without any ve:-bal in1l&ctions for tense exemplified in (1).
(1)

a. (You) be quiet!
b. Somebody answer the phone!
c. Do be careful!
d. Don't anybody put up his/their hand!
e. Do not be careless with the glass!

That these examples constitute a

~,,::mct;i.~j

coherent construction in English will become

evident in the discussion below. Therefore, I exclude from the discussion other syntactic
constructions which may also have directive meanings or force in a discourse, like those in
(2).

(2)

a. I suggest that you (should) answer phone.
b. Why don't you answer the phone now?
c. You'd better answer the phone.
d. Will you (please) answer the phone?
e. I'd like it if you could (please) aDBWi'li' the phone.
f. Answer the phone, will/can/could/ you?

It is necessary to distinguish senteocetl having directive force in (2) from sentences being
~haracterized

as the imperative construction in (1). The imperatives in (1) have syntactic and

semantic properties that
2

mak~

thsm

Ii

ooherent sentence riPe.

See the characterization of the meaning of
imperatives in Jespersen (1954), Curme (1931), Bolinger
(1967), among others. See Austin (1962): Searle (1969,
1976), Katz (1977), Bach. & Harnish (1979), among others, for
p:ragmatic characterizations.
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(i) They may have an optional subject, and the specified aubjects are restricted to
second person NP's and third person ind"iinite quantified

~'"Ps; find;

and other third person

NP's are imp('88ible (see Section 1.3).
(3)

{you/somebody/everybody} leave the room now.
b.*{1/he/we/they} please leave the room now.

8.

(ii) The verb phrases

are distinguished by the absence of tense inflection and modal

auxiliaries. 3
(4)

a.(You) be quiet!
b.*(You) are quiet!

(5)

h.Somebody an'IWer the phone!
b. *Somebody answers the phone!

(6)

a.IJst'..en to me!
b.*MustjW'illlisten to me!
(m~

They require the presence of !!2 for negation preceding the subject; this do is also

compatible with positive constructions and verbs like lm/have.
(7)

a. Don't/do not listen to him!
b. *Not listen to him!
c. Don't you/anybody listen to him!
d.*{you/everybody} Qon't listen to him!

(8)

a. Do answer the phone!
b. Do be careful!
c. *He does not be carefal.
d. Don't/do not have eaten up everything before he shows up.
e.*Don't they have aeen the movie?
(iv) Imperatives are intensional and used when the state, event or action in question

is unrealized at tha time of speech act
Thewore, we can identify the imperative sentence type as a coherent class in English

3
Akrot'\jian, Steele and Wasow (1979)! and Akrnajian
(1984) cha't'acterize imperatives as [-AUX], given their
definition of AUX--a constituent which contains either tense
or modality. See Chomsky (1957), Hale (1973), Akmajian,
St~ele
& Wasow (1979) and Steele et al (1981) for
aefinitions of Aux and its instantiations in universal
grammar.
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by reference to the above four major properties.

1.1.2. A general chuav..erlz&t!on of imperatives
It is a

met that eVei}

iangWits-a baa a syntactic form or forms dedicated to direct

commands and orders, and to expressions having directive force. How do we characterize in
general what counts as an imperative? Cross-linguistically, we provide the following two
definitions as to what counts as an imperative.

a.

(9)

b.

In a given lane<"rUage, a sentence type is a strong
imperative iff it is compatible with direct commands
and inconsistant with assertions.
In a given language, a sentence type is a weak
imperative iff there is no strong imperative and the
sentence type is consistent with direct commands.

The term sentence type is defined in (lOa) and the term direct command is defined in (lOb).
(10)

a.

A sentence type is a string of analyzable expressions
that together have the structure of a verbal category and

b.

A direct command is a verbal attempt by tbe speaker to
get the hearer to do something.

a subject

The definitions in (9) immediately give rise to

Ii

question: are strong imperatives

universal? I will show, in a short whille, that there are laugu&ges which do not have strong
imperatives. In (9&), I claim that there is an absolute correlation between certain syntactic

structures and the directive meaning of commands expressed by these syntactic constructions
in

.1\

given language, and that these constructions are !trong imperatives. In (9b), I claim

that, if there iii no unique syntactic form compatible only with direct commands in a given
language, there are constructions in these language that are ambiguous for commands and
assertions. These ambiguous constructions which are compatible with direct commands are
weak imperatives.
In regard to the above English exampies, the sentences in (1) are strong imperatives,
since they belong to a coherent syntactic class that only designates direct. commands. Given
that there is already

9.

strong imperative oon.."tr'.:ct::.on in English, there does not exist the
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issue of weak imperatives. The sentences given in (2) are simply other syntactic
constructions having directive force -- they are not CGmpatible with direct commands ant;'! are
simply indirect commands expressing suggestion, request, advice and so on.

Let us now consider examples other than English to illustrate the above
characterizations of imperatives in (9), especially (9b). (11) is a list of forty-six languages

that I have included in a cross-linguistic investigation of imperative constructions (see details
in Chapter 6).4 The msjority of the languages, except three, have strong imperatives -- nonassertive sentence types that are used only for commands.
(11)

-------------------~---~--------------.-.----------------------'"----

a. Indo-European
Germanic:
Italic:
Dalto-Slavic:
Indo-Iranian:
Celtic:

English, Dutch, German
Latin, Italian, Spanish
Russian, Lithuanian,
Hindi, Persian, Mundari, Romani
Welsh

b. Uralic
Finnieh
Hungarian
c. Sino-Tibetan
Chinese
Thai
d. Altaic
Japanese
Korean

e. Athapaskan
Navajo

f. Hokan
Faipai, Mojave, Yavapai
g. Uto-Aztecan
Southern Paiute
Tlibatulabal

.. The Indo-European lanc;r.lages are listed wi th internal
structures simply because terms like Romance-: languages,
Germanic languages, Slavic languages and so on are used in
the discussion.
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Hopi
Yaqui

Mayo
Cora
Nahuatl
Serrano
Cupeflo
Papago
h. Austronesian
Indonesian
Chamorro

Hawaiian
Kusaiean
Fijian
i. Austmlian

We.rlpJri
Yidin1

Dyirbal

Tiwi
j. Indo-Pacific
Amele

k. Nilo-Saharan
Luo

1. Semitic
Amharic
Arabic
Hebrew
Most of these forty six languages f>.ither use the bare verb stem form, or have special affixes

for verb conjugation to signal the imperative construction; others use sentential particles to
achieve the same purpose. English, as shawn earlier, uses the bare verb stem (the affixless
verbal base) together with the mentioned properbes such ai3 do to indicate th", imperatiye
construction. Using the bare verb stem form for imperatives is a very common property
across languages, as has been noticed by Sadock & Zwicky (1985) in their investigation. On
the other hand, verb conjugation or verb stem alternations are also commonly used for the
imperative sentence, as in Latin, French, German, Dutch, Italian, Spanish, Arabic, Hindi,
Mundari, Amharic, Japanese and eo on (see Chapter 6).
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For example, in Japanese, an Altaic language, the imperative formation requires a
stem alternation, as in (12c) (Ishihara, p.c):
(12)

a.

tegami-o
mimashita
letter-OBJ
look.at.PAST
'You looked at the letter'
tegami-o
mimashita
letter-OBJ
look.at.PAST
'Did you look at the lett.er?'
tegami-o
minasai!
letter-OBJ
look.at.Imp.
'Look at the letter!'

b.
t:.

ka

Quest

In Papago, a Uta-Aztecan language, the formation of an imperative construction adds -iii to
imperfective verbs or some perfective \'ec'uii {Zepeda 1.984).
(13)

imperfective

imperative

cipkan (working)
iieok (talking.sg)
iieiiok (talking.pI)

cipkaniii (work!)
iieokiii (talk!)
iieiiolDii (talk!pl.)

perfective

imperative

keickwa (kicked)
kekiwa (stood)

keickwaii (kick it!)
kekiwaii (stand up!)

Some languages employ special subject pronouns attached to the verb to signal an

impera~ve

construction, as in Yokuts (Sadock 87. Zwlclty 1985), Mojave (Munro 1976) and Yaqui (see
Chapter 6).
Still other languages such as Thai and Chinese, two Sino-Tibetan languages, mark the
imperative construction by using sentential particles. Neither of these two languages ;s
inflectional.

TL.~

there is no operation on the verb fOf1D5 to signal imperative construction.

In Thai (Sookgasam, p.e), the imperative construction is characterized by a sententiai particle
~

or hal which di.;tinguifhes imperstives (14.9.) and (15a,b) from regulfU' declaratives (14b)

and (15c) (tones are omitted in the t;renllcription).
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(14)

a.

b.

(15)

a.
b.
c.

(thE) &aD
jotmaaisi!
you.sg.plread letter Prt.
'Read the letters'
jotmaai
thE
aan
you.sg.pl.
read letter
cyou read the letters'

Il8JlgBii hai John
sii
sit
buy
book for John
Prt.
'Buy a book for John!'
thukkhon
nagnsis hai John!
hai
sii
buy
book for John
Prt.
eveIYone
'EveIYone buy a book for John!'
nangsii hai John
khaw sii
she
buy
book for John
'She buys & book ior John'

In Chinese, besides the constraint against usiug modals and 'tense-like' elements such as gyQ
and

l!

(indicating a pa..--t action), there are particles that may occur oruy in imperative

constructions, as in (16).
(16)

a.
b.
Co

(Ni)
dakai chuanghu
bal
you.sg.pl.
open window
Prt.
'Open the window!'
Qing (ni)
zuoxia.
Prt. you.sg.pl.
sit-down
'Sit down, please'
(Ni)
qing
hecha
you.sg.pl.
drink tea
Prt.
'Drink some tea, please!

All the examples above from various languages show that in each languaga there is
a specific way of constructing a syntactic expression used only for direct commands. These
constructions, according to (9a), count

&8

strong imperatives, to which the term imperative

refers in this study.
However, there are also languages in which the form for commands are weak
imperatives defined in (9b). I have found that three languages lack

8.

strong imperative

construction. That is, they lack a unique syntactic form dedicated to commands. They are
Navajo, Paipsi and Mayo. In these languages, constructions compatible with direct commands
are s.Iso compatible with assertions.
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According to Hagberg (1989), in Mayo, a Uta-Aztecan hinguage, direct commands can
be expressed in only two ways, both of which are ambiguous with respect to the declarative
constructions. The first form is non-future (17a, 18a) and the s..."'COnd form is future (17b,
18b). The non-future form is considered polite and the future form with nake is considered
impolite, if the sentence is understood to be one with directive force.
(17)

a.

Bin-e'

wgeye.
move
'Come herel/you are coming here'
Bin-e'
wee-nake.
to here-2sgNOM
move-FUT
'Come herel/You will come here'

to here-2sgNOM

b.

(18)

a.

b.

Ye'eye-'e
dance-2sgNOM
'JJance!jYou(sg) are dancing'
Ye'eye-'em
dance-2plNOM
'DanceljYou(pl) are dancing'

The imperative force is totally contingent on contextual information, such as previous
statements. In (17) and (18), the second-person pronominals e/em, as a rule, cliticize to
whattlver element is in the sentence-initial position. Thus., they show up as attached to the
adverb ka-tuatue'si (badly) in (19) and to the negative particle in (20).5
(19)

Ka-tuatu'si-e'
ye'eyo
not-well-2sgNOM
dance
'Dance badlyl/you(sg) are dancing badly'

(20)

a.

b.

Ka-t-e'
ye'eye
no-?-2sg(NOM) dance
'Don't dancel/you(sg) aren't dancing'
Ka-t-em
ye'cye
no-?-2pl(NOM) dance
'Don't dan(:t}!/you(pl) aren't dancing'

5 ~ occurs whenever the negative ~ is followed by an
enclitic. Mayo has another negative particle, which has only
the int~rj~ctiY~ U~~ ~.
Wi th respect to the imperative, Mayo contrasts with the
closely related language Yaqui, which is otherwise very
similar.
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A similar situation is reported in Paipai, a Yuman language of the Hokan family.
Paipai has obligatory bound prefixes on the verb that mark subject and object persons. These
bound elements appear in declarative and interrogative sentences

&I

well as sentences for

commands, without any variations for se!ltence types. In Paipai, speakers of older generations
use the same verbal af6x for (weak) imperatives and present/past declaratives, as given in
table La]; speakers oi younger genei'ations use the same verbal af6x for (weak) imperatives
and future declaratives, as given in table [b] (M.Lewis 1986).
(21)

a.
Old generations
Sentence types

Verb stem

Verb affix

declaratives: pres/past
declarative: future
imperative
interrogative:pres/past/fut

verb
verb
verb
verb

0
0
-'e

Sentence types

Verb stem

Verb affix

declaratives: pres/past
declarative: future
imperative
interrogative:pres/past/fut

verb
verb
verb
verb

0
-a
O/-a
-'e/-a

-a

b.
Younger generations

By formal properties alone, morphological, syntactic or intonational, there is no way to
differentiate 'imperatives' from declaratives in the examples given in (22).
(22)

a.

m-ya:m
2-80

b.

'You go; you went; Go!'
m-nya:m
2-pl.go
'You all go; you all went; Y'all go!'

However, as reported

~n

M. Lewis (1986), there is no ambiguity in discourse, because the

'imperative' occurs only in a highly marked context. The utterance of en 'imperative' needs
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to be preceded by a series of WH questions to which the questioner does not wait for any
response. The discourse pattern involving a series ofWH questions Is unusual, thu.s

m~rl,dng

an imperative situation.
Navajo, an Athapaslam language, is of a similar nature in that there is no unique
syntactic form that corresponds to au imperative construction. Any second person singular,
plural or distributive plural form of the Imperfective Mode can be used as an immediate
positive 'im!lprative', ADd so can any second person form of the future mode (Young &
Morgan 1987, 204).
To summarize, despite the general belief that an imperative con.struction exists in all

languages (see Sadock & Zwicky 1985), the directive force of commands, in some langu6 ges,
is not determined by a distinct syntactic form but can only be determined. by the context.
These languages can only be said tc possess weak imperatives, as characterized in (9b),
sentence

typ~

compatible with both assertioilS and direct commands. Thus, strong

imperatives are not uni'/"rsal.
1.1.3. Non-sentential

impera~ves

The present study focuses on the strong imperatives for the obvious reason that they
exist as a syntactic class in a wide variety of languages, and there are formal properties
that can be studied witbi[l And across languages (see Chapter 6).
The characterizations in (9) not only pl'ovide a general answer as to what an
imperative is across langua",cres, but slso explicitly state that expressions as commands which
count as strong implilrntiveg must be a sententisl type. The necessity of this requirement is
simply that commands can be either sentential or non-sentential expressions; consequently,
imperatives can be either sentential or non-sentential type of constructions. The English
imperatives given earlier (and the imperatives fa""Om Japanese, Papago, Toai and Chlnes~)
are sentential expressions. There are many non-sentential

e~ressions

compatible only with

dire<.1 commands in English. Consider the basic lexical categories N, A, P, V, and Adv. Apart
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from V~e maximal projection of all these lexical categories can be wroc1 commands in
English, as shown in (23)-(26). 6

(23)

NP's

a. Attention!
b. Silence!
Co More beer!

(24) AP's

(25)

(26)

a. Careful (with the bottle)!
b. Quiet (in the ward)!
Co Easy (with the box)!
d. Quick!
PP's (as motion expressions)
a. To the mall with you! (You go to the mall!)
b. Under the table with you! (You go under the table!)
c. To the gallows with him! (You/someone take him to the
gallows (idiomatic»
d. After me! (You follow me!)
AdvP'sfParticle Phrases (as motion expressions)
a. Up with the l1sg,,!
b. Down with apartheid!
c. On with the show!
d. Out with you!
e. Off with his head!
f. Off with you!
g. Away with him (You take him out of my sight)
h. Away with you (You go away)
i. Away with the boxes (You take the boxes with you)

These non-sentential expressions cannot be assertions, questions or anything else but
com.mands. Thus, they are iiOn-Bentential impcIlltive constructions, having the follu-wing
several interesting properties.
First, being non-sentential, there· cannot he a NP subject,7 although vocatives are

Thanks to Dick Oehrle and Terry Langendoen for
bringing this point to my attention.
7

As suggested by Andy Barss (p.c) the ban on the
subject can ba attributed to lack of Case assignable to the
subject positi~n (see section 2). Assume that small clauses
are non-sentential constructions, the fact that they allow
overt subj ects is because the verb assigns Case to the
zlwject of the clause, as in We elected [him presidentl, We
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(27)

a. *You easy with the box!
b. *You oft' with your shoes!
Co You. easy with tha box!
SEcond, the choice of NP, AP, PP, Adv is subject to conventil>nal and idiomatic uses.

It would be unacceptable to use the following NP's, AP's, or PP's.
(28)

a. "Observation! (You observe the experiment!)
b.*Books! (You buy/sell books!)
Co ·Silent! (You be silent!)
Co?? Along with the president!
d. *For the president!

The phrases in (25) and (26) have in common a directional meaning. Any non-directional
categories are disallowed, as shown by (28c,d).
Third, the understood would-be agent of the action, or the theme of the event or state

is the addressee. These expressions can he pamphrased by sentential imperative
constructions 'with cither the 8O)COnd person or indefinite third person as the addressee(s).
(29)

a. Off with his head! (You/somebody cut off his head)
b. Off with your head! (pragmatically abnormal)
c. Off with your shoes! ("lou take off your shoes)
Fourth, unlike imperatives, it is impossible to construct negative counterparts with not

to these expressions. This non-negatable property is unique, since predicates (vp's, AP's,

A,i-;P's ) can be negated by !lQt and NP's by !l2 no:' !l21; (Not everyone ate that fish).
~~either ~

or don't is compatible with these non-sentential

e~ressions

except no (No more

bumsl No noise!).
(30)

a. *Not attention!
b.*Not to the mall with you!
c. *Don't attention!
d. *Don't tu the m.!ill with you!

Fifth, there is an asymmetry in the prepositional wit!! arguments. If the prepositional
argument is third

~rson,

it must be the internal argument with second person pronoun

!!lade Iller hevoUSI and I saw [him leave].
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YOU as the understood agent (the semantic external argument); if the prepositional
argument is second person, it has to be the semantic external argument and cannot be the
internal argument.

(31)

a. Away with hi .... ' (You/somebody take him away!)
b. Away with yuu! (You go away!)

. Sixth, it is impossible to have reflexives in these expressions. The explanation for this seems
to be that there is no atructural subject to trigger refle:ivization.8
(32)

a. -Away with yourself!
b. -To the gallows v.ith yourself!
As stated in (9), only sentential type expressions count as either strong or weak

imperatives; these non-sentential constructions automatically fall outside the scope of strong
imperatives. Although, the non-sentential imperatives will not be the focus of the present
study, the above properties associated with them are certainly worth future research.

To sum up, the distinctions made between sentential and non-sentential imperatives
yield two types of imperatives.
(38)

imperatives
< 1 > sentential imperatives
<2> non-sentential imperatives

Sentential imperatives can be further sub-divided into strong or weak imperatives, depending
on whether a sentential imperative is compatible only with commands or with both
commands and assertions. Thus, we have three types of impel1!tive5 and our study will be
concerned with type < 1a> imperatives in (34).
(34)

< 1> sentential imperatives
<1a> strong imperatives (compatible ouly with commands)
db> weak imperatives (compatible with commands and
assertions
< 2 > non-sentential imperatives

1.1.4. Addreesee and persons

8 This would ar~~e against the view that reflexives
can have "semantic" antecedents.
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As bas been illustrated

~Jier

in (I), English imperatives allow not only the second

person pronoun but also a few third person indefinite NPs as their subjects. This
phenomenon has not been found in the other languages investigated here and has particular
characteristics regarding anaphoric binding, given in (35).
(35)

L SomebodYi put up yourJhisiltheili hand
b. EverybodYi tie yourJhi'3iltheiljilhoes
Co NobodYi take of( YOlll"~theili hat
d. Don't anyon8i throw away yot'rJhisiltheiri wallet

In (SS},

~o.

enaphoric pronoun can be

eith~r

second or third person. Two questions arise

with respect to (35). Why can the third ..erson indefinite NP's be the subjects of
imperatives? Why can they bind simultaneouslyanaphoric pronouns of either second or third
person! To answer these questions, we need to first look at the issue of addressee and
person.

In English imperatives, apart from the fact that the specified subjects can be the
second parson pronoun I2!! and a few indefin3.te NPs of third person, the subjects can also
be partitive NPs of YQ.Y, definite NPs «which can be paraphrased as partitive phrase of you)
or Wh-word whoever.
(36)

L One of you get the papers in my office!
b. The tallest of you sit at the back!
c. All new students sign up at the front door!
d. People interested in the project please come to see me
afterwards!
e. The boy with the rubber gun get on the stage!
f. Whoeyer took the book please put it back on the shelf!
g. Whoo'fer wants to leave leave right now!

In (36), the definite NPs and WH-word whoever are all restricted to the addressee(s), so are
the indefinite NPs in (35). All these cases can then be
in each

Ca:;(!,

gC:h;:~.:d

by th~ ~OtiOD addressee:

the mferent of the specified subject is either the addressee or among the

addressees. The indefinite NPs and WH-word are simply quantifiers over the set of
addresseeR. The partitive NPa and definite NPs ere a!sc like quantifiers OVer a subset of
tbe set of addresse:3s. Let us use the term address..."9-limited rrubject:s to describe tnese
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imperative constructions.
We now define the person designated by the referent of any NP according to the
criteria in (37).
(37)

a.

An NP is 1st person if its referent includes the
speaker(s).
An NP is 2nd person if its referent excludes the
speaker(s) and includes the addressee(s).
An NP is 3rd ~rsoD if its referent excludes both the
speakel{s) and the addressee(s).

b.
c.

All the subjects of the imperatives in (35) and ~8S) quantify over the set or a S"J.bset of the

addressee(s), satisfying (37b). Thus, the wbjects are second person and are compatible with
du.'ect command:;; hence, quantifier-like definite NPs can be subjects in imperatives and bind
second person anaphoric pronouns in (35).
However, to state that imperative subjects must be addressee-limited is definitely too
strong. Under some circumstances, subject NPs do not have to be the addressee. As given
in (38), the second NP of the conjoined subject is of third person, and the man or woman
denoted by this NP may or may not be e.dd.1'888ed to at the time of the speech.
(38)

a. You and Mark clean the table and I will do the dishes.
b. You and him/her/them make a deal! I am out or this.
c. You and someone clean the office downstairs! I will mop
the floor.

The oondition for this non-addressee-limited imperatives requires that the subject be a coordinate structure: the first conjunct must be IQ!! and the second conjunct is any third
person NP, but not vice versa (speakers' judgements vary).
(89)

a.·Mark and you VP
b. ·Somebody and you VP
c. ·Somebody fAlld Mark VP

These l\on-addressee-limited subjects, however, are formally second person in nature, given
the earlier definition of person in (37). According to (37b), imperatives with conjoined NPs
as the subject -- the first conjunct as you and th3 second conjunct as an NP of third person
-- contains

&ll

NP whose referent excludes the speaker and includes the addressee, i.e. you.
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Therefore, being second pel'SCll, the

ro~cined

subject NP can bind second person plural

anaphoric pronouns, as shown by the contrasts in (40).
(40)

a. You and Bill wash yourselves before dinner.
c.OYou and Bill wash yourself before dinner.
d. "You and Bill wash himself before dinner.
d."You and Bill wash yourself and himself before dinner.

The ill-formed sentences show that the conjoined subject can bind only second person plural
anaphors. We conclude that all subjects in English imperatives are second person in nature,
even the quantifier-like NPs and

co~oined

NPs. But why do the quantifier-like NP subjects

in (35) also bind third p9rson pronouns? We may formally explain this by assuming that
the subject quantifiers in imperatives are unspecified for numbers and must range over
second persons, ie.

~ed '~..i;j~

of both second person and third parson, given in (41).

As a result of the assumption, the paradigm in (35) follow.

(41)

[Someone{2nd,3rd} [...your <2nd >fhis< 3nb/tbeir <3rd> ...]]
[Everyone {2nd,3rd}f...your < 2nd >fhis < 3rd > /their < 3rd > ...]]
[Anybody{2nd,3rd} [...yo!U' <2nd >/hls < 3rd > /their < 3rd > ...]]

As a matter of fact, all the sentences involving partitive phrases, definite NPs and the Wh-

word allow either second or third person anaphoric pronoun:;, as in (42), supporting the
explantion that quantifier-like imperative subjects have values for either second or third
person.
{.;2)

a. Whoever knows the :m::;'Ner please put up your/his/their hand.
b. People interested in the project write down your/their names.
c. The tallest boy among you buy yow'&elf/himself a bicycle.
The distinctiGns we

hav~ =d~ ~t""gg:n

addressee-limited and non-addressee-limited

NP subjects, which are all formally second person, contrast with speaker-included
constructions. This is the let's construction that includes both the speaker and the addressee.
According to {37a), the subject is first person.
(43)

a. Let's go to the party at Bill's house.
b. Let's read this paper together.
c. Let's wash ourselves/~ourselves/"themselve5.
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Since it is not common for one to command oneself to do something, these constructions do
not have the illocutionary force of command or order. They a..-e simply suggestions. Our
earlier characterization of imperatives as com1l&tible with direct oommands automatically
separates

~

constructions from the imperatives.

To summarize, we have concluded that all imperatives in English can be formally
treated as having second person subject: the third person indefinite and definite NP's, and

the partitive phrases are quantifiers over the set of addressees that are second person in
nature. As a result, the first person

paradigm. Thus, we have first person

kt:!!

kfi

constructions are excluded in the imperative
ronstructions as a parallel to second person

imperatives that have been sub-d!vided in earlier diBCUSSion, as shown below.
(44)

A Imperatives (commands, formally
Sentential imperatives
strong imperatives
weak imperatives
N on-senten'1ial imperatives

~nd

person)

B. Let's constructions (suggestions, formally 1st person)

1.2. Issues surrounding impenatlve con&tructlons
In the next two sections (Sections 2 It 3), I discuss the major issues surrounding the
English impeL-ative construction as defined in Secion 1. Some of these theoretical issues grew
out of the transformational studies· of English syntax from the 1960s to the late 19708.
Crucially, I single out the unsolved questions and relate them to current grammatical
theories. I concentrate on the fact that a re-examation of the imperative problems under the
Government llJld Binding themy, outlined in Chomsky (1981, 1982) and developed in
Chomtlky (19&5), among others, would seem to require assumptions conflicting with existing
theoretical constructs. Thus I show that. despite mud:.
if.dp<lrative constructions still remain a challenge.

p~

made in the la:;-t; decade,
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1.2.1. A historical review
1.2.1.1. Underlying subjects
Imperatives require a second person subject. ThitJ fact seems to be agreed upon by
many people -- so many before the generative era that it is hard to give a list. Familiar
generative grammarians include Chomsk;y (1955), Klima (1964), Kiparsky (1968), Katz &
Postal (1964), Lees (1964), who all agree thai imperatives have:I2l! as the underlying subject
that undergoes a deletion operotion in Wash yourself!. It was not until Thome (1966),
Bolinger (1967) and later Downing (1969) that attention was paid to subjects which are

third person. Schachter (1972) discussed the ralationship between the subjects, you and the
indefinite NP's, and the pronominal/anaphoric references these subjects admit. He took (45)
as special imperative cases and noted that if a third person NP occurs in an imperative
subject position it may select either second or third person a.naphora, as in (45) and (46).
(45)

a.Somebody take off your coat!
:'.s.,r·}eoooy! take off his;, coat!

(46)

a.Everyone of you pick up hisj?your towel!
b.Everyone pick up hisj?yOUl' towel!
~.Every one pick up hls/?your towel!
(Schachter 1972)

In last section, I discussed similar or more complicated examples and concluded that third
person indefinite NPs are not special but simply quentifiers over the set of addressees that
are of second peroou.

1.2.1.2. Underlying modBJ. elements
Not only are there arguments ior underlying subjects but there are also arguments
for underlying modal anei auxiliary elements. Since the English imperative "lacks the
awtiliary accompaniments and also is permitted to lack a subject, this boils down to
discovering a plausibl& source that contains these elements, which are then deleted by rule"
<Bolinger 1967).

1.2.1.2.1
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Katz & Postal (1964) and Klima (1964) propose an underlying phrase marker
containing will to account for cases like (47).9
(47)

a. Close the window!
b. (You will) close the window, won't you?
c. Do help m~ won't you?

Lees (1964) proposes an affix-like zero morpheme, whi.ch he terms IMP, to be the
initial underlying modal element in imperatives. As a result, there is no need for an ad hoc
rule deleting a postulated auxiliary in his system, since the 8".rlUuy is a phonologically
unrealized morpheme in imperatives. This IMP applies to its adjacent V and turns it into
tenseless V.l°An imperative may assume the form (48&) but not (48b) because IMP attaches

to the verb stem in

(48&) and (48b) does not have IMP. If Emphatic or Negative has

prevented IMP from moving onto the verb, DO-support must apply, thus explaining (49).
(48)
(49)

a. Be there by five!
b. -Are there by five!
a. Do come to my house!
b. Don't come t.o my house!

However,

[IMP<-tns>+V...J -> [V +IMP<-tns>]
[V ...] -> [V ...]

[iMP+EMP+V] -> [Do+IMP+EMP+V]
[IMP + NEG + V] -> [Do+IMP+NEG+ V]

as pointed out by Schachter (1972), exactly the same IMP attachment would be

prevented by a S"olbject IS!!! in (508). Thus DO-support must apply, yielding ill-formed (50b).
(50)

a. You close the door! [IMP+YOU+V] -> [Do+IMP+YOU+V]
b. -Do you close the door!
All this, in fact, is a sort of re-formulation, in a tranformational approach, of the

9

See Lees (1964) on the conjunction-reduction
proposal for deriving tagged imperatives and Kiparsky (1963)
for drawing attention to tags that do not involve will.
Criticisms can also be found in Bolinger (1967), and
CUlicover (1971) for the ~l analysis.
10 The deletion of a postulated auxiliary
other problems such as deletion under identity
of meaning. First, there is no preceding modal
under identity with. Second, there is a change
with a monal appearing in the imperative.

encounters
and change
to delete
of meaning
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observation made by Jesperson (1949, V, 24.1; IV 15.7), who em.phasized the futurity of
imperatives and the tagged modal element En in imperatives. But the theoretical conception

of underlying structures and their appropriate derivations to surface forms via rules has
provoked research and disagreements on how imperatives and their properties can be best

represented, underlyingly and on the surface.
1.2.1.2.2
One of these studies led Schmerling (1975, 1977) to propose that there is no AUX
phrase marker for some imperatives but there is Oile for others. She adopted Akmajian &
Wasow's (1975) arguments for BE-shift, which claims that VP deletion and VP fronting are
allowed if BE, generated within VP, moves into Aux. Therefore, we get the well-formed (51b)
and (52b)

(51)

a.

b.
(52)

a.

b.

You should be ev.mined by a doctor, and you should be
eumined by a doctor, too.
you should be examined by a doctor, and you should be,
too.
They said to be examined by a doctor, so you should be
examined by a doctor!
They said to be examined by a doctor, so examined by a
doctor yuu should be!
Schmerling (1977)

According to her, if imperatives do not contain Aux, BE-shift will be inapplicable. Thus, VP

fronting and VP deletion sh!)uld be impossible. Indeed it does seems to be true, as in (53b)
and (54b).l1
(53)

a.
b. •

(54)

a.

They said to be examined by a doctor, 80 (you) be
h-amined by a doctor!
They said to be examined by a doctor, so examined by
a doctor (you) be!
You be examined by a d~r, :md you be examined by a
doctor, too_

11 To some speakers, (54b) is grammatical. To others
it is marginal but definitely better than (i), which
suggests that there is no verb movement in imperatives (see
Chapter 3).
(i) *You get examined by a doctor, and you get, too!
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b. •

You be examined by a doctor, and you be, too.
Sc:hmerling (1977)

Based on the above test, she claims that imperative negative .dsml is then in Aux, since VP
deletion is permitted.
a.

(55)

b.

Don't you be examined by a doctor, and don't you be
examined by a doctor, either!
Don't you be examjned by a doctor., and don't you be,
either!
SchmerliDg (1977)

Inevitably, as one can see clearly from the above, the issue of imperatives is tied with
the analysis of the auxiliary elements

s!2 and dsml in English

(see details in Chpater 3).

These auxiliary elements, in turn, interact with the overt subject, as illustrated in the next
section.

1.2.1.3. Constraints on imperative auhjoots
There are notorious asymmetries in imperatives, first discussed by Cohen (1975) and
Schmerling (1975, 1977). Subject NPs appear in the post-auxiliary position only in negative
imperatives containing ~ as in (56), not in positivs imperative sentences, as in (13a), or
negative imperative containing ~ as in (51b).
(56)

a.Don't (you) move another step forward!
b.Don't (anyone) taste my cake!

(57}

a. ·Do you eat that cake!
b. -Do not you move another step fOlWard!

Subject NPs are never compatible with

~

as shown by additional examples in (58), where

NPs are preceding do. As a contrast, Subject NPs freely occur in positive imperatives without
~

as shown in (59).

(58)

a. -You do try and taste my cake!
b.-You do not taste my cake!

(59)

a. (You) taste my cake!
b. Somebody help me with the car!

It is not clear whethe!' or how these asymmetries are synta..--tically constrained. No successful
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account was ever offered in tile previous stumes. Thus, they remain unsolved in current
theoretical frameworks (Chapters 3 &: 4 are devoted to discussions of these asymmetries in
English. Syntactic accounts are offered along the line of Govel'llment and Binding Theory,
and both syntactic and pragmatic accounts are proposed in terms of Cat;eeoJdal Grammar).

1.2.2. Theoretical issues
The unusual interaction between overt subjects, AUX and the syntactic position of the
subjects, presented in Section 2.1, give rise to questions that are of theoretical interest.
These include: (i) are imperative constructions derivable from general rules that are already
assumed in the grammar? (ii) if they are, how? if not, do imperatives form a special
utterence type ? (iii) do imperatives have any role in a syntactic theory?

1.2.2.1. Derivability and arbitrariness
It is quite usual to associate imperatives with infinitives, such as in Jesperson (1949,
IV, 7.4; V, 24.1); E.Kruisinga (1931 A hAndbook of present-day English), G.O.Curme (1931,

Svntax>, and Bolinger (1967). The obvious rewton for the association is that the verb forms
in infinitives and imperativetl l!:ck inflections.

Schachter (1972) even proposes that

subjunctive clauses should be treated as embedded imperatives for the same reason. One
central methodology of generetive grammar is to a&S."ciate constructions with each other
through abstract formulation of rules. As a result, the issue for generative grammar iE
whether rules can be formulated on

ft

principled basis, to derive imperatives from non-

imperatives. This line of research treats imperatives as having a similar underlying structl.!!"e
for other constructions, and believes that imperatives are not a type unto themselves.

1.2.2.2. Special utterance type
Schmerling (1975, 1977), however, preoollts arguments for not deriving imperatives
from a unified underlying structure with nOD-imperatives. Both the Perfcrmative Hypothesis
(Sadock 1974) and rules in Standard Theory have been argued to be iusufticient to deal with
English imperatives (see Schm2rling 1975, 1977). Based on (51), (52) and (55), and (56)-
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(59), she treats

:u and ~ in imperatives 88 dHferent from the regular be :md do in non-

imperatives, ending up with a special PS rule IMP -> NP (Am:) VP to generate imperatives,

labeling them as "special utterance type" and "a third distinct clause type" D.'Om tensed and
untensed clauses (Schmerling 1982) (see discussions in Chapters 2, 8, 4 & 5).

1.2.2.3. Non-syntactic
On the other band,

AkmaJian

(1984) proposes that on syntactic grounds English

imperatives are equivalent to a class of exclamative constructions. Hence, he argues that
imperatives should not play a role in syntax (see Chapter 5).

1.3. A re-examinatiolli of imperatives In GD and Its implications
Although every U>.novau':e gremmar must deal and has dealt to va..-ying degrees with
the complicated issue of the English auxiliary system, imperatives are usually skipped over.
The imperative constructions are not mentioned or sylrtematically discussed in many current
grammatict'.l theories, for instance GPSG, HPSG, LFG. Brief discussions made in the 1980's
can be found in SU;ele et al (1931), Schmerling (1982), Huntley (1982, 1984),

G$l7~o:1!!r,

Pullum

& Sag (1982), along the line of nontransformational approaches, and recently in Pollock
(1989) along the li!1e of Government and Binding theory.121 turn now to the widely adopted
Government Wld Binding theory, the precursors of which depended on imperatives to
motivate the famous rule of Refiexivization and the idea of Rule-ordering. I demonstrate how
a re-examination of some aspects of the imperatives discussed in Section 2 create obvious
contradictions v.ithin the framework; thus, posing interes'"'ung questions.

1.3.1. The theory of Case and phonetically realized NP
Case thaory, one of the modules of the GB framework (Chomsky 1981, 1982), requires

12 Lasnik (1982) discussed some of the problems using
an extended pre-GB model.
Da-des
(1986)
discussed
imperatives at length f:::o!!l bc~.li a f:'yntactic and a semantic
point of view, with a ncn-generative emphasis. The concerns
in this thesis are different from those of Davies (1986).
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every lexically headed NP to receive Case from a c:ase-assigner. Case-assignment requires

that the Case-assigner govern the NP to which it assigns Case. laTo illustrate, subject NP
is assigned

nominativ~ ("~~

by TNFt in a teDHd clause, object NP is assigned accusative

Case by the verb, and an NP following a preposition is assigned C'..a."!e by the preposition.

This accounts for the obligatory NP-Movement in passive and raising constructions, given
the assumption that passive participles, raising verbs and the infinitive marker to are not
Case-assigners. 14
(60)

a. was seen Bill
b . .; - seems Bill to be nice
c. was believed Bill to be nice

=

In addition, Case theory captures a generalization about infinitive constructions across

languages: infinitives do not have overt subjects (excluding ~ooptional Case Marking (ECM)
constructions in English), explaining the obligatory presence of PRO in a number of
constructions:
(61)

a. -[Mark to leave] was axpected.
b. [For Mark t.o leave] was expected.
c. [PRO to leave] was not an approp~.:lt3 thing to do.

(62)

a. -I tried [Mark to go]
b. 1 tried [pRO to go]

(63)

a. -The professor [Mark to talk to] is next door.
b. The professor [for M!1rk to tall; to] is next door.
c. The profeeaor [PRO tQ_ ~~ to] is next door.

PRO can occur in an infinitive clause, namely clauses that can be characterized as [-fin.it.e]

13 Readers are referred to Chomsky (1981, 1982, 19?-6)
fur discussions of Case theory. Detailed definitions of
government with respect to c-command, and the condition for
an NP that is in theta-position to receive Case from thetarole assigner V! and assumptions of Case assignment by
INFL[+tense], P and N (for genitive phrases) or by
inheritance are provided in the works cited above.
14 These examples imp1ici tely rest on such assumptions
as passives take the same argument structure as actives.
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or (-tense]. but cannot appear in a tensed clause which is characterized as [+finite], since

it is assumed that (i) the functional category INFL[ +finite], i.e. INFL[ +AGR], is a governor
of the subject position whereas INFL [-finite], i.e. [-AGR], is not a governor of that position,
and (ii) PRO cennot be governed, a 'th~rem' derived from Binding Principles. l 5rr there is
no governor, then there is no case-assigner. Hence, there is no lexical NP in the subject
position of an infinitive clause.
As a consequence, it can be assumed that the presence of Case is associated with a

subject 6l'gUDlent being phonetically realized and the absence of Case with a subject
argument being phonetically l.1.!liealized. Thhi is a crucial assumption that is held throughout
this study.

1.3.2. INFL and null subject In imperatives
Turning to imperative constructions, one needs to characterize the presence and
absence of a

l~cal

NP in the subject position. Imperatives seem to belong to the [-finite]

categoJ:)', given theil- similarities to infinitive v,orbs. On

these grounds,

one may account for

I'JUbjectless imperatives by assuming that imperatives contain the functional category INFL[-

finite]. INFL[-finite] is assumed not to be a governor of the subject position; thus, there is
no Case to be assigned to the subject position at S-Structure. If there is no Case associated
with the position, there is no overt NP. As a result, the sentences in (64) are properly
derived.
(64)

a. Eat an apple everyday!
b. Go to the b&ach &:ld enjoy yourself'!
c. Be quiet!

15 PRO has the features [+anaphol."ic, +pronominal]. The
principles of the Binding Th~ory state that a [+anaphoric]
NP must be bound in its governing category, a [+pronominal]
NP must be free in its governing category, and that a [anaphoric, -pronominal] NP must be free. As a result, a
[+anaphoric; +pronominal] element satisfies the first two
principles only if it has no governi~g category. Thus PRO
cannot be governed.
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The analysis of a lexical subjeci: being contingent on properties of the

fun~:tional

category

INFL and the assumption that INF!. in (subjectJess) imperative is INFT...[-finite] give rise to
problems in explaining imperatives with overt subjects.
(65)

a. You wait for me here!
b. You be quiet!
Co Somebody open the door!

Fimt of aD, the lexiC&l Nrs in the initial position are not vocatives, which are phonologically
characterized by a pause following the NP. Second, the verb form is tenseless. These two
indisputable facts create a "paradoxical" situation: the lexical NP must !eCeive Case from

!NFL but the INFL[-finite] is unable to assign Case to the subject position.
To accommodate (65), one seems to need an assumption that !NFL in (65) is able to
assign Case. Brute force methods such as letting !NFL be [+finite] in (65) will not do. Not

only does this have the result of making C!)lrllicting assumptions of !NFL for (64) and (65),
but it also tiaSimilates imperatives to tensed clauses, which is implausiole for obvious

reasons. To simultaneously explain (64) and (65), the only option is to assume that !NFL
in imperatives is neither [+finite] nor [-finite]. What does this mean in ter.:.." of the
theoretir.tll consequences? It means the structure of imperatives has a feature in !NFL that
allows the !NFL to assign Case optionally to the subject position; thus, allowing an overt NP

as well as its null colmterpart:
(66)

The subject position is governed and ree3ivea Case from
the INFL.
Presuming (66), the next question to ask is: what is this null elemont in terms of

empty cstegories? It is apparent that this null element falls outside of the array of empty
categories made available by the theory. It is definitely not a wh-trace nor an NP trace. It
cannot be PRO, since PRO cannot be governed. It does not seems to be the pro defined as
[+pronominal, -anaphoric~, b~cause pro is not typical in English or in untensed clauses: pro
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is ~ice1 only in tensed clauses in Romance languages.16
When facing a dilemma like this, the con.."troctiva option is tv make some further
neces&aJy and reasonable asmunptions, the validit;y of which can hopefully be tested. I would

like to suggest that a

pro-~e

of analysis seems more appropriate to both English and cross-

linguistic data, as the following reasons show.
(a) The interpretation of the null subje..'"t has a determinant range restricted to second
person. The quantified NPs that are allowed to be subjects quantify over the set of
addressees:!7
(67)

a.

b.

·PlOi Hand in hisi homework!
Pl'Oi Hand in hisj homework!

In this sense, the null subject in imperative is as determinant as the null subject that
undergoes 'pro-drop' in Italian and Spanish due to the rich verbal ml>rphology. Imperative

INFL is [+AGR].
('J) English imperative verbs do not show inflections for person, number or gender.

Other languages do show these agreement suffixes on verbs in imperatives. Overt subjects
and the agreement affixes on the imperative verb may appear simultaneously such as in
Russian and Lithuanian (Timberlake 1974).
(c) Another reason for the null subject to be pro but not PRO (besides PRO cannot

be governed by the governing category INFL [+ AGR]) is that PRO ml!Y allow an arbitrary
interpretation and trigger arbitrary third person reflexive oneself/ves , which is banned in

16 See Chomsky (1982), Rizzi (1982), Taraldsen (1978),
Huang (1984), Rizzi (1986), and references cited there as
to why English does not have pro.
17 (23a) cannot be an imperative but is OK as answer
to an echo question.
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imperatives: 18

1.3.3. Particular grammar and tbeoreUcal construct
If the above suggestions are reasonable, namely, that the functional category !NFL in
imperative constructions has some content that enables it to license both overt and null
subjects in English and that the null subject is a pro-like empty category, we then need to

ask why this is the case at all in the grammar.
UG depicts pro as a necessary syntactic entity, given the binary features [+ jpronominal] and [+ /- anaphora]. Typologieally, it is claimed that Romance Jang'lu!.ges have
it (synchronic evidence from Italian and Spanish, dLachruuic evidence from Old French),
English Child Language has it (Hyme 1988), Chinese and other languages have it. However,
pro does not exist in the grammar of (adult) English, due to the non-lexical nature of !NFL
and its impoverished agreement morphology.19
Suppose imperatives are analyzed to 8lIow pro in English. This conclusion is more
interesting to the theory than the theory describing them as unique, since the theory is
opposed to construction-specific rules, conditions or stipulations. This calls for an examination
of imperative constructions in a larger context - to look at the issue of the structure of
imperatives in other languages. Just within English, as discussed in the previous pages, the
imperative issue suggests that the traditional idea of eq-uatiilg imperatives with infinitives
should be reconsidered. Content of !NFL in imperatives, at least, seems to have some effect

18 One option to take is to assume INFL has the same
pxoperties in imperatives as in infinitives, and that the
subject in an imperative is a PRO, only with second person
interpretation.
19 Languages like Chinese, where there is no trace of
overt agreement, have been argued to have a lexical INFL,
which governs the subject position and allows the properly
governed element to drop (Huang 1984). See Zhang (1988j for
disagreement and the analysis of proposing V as governer of
the subject in certain constructions.
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that places imperatives in between tensed clauses and untenseci clauses.
To sum up this section, we have come up with the approximation that !NFL for
imperatives governs the subjecl poiiiiti()n and allows a p~1;ype nuB subject. This null subject

is licensed by the more determinant AGR, i.e, second person singular or plural, similar to
'pro-drop' in tensed clauses noticed in some non-Englisb languages. As a result, three types
of INFLs are distinguished: one for tensed clauses, one for untensed clauses and the other

for imperatives.

1.4. Summary

In Section 1, I have defined the imperative constructions in terms of compatibility
between sentence types and commands, and discussed various imperatives and related
constructions (strong VB. weak, sentential VB. non-sentential). I have shown the non-existence
of strong imperatives in some languagas and provided an analysis of the quantified NP

eubjects in English.
Together in Section 2 and &, I have sorted out two msjor theoretical issues that need
to be addressed: (i) are imperatives derivable from a uniform underlying structure for both
imperatives and Don-imperatives, or are they an independent sentence t"jpe? (ii) do
imperatives with their noticed interactions with awrlliaIy elements, subject NPs, and their
affinities to infinitives (or even exclamatives; see Chapter 5) playa role in the syntactic

theory? In particular, I have argued for the necessity of an explanation for imperatives in
the .:urrent GB theoty, and for a study of imperative constructions in a cross-linguistic
setting. Specifically, we need to find out the distributions of subject arguments and the
conditions for their nun. optional, or obligatory occurrence in English end other languages.

1.5. Other chapters

In Chapter 2, I examine Pollock'a proP-1Ga1 iqs-arding imperative and tensed clauses.
I present criticism and extend the analysis along the line of a transformational approach.
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Most crucially, I discuss the theoretical consequences of such an extended analysis in terms
of construction-specifie rules VB. general principles, pointing out the unavoidable result of

invoking special assumptions for the imperative construction.

In Chapter 3, based on the criticism made in Chapter 2, I oft'er an account of positive
imperatives with overt, or null, subjecbi, and propose a structural representation of don't
negative imperatives. I motivate a non-verbal, construction specific, analysis of don't,
proposing that don't is a base-generated sentence-initial Imp Negative Phrase. I show that
the hypothesis of sentence-initial negative phrll8e for imperatives can be instantiated in a
positive way to negative imperative constructions in English and other languages. This
chapter shows that negative interrogatives like Won't you eat that cake? and negative
imperatives Don't you eat that cake! have different syntactic Btructures, the interrogatives
as an instance

ot S'(CP) structure and the imperatives as an instance of S (TP); hence,

negati.·e impe~tives are not inverted constructions. The study also suggests that imperatives
are formally derivable from move-alpha but only with certain additional assumptions. The
additional assumptions and construction-specific rules show that correlating every
construction by a uniform underlying structure has its limit

In Chapter 4, I relate the observations, results and propo<''l.!g made ill the last two
chapters w lexical approaches to imperative COnstrctiODS. I present an analysis along the line
of extended Categorial Grammars (CG), showing that the lexical approach captures the
particular syntactic properties associated with ~ ~ and !!Q that interact with the

subject (overt or null), and that imperatives should be treated as an independent clause type.
I evaluate the two different approaches, GB and CG, and point out that in GB the
underivability of English imperatives from a unifonn D-structure is only implicitly recognized
but imperatives are formally represented as derivable for methodological reasons. Afterwards,
I discuss other alternative proposals for ruling out the co-occurrence of overt subjects and
~..Q.

I suggest that pragmatic issues such as the distinction in force between requests and
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commands affect the interactions between overt subjects and

~.

In Chapter 5, I argue that there are non-neglectable formal properties aseociated with
imperatives in English which are disr..d1ct from a class of exrJamatives (Mad Magazine
sentences (MMs», end that there is no structural ~qnatio!! between these two constructions.
I present arguments to shaw that MMs are constructions of S' (CP) structure while
imperatives are an instance of S (TP). The conclusions are (i) MMs and imperatives are two

distinct sentence types and cannot be regarded as an instance of one sentence type having
two distinct pragmatic functions, and (ii) the properties associated with imperatives are
important to syntactic investigations.

In Chapter 6, I present a Ci'O&B-linguistic perspective on the properties of imperatives.
The examjnation shows that the imperatives in the languages surveyed have three properties
in common: (i) they lack modal elements; (ii) they lack elements indicating past tense; and
(iii) they use formal strategies to mark the construction as distinct from non-imperatives.

Although considerable diversity exists in the way imperatives are manifested, the ways can
be generalized into three types of formal strategeties for indicating imperatives: imperative-

marking elements, the manipul&tion of aubject and intonation. Five implicational universals
can be drawn from this cross-linguistic examjnetion, ranging over imperative types, formal
strategies, negatives, and subjects.
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CIIAPI'ER 2
A GB REPRESENTATION AND ITS THEORETICAL CONSEQUENCES
2.0. introduction.
The neglect of imperative constructions in current generative grammars is obvious.
One recent exception, based on the theory of GB (Chomsky 1986a,b, 1989), is Pollock (1989)
which outlines an approach to some imperative constructions.1 One ~or issue brought to

the forefront in. Chapter 1 is whether imperatives and non-imperatives are derivable from
a common underlying structure. It was suggested that three types of INFLs need to be

recognized, including one for the imperative. The first part of this chapter is the presentation
of how and why imperative constructions become an unavoidable issue for Pollock's theory
of Verb Movement, and of the proposal made to cope with some of the imperatives. The
second part is an evaluation of the proposal, its theoretical consequences and some incorrect
predictions regarding the whole range of imperative constructions. Specifically, it is argued
that (i) the derivation of imperatives regarding Verb Movement of hYhave separates
imperatives from tensed clauses and from infinitvesj (ii) imperatives in English pattern with
tensed clauses regarding 'quantificational binding' but pattern with infinitive clauses

regarding the T(ense) feature [-finite], which a!'gues for a special !NFL for the imperative
in the current transformational grammar; (iii) the negative complex don't cannot be analyzed
as a main Verb 'and Pollock's proposal for imperatives is untenable.
2.1. Verb Movement and Imperatives
~.1.1.

The obligatory movement CIt ~ and

~

In non-Imperatives

2.1.1.1. English
It has been argued that English has a rule of Verb Raising to Aux, i.e INFL in the
current GB theory, restricted to certain lexical. elements such as

1 Other recent linguistic comments
(1988), Zhang (1988), and Zwicky (1987),

~have

(Jackendoff 1972,

on imperatives
include Zwicky
which reviews Davies (1986).
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Emonds 1976, 1978, LasDik 1981). Consider (1) and (2).
(1)

a.Bill is not happy.
b. -Bill does not be happy.

(2)

a.Bill has not finished the homework.
b. -Bill does not have finished the homework.

Give~

the assumption that the negative particle is outside the VP, we have the following D-

structure form for the above eonstrucitons.
(3)

[IPNP I ([Neg not]) [vp (ADV) V•..ll

Assuming (3), snd also assuming that

~

are generated in 'VP and on !NFL, the

paradigm in (1) and (2) requires ~ to move out oftha VP t.o the I(NFL) position, and
indicates that the failure of such a movement yields ungra,nnnatical strings where the

auxiliary/substitute verb dQ, generated beyond VP, moves into !NFL (1b) and (2b).
However, V to !NFL raising is restricted in modern English, In (4), a verb such as
like or finish must stay inside the VP, and the substitute verb do moves into !NFL.
(4)

a. -Bill likes not Mary.
b.Bill does not like Mary .
c. -Bill finished nOi; the homework.
d.Bill did not finish the homework.

The fact that the Verb Movement rule is restricted to

~ave

in English can be support.ed

by comparison with French, as argued by Pollock (1989) shown below.
2.1.1.2. English

VGI'SUB

French

Compare French and English. regarding

th~

=ta

in (5)-(7) below, provided the D-

structure (3) where ADV ia an optional adverbial position that can be occupied by VP
adverbs like often/69uvent

uno t!eldom/mrement

(5)

a. -John likes not Ma..ry.
b.Jean (n') aime pas Marie.

(6)

a. -Likes he Mary?
b.Aime-t-il Marie?

(7)

a. -John kisses often Mary.
b,Jean embrasse souvent Marie.
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c.John often kisses Mary.
d.·Jean souvent embrasse Marie.
(Pollock 1989, 887)
(5a) is excluded since English Verb Movement is restricted

to

~ve. (5b)

is well-formed

since all verbs undergo Verb Movement in French. (6a) is excluded because the derivation
of it presupposes Verb Movement of like to INFL if we analyze the Subject-Aux Inversion

as movement from !NFL to Comp. (6b) is fine for the same reasons as (5b). Presuming that
neither English nor French allows for ADV movement to the right, the ill-formedness of (7a)
must involve Verb Movement to INFL. whereas the grammaticality of (7b) is straightforward
since the verb embrasser is allowed to move. Therefore, the only acceptable English sentence

is (7c).
To sum up, if we allow the grammar to specify that English has a limited version of
the Verb Movement rule and that French has an obligatoxy Verb Movment rule, we can
account for the minimal pairs in (5)-(7) as the surface reflex of the abstract syntactic
di1ferences in Verb Movement in English and French (see Pollock 1989).

2.1.2. Pollock's proposal f(\r clause structure and Verb Moveruent
2.1.2.1. Tense and Agreement Phra&es
Pollock (1989) proposed an analysis for why Verb Movement to !NFL in English is
lexically restricted, using the ECP, especially the Head Movement Constraint which requires
movement to be local and the trace of the moved head to be properly governed, theta-theory
and quantification thoory developed in the current GB literature. Essential to his analysis

is the development of a clause structure with the !NFL categoxy dissected into two functional
categories: Tense and Agreement, each with its own maximal projection TP (Le. S) and
AgrP. Negation, headed by not, also projects its own Xm~
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(8)

Spec~T'
T(ense)

~
<NegF)

~

~

Neg

l\gr

VP

I
v

Every XIIWh! assumed to be an inherent barrier for movement except AgrP which is
defective in English and can only be a barrier by inheritance.2 in the above configuration,
V movement obeys the strict liMility condition, moving from V to Agr to T. The head Neg

is assumed not to count as a potential intervening head govemor for the Minimality
Principle of Chomsky (1986a) which states that the closest XO element to a trace t of yO
blocks the government of t by the moved ~3

2.1.2.2. Theta-roles and the ·opaclty" of Agr
But why is Verb Movement from V to Agr to T in English restricted to bYhave? The
property these two verbs have in common is that they do not assign any theta-role to the
constituents the-I subcategorize for, whereas all other verbs do. Pollock then assumes that
Agr in English, unlike Agr in French, is opaque to theta-role assignment. As a result, Agrl
in the structure (9) blocks the theta-grid of V from pereol&ting to AgrP after V adjoins to
Agr, forming the amslgamated [[V] Agr].

AgrP

(9)

Agrl~VP

V~

2 See Chomsky
barriers for movement.
3 See
(forthcoming)

ti/~NP

(1~86a)

for relevant

Chomsky
(1986a)
on the re1ativized

assumptions

and definitions

Principle
minimality

and

of

Rizzi
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This blocking causes the trace t to have no theta-role to assign, violating the thetac&"iterion which requires that the terminal D-structure of the verbal chain retain the capacity
to theta-mark. Therefore, Verb Movement of theta-assigning verbs in English are not
allowed. On

tb~

other hand, the non-theta-assigning verbs

~ve

can move. The

unrestricted Verb Movement in French simply follows from the assumption that Agr is not

opaque to theta-role assignment.

2.1.2.3. Operawi' and variable blndlng
Furthermore, Pollock takes Tense to have [+ I-finite] dimensions, [+finite] being either
[+past] or [-past]. He proposes that [+finite] T is an operator which must bind an event
variable denoted by VP, and that [-finite] Tense is not an operator (see later discussion on
T in imperatives), as defined as follows. 4
a.

b.

Alpha is a variable for [+ I-past] iff Alpbl! is bound by
[ +I-past]
Alpha is bound by Beta ill' Alpha is c-commanded by Beta and
coindexed with it

That is, [+ I-past] T must be-coindexed with a variable in ito c-command domain, binding
the variable and making movement obligatory. The coindexing between the T operator and
the variable is achieved by index percolation through movement: the event variable,
construed as a syntactic enti!'; and notated by
VP

whi~b.

"et,

is assumed to be the verb trace in the

is anaphoric to the head that has moved into T. In other words, the operator

status of T requires "some" Verb Movement (see eu.:nples below).
2.1.2.4. Some illustrations
In a representation like (8), Agr is opaque to theta-role assignment and dominates the
auxilary/substitute verb do or its null counterp!!rt Q. V dominates non-theta assigning verbs
have/be and theta-assigning verbs. Let us consider the sentences in (10) and see how Verb

4 Pollock
assumes
(1985).
Higginbotham

the

semantic

analysis

of the

event

variable

in
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Movement to Agr to T is obligatory for

~

but not for

othf'!f

verbs, and how variable

binding is satisfied.
(10)

For

a.JchD. is not happy.
b.John has left.
Co -John does (not) be happy
d. -John does (not) hav'e gone.
e.John does not like apples.
f.-John likes not apples.
g.John ran.
sent.e~ces

such as (1Oa,b), the derivations involve movement of be and have to Agr and

to T, as shown below.
(11) [TPJohn [Ti[AGRi [Vibe/have]Agr]T] [NEGpnot [AGRP t'i [vp t/~ ...]]]]
~

being non-theta assigning verbs, can move to Agr, and from there to T. Thus,

theta-theory is satisfied. VP being an inherent barrier, V moves to Agr, forming the
amalgamated V+Agr that L(exica1)-marks VP, voiding barrierhood. V+Agr then goes to T,
forming [T[V + Agr] + T]. If the sentence is negative, Ti L-marks N egP, voiding barrierhood;
if the sentence is affirmative, AgrP causas no harm since it is defective and does not count

as a blockirig category. TheMf'ore, the derivation satisfies the ECP. As to the requirement
of the quantification binding theory outlined above, the [-!l8St] T operator binds a variable,
the trace of V, notated as

t/~

in (11) for the syntactic counterpart of trace and semantic

counterpart of the event.
Consider the structure of the ill-formed (1Oc,d), where J2£/!!ave do not move to T.
(12) [Tf\John [Ti[AGRi [do] Agr] T] [NEGpnot £AGRP t'i [vp be/have ... ]]]]
'the structure in (12) is very similar to (1). Since the operator status of T requires
some movement, do moves instead of ~ and have. The derivation satisfies the ECP, since
Ti containing the lexice! do L-marks NegP, voiding barrierhood. It satisfies theta-theory, since
the subsitute verb always lacks a theta-role and moves to T. What then rules out the
structure? It is the quantification theory of event variable binding that rules out (12). There
is no trace in 'liP that would flYDtactica1ly denote a variable for the tense operator. Since
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~

lack a theta-grid, d.Q, as a substitute verb, has nothing to copy from VP. Thus, do

remains semantically empty. Even if .!!21eaves a trace that is coindexed with its head in T,
it cannot be interpreted as an event ,-ariable bound by the tense operator.
For the opposite reason, (10e) is well-formed.
result,

s!2 under Agr wassumed to copy the role

LiD is a

verb with a theta-grid. As a

and moves to T, leaving a trace in AgrP

with semantic intel-pretatiorl as an event variable denoted by VP and bound by T, as shown
b31ow.
(13) [~ohn [Ti[AGRi [do] Agr] T] [NEGP not [A-GRP t/~ [vp like...]])]

The ill-fermed (10f) is ruled out by theta-theory. Agr is opaque to theta-role assigning
verbs. Consequently, like cannot move to Agr and then to T.
The well-formed (lOg) depends on the postulation that Agr may also dominate the null
counterpart Q of do. Q copies the theta-grid of the V and moves to T, satisfying theta-theory
and operator-.variable bi:&diili. It also satisfies the ECP, since AgrP

jg

not

Ii

barrier and Q

in T properly governs its trace in AgrP.
To sum up, the conditions set up for the above derivations in the Pollock's system boil
down to (14).
(14)

Non-theta assigning verbs H and yy! must move to T by the
requirement of quantificational binding; the presence of the
auxiliary/substitute verb s!2 with theta-assigning verbs is a
result of the ECP, quantification binding and theta-theory.
Given the above chara...Pf.er'.zation of ~ aud }lave and the auxiliary/substitute verb QQ,

an obviilus question is how to analyze imperative sentences.

2.1.3. No

~

monmant in imperatives

Imperative sentences allow
(15)

have~

as shown below.

a Be r.areful!
b. Be singing a song when your mother comes bome.
c. Have finished your homework by the time your mother
comes back.

There are, hm"l9Ver, two striking properties associated with the imperative constructions. The
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first departure from the behavior of non-imperatives is that .\iQ is always compatible with

1!@I!!iD.
(16)

a. Don't/do not be carela=.
b. Don't/do not be playing with that piano when Mark comes
back.
c. Don't/ do not have finished your homework when your
father comes back.

"{'he second departure from the behavior of non-imperatives is that Verb Raising is never
posaible with imperatives,
(17)

88

shown below.

a. -Be not careless.
b.Don't/Do not be careless.
c. -Have not finished your homework by five o'clock.
d.Don'tfDo not have finished your homework by five o'clock.

The sentences are ill-formed when ~ precedes [[NegP] VP] but are well-formed when
have~

stays in the VP. Therefore, two immediate questions arise: (A) why do is acr.eptable

in imperatives and (B) why the obligatory movement of

~ave

to T does not apply in

imperatives.

2.1.4. Pollock's proposal for imperatives
2.1.4.1. Neg

88

an lntervelililg governor in imperatives

Pollock (1989) proposed an analysis of imperatives to address the above questions. He

discussed three imperative ronstructions: negative imperative constructions with don't, as in
(18), positive imperatives with !!2,

88

in (19), and the most simple positive form, as i .... (20).

(18)

a. Don't (you) have finished your work when I come baclt!
b. Don't (you) 1>3 singing when I come back!
c. Don't be careless!

(19)

a. Do be a good student!
b. Do sing a song!

(20)

a.Be careful!
b.Sing a song!
Apparently, the contrast in (17) can be attributed to the illicit Verb Movement of

~have.

Thus, it is assumed that English im~ratives contain an element blocking Verb
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Movement, either an abstract special IMP tense morpheme or an empty auxiliary (Lasnik
1981, Roberts 1985). But facts from French indicate that the impossibility of having havelbe

movement to T in English imperatives is not an accident. French negative infinitive
constructions are often used as imperatives, as illustra-.;ed in (21).
(21)

a.

b.
Co

Attention! Ne pas toucher!
beware particle not touch
'Beware! Don't touch!
Voyons, s'il VOUB plah;, ne pas ~tre idiot!
c.(\m~ ("II'! plf!A8e
particle not be ai11y
'Come on, please, don't be silly!'
Allons, ne pas avoir peur, s'U VOUB plalt!
come on particel not have fear, p:!es5e
'Come on, Gon't be scared, please!'

(21a) contains the verb Wilcher (to touch) and (21b,c) contain the French
~tre/av(,ir.

(22)

~have

--

In these infinitival imperatives, the negative particle l!M must precede the verb.

... [ne [T-finite] [NEGPpas [AGR

[vptoucher/avoir/~]]

As shown in (23), Verb Movement of avoir/~ to T yield ungrammatical sentences.
(23)

a.

b.

·Voyons, s'il VOUB plah;, n'~tre pas idiot!
oAllons, n'avoir pas peur, s'il VOUB plalt!

However, in other infinitives like (24) and (25),

avoir/~tre

of (24a) and (25a), can

normally undergo Verb Movement, as illustratOO in (24b) and (25b).
(24)

b.

Ne pas ~tre heureux est une condition pour 6uUe des romans
ne to not be happy is a prerequisite for writing novels
N'etre pas heureux est une condition pour 6crire des romans
ne to be not happy is a prerequisite for writing novels

(25)

a.
b.

Ne pas avoir de voiture I3n banlieue rend la vie difficlle
ne to not have a care in the suburbs makes life difficult
N'!!.yo!!' pas de voiture en banlieue rend la vie difficlle
ne to have not a cal- in the suburbs makes life difficult

(.26a) is the structure of (248) and (200). (.26b) is the structure of (24b) and (25b) where
Verb Movement to T has taken place.
(.26)
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a.[ne [T-finite] [NEGPpas [ (AGRl [vp [V avoir/~ ...]]]
b.[ne [T avoir/@trel [NEGP pas [ £AGR t'] [vp [V t) ...]]]
It is then implausible to assume a special Tense element that bloCks Verb Movement in
these otherwise perfectly ordinary infinitives like (24) and (25).
What the English data in (17) and the French infinitival imperatives in (23) have in
common is that the non-theta assigning verbs have moved, crossing the NegP. Thus, Pollock
proposes the descriptive pneNU?.stion (26) to capture the fact that Verb Movement is not
allowed in French infinitival imperatives and English imperatives.

(26)

Neg (Negative element) counts as head for verb movement in
[-finite] sentences with imperative force

(26) states that Neg is a potential intervening governor for the minimality principle and
blocks movement from V (to Agr) to T in imperative constructions. As a result, the illformedness of (17) and (23) can be accounted for by the ECP: not, being an intervening
governor, is the closest governor to the trace of V in [AGRP t']; thus, not blocks the proper
antecendent government of t' by its head V in T.
(27)

[ne [T [AGID [Vi avoir/Gtrel [NEGPpas [£AOR t'i) [VP [V t'.i ]]))

~ent gove;;:ent

blocks

2.1.4.2. Do

88

a verb in

~

imperativea

In the earlier analysis of nOD-imperatives in (10) of Section 1.2.4., do is base generated
in AgrP and cannot be present if non-theta verbs

~

are in the VP. If Vp is headed

by theta-assigning verbs, do must move to T. It is demonstrated in the previous section that
do is compatible with verbs ~3 as in the negative imperatives in (18), repeated in (28).

(28)

a. Don't (you) be careless.
b. Don't (you} have finished the homework when your mother
comes back.
Why does there exist such a contrast between imperatives and non-imperatives?
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Presuming the analysis (of d2> of (10) and th~ principle stated in (26),

!!2 in (28)

cannot be

analyzed as an amiliary/substitute verb under Agr, as argued by Pollock. If it is an

awdliaIy/substitute verb, all other ~ being equal, neither of the sentences in (28) should
be grammatical because Neg will block movement. Fmthermore, Pollock argues that, under
the awdliaIy/subPtitute analysis of !t2, one could not explain how subject you is licensed
unless further Verb Movement to Comp is essumed, i.e. tl.e traditional rule Subject-A.!XInversion (SAl) (see Chapter 3 for the impossible SAl or movement to Comp in imperatives).
What is !!2 in (28) if it is not an awdliaIy/substitute verb? Pollock sugge..<1:.s that it is
a main verb, drawing on evidence from Middle English. He proposes that do in don't
imperativ~ like the French verbs ~ or faire. is a causative verb which can optionally

Case-mark and govern the subject of its infinitival complement, as shown in (29).5
(29)

VP

Do~CP
C

----""- TP

NP~T'

r~u

~

T
[-lin]

(NegP)--.
~

AgJ.:P

~vp
I

V
I

He/have
In (29),

!!2 is the

verb of the matrix clause t:lat takes a [-finite] complement clause. The

subject you· in the Spet" of TP is properly governed by

~

which assigns Case. Hence, the

6 Note that there is even evidence from Pollock's system that the
null subject is pro but not PRO, if!!2.. in don't is assumed to be a main
verb. In order to assign Case, !!2.. must govern the null subject. PRO
cannot be governed;
hence, it must be pro.
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I2!! is licensed. Exactly how nm merges with the main verb

d2 is not discussed by Pollock. 6

6 However, nothing is mentioned by Pollock about how the negative
complex ~ is form6d. Is D21. a part of thg f3mbedded infinitive or a part
of the higher clause? For the present p1h"~ let us assume that Neg is
generated in the higher clause simply bi;eause double negative imperatives
&-"e acceptable.
(i)
Don't you not come to my JW1iY this Friday!
If Neg appears in the lower clause, it must join do in the higher
clause. I can ronjecture
two ways. By Head Movement
Constraint,
not
must move to TeDDe, to Comp, ed then join ~ NegP is a maximal
projection
and is assumed
to be an inherent
barrier for movement;
the~fore,
it has to be L-marked by D21. after D21. gets to Tense. TP is a
blocking category but not a barrier, and neither is CP, since CP is a.
complement
of higher V. As a result, the trace of Neg is properly
satisfying the ECP. One aspect that seems odd is the step to
governed,
Tense: it is Neg instead oi V that moves (to Agr) to Tense.
The other way is simply to let not directly move to Comp, assuming
the functional
head T not to count as an intervening
head for Neg
Movement -in the spirit of Rizzi's relativized
minjm&lity
principle (Rizzi
1990). From C, !!2l. moves to the matrix V; thus. the trace of Neg is
and
properly governed. Also see Baker & Hale (1990) for the functional
lexical split in notion of head.
As shawn in (ii), at D-structure
(iia),!!2.. is in VP. At S-structure (lib),
QQ. has moved out or VI:- and, through Agr, landed in Tense of the higher
clause. Since it has been assumed that Neg counts as a head for Verb
Movement
in [ftfinite] clause with imperative
force, is the Neg in the
higher clause blocking the movement of V to T? Notice that everything
said so far with respect to Principle (26) applies to the [-finite] clause. The
is not blocked if do
higber clause is not [-finite]; hence, Verb Movement
is assumed to laclt a theta-grid
(see later discussion of the consequence
of
assuming do to not assign theta-role).
(ii)

a. [TP[ T [NEGP not [AGRP [vp do [CP[TP you [vp bejhave...]] ..
b. [TPfTi [AGRlVi do]]] [AGRPt'i [NEGP not [vp ti [Cp[TP you [VPbe/have ...]]]]
There al-e two quc:rtiODS that remain regarding the structures in (ii).
First, when the subject of the embedded iDfittitival complement
is absent,
is it a PRO or pro? It cannot be PRO since it is a govcrnetl position, then
it mum; be pro. The standard pro has pronominal
iuterpretations,
but, in
this case, it is limited only to second person and quantifi"lti
third person
~"s understood
as addresses.
Second, does the matrix clause have a
S".lbject position, i.e. Spec of TP? It has to be null. If so, Wby TP?
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2.1.4.3.

D2 88 an auxllary/subaltute

verb In posltlve Imperatives

The next natural question regards the status of!!Q in (19).
(19) &.Do be 8 good student!
b.Do be careful!
c.De careful!
If !\Q in

(l9~

is taken to be a main verb, the analysis just sketched above predicts (30) to be

fine.
(30)

a.
b.

·Do you be a good student!
·Do you be quiet!

Clearly, it is implausible to analyze !!2 in (19) as a main verb. This suggests that do cannot
license a subject in positive imperatives, contrary to the !!2 in don't imperatives in (18). The
suggestion made by Pollock is to treat do in positive imperatives like those in (19) as the
auxiliary/substitute verb generated under the head Agr in AgrP, similar to the D-structure
proposed for non-imperatives in Section 1.1.7 Thus,

!!2 must

move to T. By ~ovement, do

goes to T, forming [1fAGR do+Agr] T ].
(31)

7 Pollock (1989, 403) is very vague ~n this point and does not provide
any detailed
derivational
structures
to represent
what he means. I
conjecture
that do must raise to T, even if T in irnpemtives
contains a
speciaJ tense ingredient
Imp that provides
the event variable
to be
necessa..rily
bound by the operator
[-finite].
See my interpretation
of
Pollock's idea below.
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However, there is no mention of how to rule out (30) in Pollock (1989).8

2.1.4.3.1. Another intrepretatloD
The following interpretation rules out (30) and is consistent with all the previous
analyses, i.e. Verb Movement, operator-variable binding, theta-grid copying and principle (26).

The newly created category is [T [~GRi do]], crucially [-finite], which is unable to license
any overt subject in Spec of TP, let alone an overt subject following T. The latter
impossiblity is not because there is no available structural position for a subject (for instance
Spec of AgrP) but because [T [[AGRi do]] iJJ not a verb and it cannot theta ma.k or casemark an NP that follows it. The ungrammaticality of an overt subject in (30) results.
2.1.4.4. Imp as a special feature

But the analysis of s!2 in (19) and (30) as an auxiliary/substitute verb automatically
carries over to (1Oc,d). Note that the sentences in (19) are not much different from the illformed (lOc,d). How could one reconcile this dilemma? Recall (1Oc,d) ue ruled out by
'quantification theory', since the variable they contain fails to denote an event that is
required to be bound by the operator [-finite]. The failure to denote an event is due to the

analysis that do in AgrP has no theta-grid to copy from non-theta assigni.ng verbs Whave.
However, the imperatives in (19) and (30) have euctly the same structure as that for
(1Oc,d). This forces Pollock to assume that imperauv2 sentences contain a special Imp in T.

"o I interpret

this (i.e. no precise analysis of the ill-formedness
of (30»
as Pollock not intending to get into the issue regarding overt subjects in
imperatives.
For example, the foi,;vwing contrasts would inevitably i:lvolve
complicated
discussion of vocatives and subjects.
(i)

You, do be a good
*You do be 3 good
*00 you be a good
Somebody do help
Somebody,
do help

See later sections

boy!
boy!
boy!
me!
me!

on these

problems.
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The Imp provides the variable bound by [+ /.fin!w] operator:

T'

(82)

/~

~~
T
~

L\ORi do]

~,

Imp

Agf

VP

t

J
no theta copying

bejhave
[-theta]

As a result of allowing imperatives to have this variation, 22, as an auxiliaIy/substitute verb

under Agr in the positive imperatives, does not have to copy any theta-grid from V in
VP. po moves to Tense, leaving a trace

11

in AgrP, just as the do in non-imperative

constructions He did (not)leave. The crucial difference is that do in non·imperatives copies
the theta·grid from the V in VP and the trace of J!Q serves as an event variable bound by
Tense operator, as in (38).
(38) [TPHe [Ti[AGRi [do] Agr]T] lAGRPej [ype&ve]]]
However, in (32), after do moves to T, its trace

11 in AgrP has no event to denote because

no theta-role can be copied. Imp in T then provides the variab1e ej to

11 which

i~

bound by

the tense operator, see (34). Thus, quantificational binding is satisfied.
(34) [tp(Ti[AGW 0] T.Imp] [ACRP t/ej

[~lP

be careful]]]

2.1.4.5. Summary, null do and no verb movement
Thus far, we have shown how imperatives become an unavoidable issue in the
discussion of Verb Movement in Pollock's theory. We have reviewed Pollock's proposal, and
ended up distinguishing two J!Q's (a verb

!!2 dominated by higher V and an subsitute do

dominated by Agr) in imperatiyfIS and assuming that the functional category T contains Imp
which provides a range of variation.
This analysis, as a consequence, forces uue to postulate a null lexical counterpart Q
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of 1i2 for imperatives like Be

(35)

careful the structure of which is given in (35).

a.[ntT, Imp] £.AGRP£.AGR 0] [vp be careful]]]
b·[ntTi[AGRi 0] T,lmp] £.AGRP 8i [1:i] [vp be careful]]]

The nuJIlexical counterpart of Qshares with d2 all its defining properties except its lexical

ch.ara.ct.er. It moves to Tense) leaving a trace in AgrP q, to which the Imp provides the
appropriate event variable

e)

which is to be bound by Tense operator [-finite].

As a result, we reach the conclusion that

~

in imperatiVe!: must not move to

T, sIthough they must do so in non-imperative sentences where the trace of VP is bound
by Tense operator. Such a difference exists, because Imp in Tense can "inherently restrict
the nmge of variation of the variable bound by the Tense operator" <Pollock 1989, 407),
providing the event variable onto the trace af dQ/Q left in AgrP Oeft by !!Q/Q).
The exact same analysis carries over to simple imperative constructions like (20),
although I omit the derivations here.

2.2. Consequences and incorrect preclictloD8
In this section, I first discuss the implicit consequences of Pollock's analysis of
imperatives~

I then point out the problems in analyzing !!Q!!l as a main verb and in

.mending the lIDaiysis to other imperative COnstructiOWI.

2.2.1. Some consequences
Given the above proposal of imperatives, two consequences follow. First, regarding
Verb

Mov~ment

of ~ave, the derivation of im~iGtives separates imperatives from tGnsed

clauses and from infinitives. Second, imperatives pattern with tensed clauses regarding
quantificational binding but patrorn with infinitive clauses regarding the T(ense) feature [finite].
2.2.1.1. Imp
Let us comment on the asaumption thAt the Tense operator in imperatives contains
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a special Imp featu..--e, and that Imp provides the variable to be bound by the Tense operator.

According to Pollock's theory of !f.Je!lti6.cational binding, the Tense operator in

imperatives obligatorily requires some kind of movement. Since it is argued that Verb
Movement of ~ must be suppressed in imperatives, the movement of !i2/Q is always

Movement of

~ve

traditional generalized

and theta-ARAjgning verbs, and the movement of

!i2/Q,

i.e. the

J!2 support.

(36)

theta-copying

Verb Movement

N on-imperstives
imperatives

yes
no

other verbs

wQ

no
no

yes(copying)
yes(no copying)

-----------=------:-----------------.------------------_._---------_.._--.----

In non-imperative constructions,

~ve

must move, and the absence of b,Yhave requires

the presence of !!Q/Q in the D-structure. In the imperative constructions, b,Yhave cannot
move, and the absence o!' presence of hV!!!ve always requires
of !!QJQ and non-theta asdgning

~

!i2/Q.

The co-representation

at D-structure results in no event variable after

!!QJQ moves to T at S-structure. Themore, the 8B8".mlption that Imp provides the event
variable is invoked and that do does nei copy theta role is stipulated.
This assumption creates a situaticn in which imperatives ARE treated exceptionally.
All:hough the

ou~rn~

t>f the AR!Plmptio~ is ta eeccU!lt for well-formed imperatives under the

theory of quantificational binding, it actually amounts to putting a tag on the constructions
saying the following two points in (37):
(37)
(i) we need an assumption that Tense in imperatives contains what is
missing in the regular [+finite] Tense operator -- the abstract Imp that
provides the even~ variable.
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(ii) we need to further assume, as a COD!!eqt.!2!l!:e of {O, that (imperative)

d2 and its null counterpart Jl do uot copy the th~-grid of Lite theta
assigning verb in VP.

The assumption (ii) yields the result that

~

do not need to ml7...a cut of VP. If this

does not amount to saying that we have imperative
imperative constructions are a domain ·opaque· to

~

it

~tification

~t

bast indicates that

theory

8n~,

theta-role

~f.ying.9
2.2.1.2. Verb Movement, Tense and Operator: a classlftcation of clauset;
Regarding Verb Movement, the [+ I-finite] dimensions and the operator status of the

Tense category, imperatives are implicitly treated as clauses distinguished from tensed and
infinitive clauses.
In Pollock's theoIy, Verb Movement of

~

(to Agr) to Tense is obligatory in

English tensed clauses, as shown earlier in Section 1, but optional in infinitive clauses, as
shown below.

9 Consider

the sentences in (i) below.
a.
Do not sing that song!
b.
·Do not you sing that song!
Sentences in (i) contrast with those in (18) in that the neg&tive complex
is do not instead of don't. Do not does not allow any overt subject, as in
(ib), although (ia, b) are negat,;ve contructi.ons.
The anslysis of (18) in Section ! claims that do in don't imperatives
must be a verb. The do in (i), however,
cannot be. Rather it must be
analyzad ~"'Sllel to positive contructions
like (19), since (19) and (i) have
similar dictt.d.bntious
with rsspect to disallowing
overt subject.,
(ii)
a. ·Do you sing that song!
b. ·Do not you sing that song!
Therefore,
to
account
for
(i)
requires
generating
do
as
an
auxiliary/substitute
verb under Agr rather than as a verb in the matrix
clause. Notice that the contrast between (ia) and (ib) cannot be attributed
to a violation of the Case acijacency condition between do and IQ!L in (ib),
which is 'seemingly
plausible;
otherwise,
the ill-formed
sentences
in (ii)
remain unexplained.
If (ib) violated
Case adjacency,
then (iia) would be
Well-formed.
So, deriving (ia) must then involve movement
of [AGW-0] to
Tense.
(i)
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(38)

a. Not to be happy iii a prerequistite for writing novels.
b.?To be not b!tppy is u prerequistite for writing novels.
Co Not to have had a happy childhood is prerequisite for
writing novels.
d.?To have not had a happy childhood is a prerequisite for writing
novels.
e. Not to be arrested under such circum.stances is a miracle.
f.?To be not arrested under such circumstances is a miracle.
(POUOl'A 1989, 376)

Pollock also presents data showing that

ttm and !mW: in FA"ench also obligatorily move in

tensed clauses but only optionally in infinitives, as given earlier in (5) and (6) in Section 1.
He attributes this comparative difference between tensed and infinitive clauses in English
and French to the

[~/-finite]

dimension assumed for the functional categolj'T. Thus, in his

analysis, [+finite] T is an operator that triggers obligatory Verb Movement, whereas [-finite]
T is not an operator and does not require Verb Movement (Pollock 198&, 392).10Comparing
the teruJed clauses, infinitives and imperatives regarding the distribution of ~ave, we end
up with three results. Since ~ eaDIlot move out of the VP in imperatives, we have a

third situation where there is no Verb Movement. The chart below presents differences
drawn among these constructions with respect to Verb Movement.

(39)

Verb Movement

--------------------------,--[+finit~] clauses
[-finite] clauses
[Imp] clauses

obligawry
possible
impossible

The chart indicates that imperatives and [+ finite] clauses are opposed to each other with
[-finite] cls.\l8ee fulling in betwoon in the sense that Verb Movement in infinitives can be yes

or no.
However, an examination of the operator status in each of these clauses indicates that
imperative.'! ud [+finite] clauses are tied togft.her. Re\:8li tluit the generalization stated in

10 Also 800 Pollock (1989,392)
only in tensed clauses in English.

for Negation

blocking

Affix movement
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(8) regards imperatives as [-finite] sentences. Consequently, T in imperative should not be

an opemtor. However, it is assumed by PoDCX'lt that T in imperatives contains Imp, and that
this [T [Imp]] is [-past] which must bind a variable (Pollock 1989, 403). The importance of

assuming T in imperatives to be an operator ha\'iDg to bind a variable is to rule out illformed sentences like those in (40).
(40)

a. -Not eat that cake!

b.-Not be careless!
(40) can be, explained in terms of quantification theory in conjunction with principle (26).

Consider their D-structure, in which the Tense operator contains Imp.
(41)

[TPNP [T

T-iinite, Imp] [NEGpnot[AGRP 0 [vp eatfbe...]]]

As usual, the Tense operator is a quantifier having to bind a variable. The event variable

provided by Imp needs to be passed onto a trace in AgrP, i.e. the trace of null do in this

case. However, the

Oi.

after moving to T, cannot properly govern its trace due to the ECP

(see (27». Thus, no trace can be created to be the carrier of the variable provided by Imp.
As a result of the failure of satisfying variable binding, (41) cannot have a well-formed S-

structure representation associated with. it.11
The operator status of T in imperatives distinguishes imperatives from [-finite]
infinitives, as the diagram (42) indicates:

~

(42)

Ope
pe9\tor~

/~

[+fin] T

~- non-Operator

[[-fin] T, Imp]

I

[-fin] T

On the other hand, the priority of [+ I-finite] would group the constructions differ2ntly,

11 Affix movement, i.e. T lowering (t.o Agr) to V, would also create e.n
invalid structure,
since the trace of Agr, the potent'tal variable carrier, is
not i!l the c-colllllWld
domain of the operator [-finite], the head of Agr
being not in T but in V.

although covering the same ground.
(43)

Tense

T~fin] T
I [[-fin] T, J~-fin] T

[+fiil]

Operator

,
Operator

(39), (40) and (41) simply suggest that imperatives cannot be conflated with either of the
tensed or untensed clauses. 12

2.2.2. Incorrect predictions
I now turn to the incorrect predictions made by the proposal of treating don't as a
causative verb in the matrix clause. I then point out that amendments to these problems
require departures from Pollock's proposal.

2.2.2.1. Subjects of the embedded

Inftn~tiva1

complement

The main verb analysis of don't overgenerates, allowing forms other than you to occur.
Given that don't is taken to be the matrix V and that it licenses an optional subject in the
embedded infinitival complement, it should, like any other verbs that take infinitive
complements, license (properly govern and Case-mark) a lexical subject irrespective of person
and form. For example, it should allow NPs as in (44a,b) and NPs in the accusative
p1'('lforms as in (44c,d).13

12 It will be argued in later chapters that the result
be distinguished
from r-finite] clauses is correct.

that Imp has to

13 If the NPs are conjoined phrases, pronoun in the accusative
case
is allowed,
as in (i). However,
this could be due to the effect of
conjunction,
as discussed
by Klima (1964) on colloquial
variation
and
coIijoined phrases.
(i) Don't you and himrhe fight again!
You and herrshe compromise!
Speakers vary in the judgement of {i) if vourseli is understood
as an
emphatic expression
or a semantic referential
pronoun with a pause in
front of it The emphatic explanation
can be supported
by the fact that
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(44)

a.-Don't Kim touch that computer!
b.-Don't Mark and Paul form a study group!
him go to the parf;}1
d.-Don't her eat my cake!

Co -Don't

However, the sentences in (44) are ungrammatical. The permitted subject NP is reo--tricted
only to second person EX! (or NPs that are second person in nature as addressees).14

2.1.2.2. VP adverbs 8.!!d the non-verbal status of s!m!l
Another problem for analyzing dQn't as a matrix causative verb has to do with the
distribution of VP adverbs. One of the common properties of adverbs is that they may
immediately precede or follow VP but not come in between the constituents within VP. For
example, as in (45)-(47), the adverbs 2!lm!, completely, peldom occur immediately preceding
the verb.
(45)

a. He often rides his bicycle.
b. -He rides often his bicycle.

(46)

a. He completely forgot my name.
b. -He forgot completely my name

(47)

a. Bill seldom arrives on time for his apptlintments
b.-Bill arrives seldom on time for his appointments

the position for the reflexive form is not fixed (ii).
(i) Don't /I: yourself/l:
go to the party! Go to the party with someone
else!
(ii) Don't (you) go to the party yourself!
14 Pollock (1989) notes that Kayne has claimed that a nominative
proform in the subject position improves the acceptability,
as in (i).
(i)
a.??
Don't he go to the party!
b.??
Don't she eat my cake!
These
examples
are subject to strong dialectal
differences,
and the
majority of native speakers I have consulted find them totally impossible.
If' Kayne's exmnples
are taken seriously by Pollock, they actually
as having the
serve as evidence against his traating don't-constructions
structure
[V [NP [INFINITIVE
VP]]. Regular
infinitival
complements
case.
obligatorily
require the subject; to bear accusative
(ii)
Mark wants Jan/her to go to the party.
Peul believes Janjhim to be a good student.
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If ~ is the matrix veri; subcategorizing for an infinitival complement, one would expect

the matrix predicate to be modified by adverbs. However, as shown in (48)-(50), don't simply
cannot be preceded by VP adverbs. Rather the adverbs must occur preceding the embedded
predicate.
(48)

a. ·Often don't ride your bicycle on busy streets
b. Don't often ride your bicycle on busy streets.

(49)

a. ·Completely d~n't fo!pt your thesis!
b. Do.n't completely forget your thesis!

(50)

a. ·Seldom don't arrive on time for his appointments.
b. Iion't seldom arrive on time for his appointments.

Instead, don't behaves like an awrillary modal element with respect to the placement of VP
adverbs. Consider the distributional pattern betwee9 modal/auxiliary elements and adverbs
in (51)-(53).

(51)

a. ·John rompletely willl~ his mind.
b. John will completely lose )ilil mind.

(52)

a.??j*John often should read newspapers.
b. John should often read newspapers.

(53)

a ??.'*H~ often didn't go to the library when he was a student.
b.?He didn't often go to the library when he was a student.

Adverbs, such as completely. as a rule, cannot precede the auxiliary modal but must a;>pear
in between the modal and the tenseless VP constitutenl The paradigm in (51)-(53) patterns

like that in (48)-(50), suggesting that ~ behaves rather like auxiliary modal elements and
cannot be treated as part of the matrix VP.
If don't is an auxiliaIy modal element, our analysis would require a movement from
'I' to C, aesuming modal verbs are generated under T and the substitute verb moves to T

from Agr. Notice that a T to C analysis would claim that negative imperatives involve a
more general rule, traditionally known as Subject-Aux-Inversion, as shown below.
(54)

a. [cnc' CO [TP you [T~Ti don't] [not [(AGRP t;. [vp ]
b. [cnC'[[Ci[Ti don't] C ] (TIl you [T't ( £AGRP t;. [VP] ...
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That is,

.d2 in the negative don't originates in AgrP and moves through

T (picking up not)

to C. Therefore, the negative dsmllands in the pre-IP Comp positilln. As bas been studied
by (Lasnik & Saito 1990), topicalization is an lUijunction of XP to IP. The structure of en
imperative in (54b) would predict that a topicadzed element should be able to land in the
post-Comp and pre-IP position. This prediction, however, is incorrect.
(55)

a. -Don't that computer (you) w.e while I am gone.
b. That computer don't (you) use while I am gone.

What is possible, as in (55b), is that the topicalized element may precede the negative don't.
which suggests that .!hllU is not in C-omp. Therefore ~ cannot be treated as an auxiliary
modal (see detailed arguments in Chapter 3).

2.2.2.3. Overt subjects In non-negative imperative.
A central assumption of Pollock's analysis is the Case filter, requiring that optJonal

overt subjects be properly licelU!eU it and only if they receive Case from a Case lSSsigner, i.e.
a verb, that governs the subject. Thus, the sentences in (56) are straightforwardly accounted
for with !!Q in (56b) being treated as a substitute verb. Being a substitute verb, do lands in
T of a [-finite] clause. [[do]T],being [-finite] only permits PRO.
(56)

a. Don't you sing that 8Cl1~
b. *You de sing that f!.'lngi

Recall that, because of the postulation of the null counterpart of.!!Q, constructions in

(57)

all fall under a parallel deriwtiQn.
(57)

a. Do sing that song!
b. 0 Sing that songi
c. Do be careful!
d. 0 Be careful!

As a consequence, the analysis predicts that it is impcseible for overt subjects to occur on
the basis of the positive evidence from (56b), and rules out grammatical constructions such
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as thODe in (58).15
(58)

a. (You) be quiet!
b. (YQu) sing that song!
b. Somebody open the window!
c. Nobody move!

2.2.3. Summary
To summarize the second part of this chapter, I havo argued that Pollock's proposal

has consequences which make implicit the special treatment of imperatives. His analysis
relies on the postulation of an Imp feature, because of which Verb Movement is suppressed
and quantifier-variable binding is satisfied. I have also argued that imperatives, tensed
clauses and infinitives are actually distinguished as e result of the independent motivation
for the operator status of T, and [+ I-finite] or Imp featm-es in T. This is exactiy what I have
pointed out in Chapter 1, which argues for a speci8l !NFL for the imperative in the current
transformational grammar. I have also argued that Pollock's analysis of do in don't
!mperatives 88 a matrix verb is untenable, and that positive imperatives with overt subjects
simply cannot be derived in his system.
Therefore, I conclude this chapter with the postulation of Imp in T. I accept the
treatment of!l2 in positive imperatives as an auiliary/substitute verb, but reject the main
verb analysis of don't. I need to propose an account that gives a unified analysis of don't
imperatives and positivs imperatives with null and overt subjects.

15 Pollock made it clear that his analysis is only intended to cover
certain imperative
constructions.
But his analyis of the simple form Sing
that song! does not seem to me to extend to any of these positive
with overt subjects.
imperatives
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CHAPrER 3

CONSTRUCI'lON-BPECIFIC RULES

~-m

A SYNTAX OF

NEGATIVE IMPERATIVES

3.0. Introduction
In this chapter, based on the criticism made in the last chapter, I offer an account of
positive imperatives, both with overt subjects and with null subjects, and propose a
structural representation of don't nagative imperatives. Specifically, I take the null subject
in imperatives to 1M! a pronominal which is recoverable as an NP (of second person or
quantified NPs), as suggested in Chapter 1. Both overt and null subjects are taken to be

licensed by the functional category T containing Imp. I motiv8te a non-verbal, construction
specific, analysis of don't, proposing that don't is a

base-ge~erated

sentence initial Imp

Negative Phrase. I show that the hypothesis of sentence initial nl3gative phrase for impertives
can be extended in a positive way to negative imperative constructions in English and other

lanEUSgeS.
The study shows that negative interrogatives like Won't you eat that cake? and
negative imperatives Don't you eat that

cake! have d.ifrerent syntactic structures, the

interrogatives as an instance of S'(CP) structure involving T to C movement and the
imperatives as an instance of S (TP) without such a movement; hence, negative imperative.;
are not inverted constructions. The study also suggests that imperatives are formally
derivable from move-alphn but only with certain additional assumptions. The additional
assumptions and construction-specific rules invoked show that correlating imperatives and
non-imperatives by a uniform underlying structure has its limit.

3.1. The licensing of null and overt subjects
Let us first concentrate on the problem

faci~g

the GB analysis discussed in Section

2.3 of Chapter 2. Consider the paradigm of positive imperative.; in (1), where do is assumed
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to be base-generated under Agr,
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shown in (1').

(1)

a. Go away
b. You go away
Co Do go away
d. -Vou do go away
e.·Do you go away

(1')

[TP You/pro T [Neg1\Agrp[Agr do] [vp go away]]]

What

B.."'eIilB

to go wrong in (1) is the co-occurrence of the overt subject you and the

auxiliary/substitute verb do. I have already given an account of the ill-formed (Ie),
attributing it to the violation of Case theory (see Section 1.3.3.1 of Chapter 2). What is to
be explained is (ld).

Logically, it i3 equally possible to attribute the ill-formedness of (1d) to either the
intrusion of you or the intrusion of the substitute verb

s!2.

Since an imperative can have a

second person S".lbject (overt or null), there is no reason then to formally attribute the cause
of the

incom~bility

to the subject I2l!. Let us suppose then that it is the intrusion of do

in between the subject and AgrP that causes Y2l! to be unable to show up, given the
grammatical sentences (1a,b,c). Specifically, I assume that .!!2. after moving into T from Agr,

is the offending element to overt imperative subjects,
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schematized in (1").

offending element
(1")

[TPYou/pro [T [AgrdOi ]] [NegP [AgrP tj [vp go away]]]

How is this idea to be formally represented and the result to be achieved? To do this, I start
with the fonowing assumptions for the grammar of English and their relevant definitions.
Assumption <Ia,b> are common in the literature (see Chomsky 1986a, among others).
Assumptions:
< la> a phonetically realized lexical subject is
propedy licen:::-&-i. itt an abstract CMe is assigned to the
structural position where it is to occur (see Section 2 oi
Ch:apter 1);
< Ib:> the capability or assigning a Case to the
subject position by T can be met by "strong" Spsc-Head
agreement ("strong" is added by the author and defined below).
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Definitions:

Spec-Head agreement is strong ijf no nODagreement element ill in the Head, othelWise tlte agreement is
week; the null subject pro can be properly licensed by the
governing ~ead T containing Imp, and is identified by the
agreement feature AGR<2nd> associated with T.

(2) represents the D-structure of the imperative construction. Tense contains Imp, as
is motivated in Chapter 2. Agr contains a set of two alements {d2,I.Q. AGR<2nd>}: one is

the substitUte verb

s!2 and its null counterpart .Q, the other is the second person agreement

affix AGR<2nd>, which is abstract in English. AGR in imperatives differs from standard

AGR in the respect that the former is obligato!,"ily restri.ct.ed to eecond person (or third
person only for the few quantified NPs).

(2)

f~~
Agro

Jinp

VP

I

{dolO, AGR<2nd>}
Head movement of Agr t4J T, as required by quantifier-variable binding, yields two results,
given in (Sa) a!ld (3b) respeetively.
(3)

a.

TP

~

{pro,you}

~

------

:;0 - - - - - Agro/ '

I

O,AGR<2nd>
b.

______ AgrP

/'---- VP

TO

Agro

Imp

t

I

J

TP

Pro~T'
TO - - - - - - - - - - - - - AgrP

AgrO~O

Agr~VP

do,AGR<2nd>

t

I

I

Imp

I

In (Sa), AGR<2nd> is the agreement element in the

h~

T, Q being non-lexical. Thus, T
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and Spec of TP are subject to strong Spec-Head apeement. The strong Spec-Head agreement
assigns nominative Case to the

S1!~;9Ct

via Aasumption 1, resulting in the appearance of

overt subject like!2l!. When the subject is pro, AGR<2nd> is capable of identifying the pro,
which is independently licensed by Imp via Definitions given earlier. 1
On the contrary, in (Sb), Agr to T movement results in the.'

p~~sence

of the lexical

substitute verb d2 together with AGR<2nd>. Being a non-agreement (i.e no AGR) element,
do in T disqualifies T to be in the strong Spec-Head agreement relation with the subject
position as defined in Definitions. ThU!, the weak Spec-Head agreement is insufficient to

assign a nominative Case to the subject positioll.2 Therefore, a phonetically realized overt
subject !2l!' is never able to appear,

&a

in (ld). Since Spec-Head agreement is assumed to

be independent of the licensing and identification of pro (see Definitions), pro is allowed in
(lc). The necessity of positing the null subject in (lc) is the empirical fact that structural
anaphoric binding, control and raising are fAmiliAr properties of the imperatives without
overt !2l!.
(4)

a. Dc look at yourself in the mirror!
b. Do try to be more patien.t with yourself.
The above analysis automatically applies to negative imperatives with the negative do

not, since Neg does not count as head for movement of auxiliary/substitute (see Section 1.4.1
of Chapter 2). It also rules out *Not go away by the ECP, since [T [Agr0 AGR<2nd] Imp]
in (5), being non-lexical, cannot L-mark NegP. Consequently, the trace
1 Compare

Case assigning

with Rizzi (1986) who suggests
head in Italian for non-imperative

11 is not properly

that pro is licensed
construtions.

by a

2 The blocking effect by the presence of.dQ.. seems contingent
on
by the content of Tense. In a non-imperative
types of clalise8 determined
construction,
ie. T[-Imp], do is compatible with the occurrence of subjects,
as in (i)
(i)
a. We do love Chinese food.
b. He did (!lot) finish the homework.
c. She does (not) play I'ingpong.
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governed.

(5)

[...[Ti[Agr0 AGR<2nd] Imp] [NegP iiot

Next I account for Il"8lltive imperatives with

L\grp 4

VP...

~

3.2. A syntax of negative Imperatives
Towards the end of Chapter 2, I presented two arguments against treating aon't as
a matrix causative verb. I also pointed out briefly that it is implausible to treat don't as an
auxiliaIyjsubsitute verb that undergoes Subject-Au-Inversion (SAl) through move-alpha. In

this section, I present detailed arguments showing that the imperative don't, in the strict
transformational approach, cannot be analyzed as an auxiliary complex parallel to won't,
gml and other similar entities:

(6)

-[CRe don't] [TP you [v"'P eat that cake]]]

l:':;'-;!;.';i",

r iue~:; ~t it is an unanalyzable unit base-generated as a Dogative phrase adjoined

to TP (8), given in (7). As a consequence, imperativE!!! are an instance of TP (S) structm'e
rather than an instance of CP (S'} structure.
(7)

[TP [NegP don't] [TP you [vp eat that cake]]]

3.2.1. No Subject-Aux-InversioD (T tG C movement)
3.2.1.1. Negative imperatIve and negative Interrogative
The central issue of the negative imperative constructions in (8) is that don't and do
not have different distributions.
(8)

a DC'ln't you leave!

b. -Do nut you leave!
it seems that not oniy do they constitute an interesting contrast but also they appear to be
!l8l1ly independent of imperativity. Compare (8) I1Ild (9). \\'llat is going on seems to have to
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do with a general property of "not-contraction- and with elements other than do -- elements
that are traditionally termed auxiliaries,
(9)

is

in (9).3

a. Won't you have some cake?
b. Can't you be here on time?
c. Aren't you tired?
d. $W"ill not you have some cake?
e. -Can not you be here on time?
f. -Are not you tired?

On the surface, the systematic contrast seems to involve negative auxiliaries moving into the
pre-subject CO position. The grammati~ examples (7a-e) have been traditionally treated as
involving SAl -- an ~ to CO movement, or TO to CO movement in the present discussion:

If imperatives in (8) are to be analyzed as having a similar structure to that of sentences in
(9), theu the imperatives must involva SAl (T to C movement). Therefore, one must

determine whether the usumptioD that SAl has applied to negative imperatives of (6) is
empirically supported. If not, the above similarity is me1'1!ly superficiai; hence, the don't
imperatives are not an inverted construction. Then (8) and (9) have different structures: (7)

has the structure in (11» but (8) does not I have three arguments to show that (6) does not
have the structure in (10).4

3.2.1.2. Evidence from topicalization
!.ssnik and Saito (forthcoming, following Baltin 1982) argue that topicalization is best

3 Chomsky
(1955) suggests that imperatives,
like questions, requests
and wishes, undergo SAl (also see Kiparsky 1963). Sehacter (1972) provides
!md older style transformational
arguments
against
semantic arguments
any link between them.

4
There are
associated
with the
Akmajian (1984) for
types. See Chapter

distinct
formal
properties,
ie.
don't imperatives
and negative
proposing intonation as a formal
6 regarding other languages.

intonation
coutours,
- interrogatives.
£-:le
property in sentence
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analyzed WI an adjunction to TP rather than movement into either Spec of CP or Compo As
shO"ml below, topicalized Sbntence8 can be embedded within aentences containing an overt
complementizer :thD.t.
(11)

a.I think that you should read this book.
b1 think [that [this book [you should read t ]]].
Co -I think [[this boQk] [that [you should read t ]]]
d1 don't think that you should read this book.
e1 don't think [that [this book [you should read t ]]].
f.-I don't thiiik [this book [that [you should read it]]]

The well-formed (11b,e) and ill-formed (llc,f) indicate that topicalized XP cannot precede the
complementizer that. One possible structure to capture this fact is to acljoin the topicalized

XP to TP by movement:
(12)

[CP C [TP XPi [TP NP

···11 ]]]

Let us consider the don't imperatives. Presuming that (13) has the structure of (10),
where don't has moved to Comp from T, topicalization of the direct object in (13) will create
a structure in ·which the object occurs following 22!!l in Comp but precedes the overt or null
subject, as illustrated in (14).
(13)
(14)

Don't (you) open that present until next week!

a. -Don't [TP that present] [TP pro open until next week]]!
b.-Don't [TP that present] [TP you open until

n~

week]]!

However, the results are ~matical. What is grammatical, if we continue to assume that
(13) has the structure of (10), is the sentence having the structure of (15) in which the
preposed XP
(15)
(16)

lanas in the pre-Comp position, i.e. Spec of CP, ::.s shown in

[CP XPi, [C'[C don't] [TP Subj

(16).

lVP 11 ]]]

a. That present, don't open until next week!

b.That present, don't you open until next week!
The above result tl:at topicalization in imperatives is a mo'Vement to the Spec of CP
contradicts Lasnik & Saito's conclusion that topicalization is an adjuction to TP. This
suggests that what we take to be an instance of SAl in negative imperativM, based on the
observation of thoe possible similarity between (8) and (9), may not be a real inversion
C'lIl5truction at ell which places don't in Comp, if we take Lasnik and Saito's conclusion to
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be correct.. Thus, negative imperatives (8) and (13) do not have the structure in (8),
particularly don't can not be in Comp.

If negative imperatives are not an inverted construction while negative interrogatives

are, then
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a prediction of their stroctural differences we expect to find no application of

topicalization to the interrogatives. This prediction is borne out. As shown below, movement
of en XP to the sentential position yields ill-formed constructions.
(17)

a. -That classic novel, can't you read by next week?
b.-That classic novel, won't you read for your class?
Co -/??That ~ of person, aren't you tired of?

(17a-c) become grammatical only if a resumptive pronoun shows up within VP.
(18)

a. That classic novel, can't you read it by next week?
b. That classic novel, won't you read it for your class?
c. That type of persoil, ar-en't you tired of him?

The contrast between (16) and (17) is quite clear, the former
movement with the initial XP within TP, the latter
the initial XI' base-generated outside TP

88

88 8

88

a topicalization by

left-dislocation construction with

acljunction to CP (see Chapter 5 on left-

dislocation). This then indicates that don't in imperatives is within TP, given in (19); hence,
there is no T to C movement
(19)

[TP XPi, [d~n't] [TP Subj [VP

11

m

3.2.1.3. Phonological evidence
There is phonological evidence indicating a structural difference between (8) and (9).
Normally, contr-..ction is allowed between two phonologically compatible elements under strict
acljacency,

~y

elements. Note that

when no structurally emp1iY element is represented between these

ItI

and you can be contracted as

a

in negative interrogatives such as

don't you, can't vou. won't you, aren't you but contraction sounds odd in negative
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imperatives, as shown by the contrast iu (20).5
(20)

a.Dontcha wanna go now?
b.Cantcha help me?
c.Wontcha come to the il811;y?
d.· j??Dontcha hit me!
(AkmeJian 1984, p16)

I have

assum~

in line with the traditional analysis, that negative interrogatives are an

inverted construction - the T to C movement pW:es the negative auxiliaIy complex adjacent
to the subject you (see (10)); hence, contraction is allowed. The unacceptability of (17d)
indicates that there could be a structural difference between the sentences in (17). Since I
have just argued that negative imperatives do not involve T to C movement, it suggests
that don't is not an element in C that is in a adjacent relation to the subject in the Spec
of TP. The contraction :phenomenon here provides an additional argument for our conclusion
that there is no T to C movement.
3.2.1.4. Evidence from pmnoUD case marking
So far, we have argued that negative imperatives are not SAl constructions in terms
of syntactic operations and abstract configurations. Obvious suiiportive evidence also exists
from the case-marking properties on the pronouns following don't.
(21)

a. Don't you and the boy standing by the door fight again!
b. Don't you and Bill fight again!
c. Don't you and him/them/her fight again!
d.*Don't you and he/they/she fight again!

In (21), NPs can be conjoined after the negativg, the first of which must be the second
person pronoun. The second NP can be of another person, but it must be with accusative

case if a pronoun. If negative imperatives are simply invel ted constructions, one would not
expect such a bizarre requirement of accusative case marking on an ordinary subject. As a

that the contrast
5 Dick Oehrle (p.c) suggests a prosodic explanation
in (20) is due to the role played by stress. (2Od) is ill-formed because the
pronoun YOU cannot be a str~ess subject of an icperative.
See Chapter

4.
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contrast, negative intelTO&-ative constructions seem to be compatible with either nominative
or accusative case marking on the conjoined pronouns.
(~)

a. Won't you and he come to my party?
b. Won't you and him come to my party?
Co Can't you and she compromise?
d. Can't you and her compromise?
In conclusion,

!kml imperatives are not an inverted construction.

If so, the question

arises why one instance of Aux+n't (gml, won't and so on) behaves differently from the
other instance Aux+n't (don't <imp». Therefore, one must discover whether don't in (8)

is synchronically a result of contraction,
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the other combination of auxiliaries and negative

won't, can't and aren't are. I conclude that it is not,

3.2.2.

Dm!l as an

88

argued in next section.

unanalyzable unit in imperatives

Logically the conclusion that negative imperatives do not involve T to C movement
opens up the issue regarding the status of don't and the structural position it occupies.

3.2.2.1. An analysis of contraction
Assuming that modals are base generated under T (Chomsky 1986a, Pollock 1989),
the D-structure of a negative interrogative looks like (23).

(23)

[epC [TP NP [[T will/can..] [NegP not [ VP ]]]]]

Consider the contrasts among the following sentences in (24).
(24)

a.Won't you eat that cake?
b. ·Will not you eat that cake?
c.Will you not eat that cake?
d.Yon will not eat that cake
e.You won't eat that cake
f. ·Will youn't eat that cake

The generalization following from. (24) is that !!2l is fronted with the modal if and only if
it contracts. I assume that S".lch e. eontra..'1;ion has both syntactic and phonological aspects to
it (Lasnik 1981, 165): the syntacti~ aspect makes !!2.t a R."JDtactic dependent of the modal and
the phonology reduces the vowel of the dependent I take the &yntactic aspect to be an
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instance of head-movement of Neg to T, given in (25&). A rule like (25b) then

yielt:l~

the

contracted form at PF.
(25)a. right-adjoin Neg to T (optional)

;
T

T

~\
nott

.--J:-.- NegP
Neg

~

I

VP

t

b .... [T'[T modal [ not]] ... -> [t'[modal+n't]] (obligatory)
Since the contracted form depends on whether Neg raises or not, the head-movement of Neg

to T is cons'aued as optional. The optionality of rule (25&) is formalized as a head selection,
given in (26), the positive value of which triggers Neg raising.

(26)

T'

o

T~----NegP

~
T

~[ + / -

nbt

negative]

Considel' (24). Sentence (248) is well-formed because the "dependency" between the
modal and Neg makes them one lexical entity which unde:rgoes SAl, i.e, rl' to C movement,

as shown bsIO"N.
(27)

~

fCRe [TP you (T will] [N9gP not [vp eat the cake]]]]
b. [CP[C' [TP you [T will [no1:i ]] [NeRP fi [eat the cake]]]
c. [Cp[C'[C [Tj will+not]][TPYou f:j [NegPfi [eat the cake

(278) is the D-structure. NQ1; right adjoins to T and yields the structure (27b). In (27b), T
containing [will [not]] moves to C (SAl) and gives us the S-structure (27c). (27c) is wellformed: both traces f:j and tt are properly governed at S-S and LF, satisfying the ECP. tj is
head governed by Tj and tt is head governed by f:j>. At PF, rule (25b) applies and yields the
contracted form modal+n't.
The grammaticality of (24c) follows from the optio:l8l.ity of Neg being selected by T.
When not stays under Neg, only the modal will lands in the C. The well-formedness of (24d)
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and (2-ok,)

'-< ob"'ti~1l8,

no head movement in the former '!nd no T to C movement in the

iatter.
The ill-formed (24b) can be ruled out by either Case theory or Doubly-Filled-Comp
filter (which can be subsumed by the ECP in this cue). In the first situation, the subject
Dm cannot be Case-marked by Ell, since !!2t acts es an intervening element and blocks the
adjacency condition required for Case easignment (see Stowell 1981). In the second situation,
since the result is not the contracted form, we then know that the prerequisite condition for
Rule (251)) is not met during Cit! derivation, That is,

~ill

and not are not together in T.

This gives the derivation (28a), in which will first lands in C and then not lands in C,
violating the Doubly-Filled-Comp condition in (2..8b) which allows one and only one element
in C. Thus, (24b) is ruled out
(28)

a·[c'[c willi n8tj ].JIP you [T' [T tj] [NEGP tj [vp. ]]]]
b ..... ·[COMP X -yv ]..., where X and Y stand (~!' two
di1ferent categories.

(28a) ah;o violates the ECP if one assumes that

tra:es DlBY act as intervening heads. The

trace of!!Q!; 1':; cannot be head-governed fit S-S or LF. The closest XOhead to tj is T, which

is oo:upied by the trace ieft by will

4- The trac.! t;, creats the minimality barrier preventing

not which i.:; in C from antecedent governing its trace

t;

hence, the i.lngrammaticality of

(24b).6

3.2.2.2. No contnietlon In don't
Provided the above analysis of contraction, let us turn now to the negative imperatives

6 'fhe rigid minimality
condition of Chomsky (1986)
rule out "that-trace"
violation. In (i) the complementizer
element, is assumed to be the mi n im e1 jty barrier for the
of the embedded
to antecedent
govern the trace. The
complementizer
moves away the batTier as in (ii).
• ... [[C that] [t [VP.. .
(i)
(ii)
... [[C
t [VP...
Note our discussion above claims that a trace of a
act as a minimality
barrier.

° ][

is introduced
to
that. i.e. the X 0
extracted subject
absence
of the

~oved

head

can
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in (29), which linearly correspond to (24). Except the first one, they are all ungrammatical.
(29)

a.Don't you eat that cake!
b. "Do not you eat that cake!
Co -Do you not eat that cake!

Logically, (29a) cannot ue well-formed with

9m!l analyzed as in Comp, similar to (24a),

because it has already been shown clearly that constructions like (24&) and (29a) have
different structures (see Section 2.i): negative imperiiiives are an instance of TP while
negative interrogatives are an instance of CPo Therefore, construction (29a) cannot have the
contraction .analysis proposed above for interrogatives. Au other words, there cannot be a
Neg raising selected by T in negative imperatives. ThUB, the initial negative n't is not a
result of movement but base-generated. What should such a structure look like?
3.2.3. A hypothesis for Imperative NegP

Recall the structure of (19) proposed for the topicalized negative imperatives, repeaten
ll;. (30).

(30)

[TP XPit [don't] [TP Subj [VP tj

m

We then were certain that don't is within TP. We now are certain that the negative is base
generated before the subject Therefore, the structure of ~ negative imperatives looks like
(31), where the categorlal status of ~ is simply e negative and the structural position it
takes is the. adjunction site to TP.7

7

The

idee

of

treati~

~ an a special

negative
particle was
lJ.. nkamer 1977), which grew out
along a different line of argumentation.
Cohen was concerned
with the
contrast seen between negative imper&tive&
and their positive counterparts
(i)
a. Don't you blow that thing here!
b. -Do you blow that hom here!
C. You don't blow that thing here.
d. -You do blow that thing here!
He thinks that, since (a) is traditionally
assumed to be an inversion of (c)
suggested

a. long time ago (Cohen

i976,
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(31)

[TP don't [TP NP... [vp V XP]]]

I suggest that the negative heads its projection ImpNegP and the full structure looks
like (32).

(32)

[TP bmpNegP don't [TP NP [T' T (r.NegP)

lAgrp [vp V XP]]]

The proposal for ImpNegP is based on the consideration that this is a construction-specific
analysis. The idea that there is a regular Neg above VP comes from double negative

imperatives such as Don't you not listen to me!. I aiso assume, without further justification,
that only the major negative phrase ImpNeg counts as a barrier in (32).
To derive the S-structure, one simply needs to satisfy the quantification-variable
binding. The Tense operator T, as a quantifier, requires movement of null-do to T (see
Chapter 2). As shown in (33) -- the S-structure for (32), Q moves to T forming [TiO]. Imp
then provides the event variable to the trace in AgrP, satisfying the quantification theory.
Since Neg does not count as a barrier in (33), [TiO] governs its trace, satisfying the ECP.
(33)

[TP hmpNegPdon't [TP NP [T' [[ Ti O],Imp] ([NegP)[Agrp ti [vp V XP ])]]]
I would like to show that this analysis of negative imperatives finds support from the

structure of imperative negatil"ll in Indonesian and Kuaaien (see below).8

on formal
that time.
why is an
contraction?
sentential

grounds, (b) posed a tough problem for Wi)'" existing theories at
That is, why is inversion impossible in positive imperatives,
and
inversion not allowed even in a negative imperative
(d) without
Cohen's solution is to treat dQnl..1l8 one entity generated
at
position, hence no invemon rule is assumed for (a).

8 Is
projection
projection
but not a

it possible to simply move the Xl: i.e. Neg to the maximal
TP? This does not seem to obay the constraint that a· maximal
XP is allowed to adjoin to only another maximal projection YP,
head to a YP. However,
Kayne (1990) has proposed such a
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3.3. Sentence lnftlal negative lmperatlVeil In other

Jansuages

The above hypothesis for ImpNegP claims that i1ngJiab imperatives have two negative
structures, one represented in (32) and (38), the other given in (34) as outlined in Section
1.

(34)

[••. [Ti [Agr {do,AGR<2nd>h Imp] [NegPnot £Agrptj VP•••

The differenoo between them is simply the base generation of ImpNegP in (26). Negative
imperatives in English may either use the special imperative negator 2..,.,n't or employ the
regular negative particle not

This result suggests that negative imperatives make use of two availilble negation
structures, one simply equivalent to the regular negation structure, and the other special to
imperatives. English is such a language that has to be synchronically analyzed as employing
both of them for the negative imperatives. It can be predicted that some languages may only

use the imperative negation structure, and other languages simply use the regular st.ructure
of negation for negative imperatives. I will show that Indonesian and Kusaiean are of the

process,
in which ara X 0 element
is allowed
to adjoin to an YP. In
discussing clitic structure in ltelian infinitives, Kayne proposes that V and
clause are allowed to adjoin to TP, yielding the
Neg in thil infinitival
correct surface order where the clitic (CL) follows the negative and the
verb !n Pirn!~on.t~
IteHil~.
n-~ stands for infinitival
agreement.
...nen ...V+INFN...CL+T...

[INFNe] ... [ vp[v e] ...

Chomsky (198&, 73) conjectures that a movement from a head to a
non-head and then back. to a head, which is of the following chain [A-> At -- > A], is probably ill-formed.
He is not sure of whether the first
part of the movement
is not allowed, a point which Kayne refers to and
rngards as an allowable process.
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first kind ianguages, where the imperatives independently heal. a projection as adjoined to
TP, and Chinese and French are of the second kind languages. As to how the parameter is

set so that certain languages

~

just make w:s of one, or the other or both for the

imperatives, I do not have any explanation and it is left for the future research.

3.3.1. The r..r-aictul'e of imperative negation In IDdone8iaD
Indonesian is characterized as an SVO language in which verbs do not conjugate, like
Chinese. The subject NP, however, is generally obligatorily represented in all constructions
and unlike Chinese but like English, there is no ·prcHirop· phenomenon.
(35)

a.
b.

*(John) tidak man pergi
John
not want go
'John does not want to go'
Tidakkah (*John) mau pergi?
not-QM John want go
'Doesn't John want to go'

Only in imperatives can subjects -- second person

Yml! (you) and first person marl (us) -

- be optional.
(36)

(Kamu) bub pintu itu
you open window the
'(You) open the window'

The optionality of subject, according to native speakel'B, serves as a formal property to mark
imperative constructions from non-imperatives. In imperatives, transitive verbs in the active
voice lose the prefix meN- (meN- is retained in

~eclaratives)

ami intransitive verbs retain

it.9
Things are complex in negative imperatives. Noi; only do they have a special negative

9 The Indonesian
examples
are provided by Husni Muadz, a Ph.D
linguistic graduate student from Indonesia
at the UruvelSity
of Arizona.
Macdonald
& Soenjono
(1967) eh!lracterize
sllAhkAn
(to invite) which
indicates the oonnotation
of politeness, toiong (to help) which indicates the
speaker's desire that the action be performed for his benefit, and tioba (to
try), as specialized
imperative
markers.
Moreover,
marl is first person
imperative
marker and iangan is the imperative
negative.

8-4
imperative marker jADPD but also they require the subject Jgmm, if present, to immediately
follow the negative marker.
(37)

a.

b.

Jangan bub pintu itu
don't open window the
'Don't open the window'
Jangan (kamu) bub pintu itu
'Don't you open the window'

What is permitted before.i1mDJl is an stra sentential vocative phrase. it can be a name,
NP or Yml!, similar to vocative phraaes in English. When kamn occurs preceding the

imperative negative jangan. it functions 88 a vocative phrase rather than a structural subject,
since not only does it require a phonogical pause, noted as .,., but also can be followed by

an appositive NP, as in (38b). Furthermore, the pre-.iIm.D!l phrase can be stacked as well
as co-referential with another

Yml! following W!i!m -

the structural subject, as in (38c).

(38)

a.
b.

c.

Kamu, jangan buka pintu itu
you, don't open window the
'You, dun't open the window'
Kamu, John, jangan kamu bub pintu itu
y01.'. John don't you open window the
'You, John, don't you open the window"
Kamu, jangan kamu bub pintu itu
you, don't you open window the
'You, don't open the window'

The negation of non-imperative sentences takes a completely different form, lexically
and structurally. The negative tidak (not), takes the position immediately preceding the verb
and never occurs bafore the subject.
(39)

a.
b.

Bill tidak makan nasi itu
Bill not eat rice that
'Bill did not eat the rioo'
[TP NP [NEGPtidak [vp V...]

(40)

a.
b.

·Tidak Bill makan nasi itu
not Bill eat rice tllat
'Bill did not eat the rice'
-[neg;> not [vp NP [vp V NPl]
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(41)

a.
b.

*Tidak makan nasi itu Bill
not eat rice that Bill
'Bill did not eat the rice'
';'[negp not [vp [V NP]] NP]
What needs to be explained is why the imperative negator has to occur preceding the

subject. The structural difference between imperatives and non-imperative can be explained
if we adopt the proposal made earlier. That is, Indonesian is a language which uses the
imperative negation.

(42)

[TP ImpNegP jangan [TP (kamu) [t' Imp [vp •...]]]

As expected, double negation should be allowed, the second of which must be the
regular non-imperative negator. Tlili: prediction is borne out, as shown by the data given in
(4.3)

(43)

a.
b.

Jangan (kamu) tidak makan nasi itu
not-IMP you not eat rice the
'Don't (you) not ~t that rice'
Jangan (kamu) tidak buka pintu itu
not-IMP (you) not open window the
'Don't (you) not open the window'
Additionally, if Indon~ allows thl: object NP to undergo topicalization, it should be

the case t!let U:ilicslization of the XP' places the XP preceding the
negative. This is elsa true.
(44)

a.
b.

Jangan kamu [makan na& itu]
Nasi itu jangan kamu [makan t]
*Jangan nasi itu kamu [makan t]
Jangan kamu [jual T-shirt itu]
T·uhi:t itu jangan kamu [jual t]
.. Jangan T-shirt itu kamu [jual t]

3.3.2. The sb"l'.cture of imperative DegatiOIi in KusaieD

n~tive

but not after the
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Kusaien is another language which exhibits similar properties of imperative negation. lO
A sentence can be negated by 8D,Y of the native words ~ (not), pbJac (not any more, not

any longer) or S!mI (not yet), which must precede the predicate. l1
(45)
B.

b.

c.

tiyac tubkuh
he tense not come
he will not tOme
Kun el
tihlac sismobk
Kun S-marker not
smoke
Kun does not smoke any lon.,crer
Ninac el
soenna poheleack.
motherS-marker
not
cook
Mother has not cooked the breadfruit yet.
El ac

m08ah

breadfruit the

However, imperatives have their own negative words mwet and nik (don't), which are used
only in imperative constructions. Nik is used together with second person subject pronoun
kom (you) or the plural form komtacl. whereas mwet can be used with or without the
second }::::rson subject pronoun.
(46)

a.

b.
c.
(47)

a.

b.

Nik kom/komtael ahkams
'Don't you/you(pl) kill'
Nik kom/komtacl pihsrapasr
don't you st3al
Nik kom tang ik ah
don't you eat fish the
Mw~ (kom) sroalsraoli WeB luhk ah
don't (you) black make shirt the
don't make my f!hirt black
Mwet (kom) Jjbkabsibkj won ah
don't (you) shoot bird the
don't shoot at the birds

There is a substitute word met for kom. The difference between the use of nik kcm and nik
met is that the former is directed to the listener whereas the latter is not necessarily

10 Kusaiean !5 spoken on the island of Kusaiean, one of the eastern
Caroline
Islands,
160-163 E and 5 N. (Lee, K.ee-dong
1975 Kusaiean
Reference Grammar, PAll language Texts: Micronesia).
!1 E1
pronoun.

's

the subject

maker

(S-marker)

ano. also can be used

as a
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directed to 8lly particular lister.er.

(48)

a.

NUt met pihsrapasr

b.

don't steal
'Don't steal'
NUt met kosro
don't commit adultr,y
~on't commit adultery'

Lee (1975) describes sentences with nik met
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more or leu an admonition rethe!' than a

command. But the parallel structure between (47) and (48) with the obEgatory subject
pronoun or its substitute which contributes a special meaning contrasts sharply with that
of non-imperative negation. Positive imperatives in Kusaien are the only constructions where
the subject does not have to occur (which is obligatory in declaratives and interrogatives).
When it shows up, it precedes the predicate, similar to both English and Indonesian.
This array of properties can be easily explained if Kusaien is taken to be a language
in which the structure of imperative has a sentence initial Neg pooition. I believe imperative

double negation and topicalization would exhibit the same properties as seen in English and
Indonesian, although I do not have a native speaker to test the prediction.

3.3.3. Chinese and French
There are other 1anguagsa in which the structure of negation for imperatives are

similar to that in non-imperatives. Two sub-types can be further distinguished: in one, the
imperative and non-imperative negamr h!!.B the §me laical form; in the other, they do not. 12

3.3.3.1. Chinese
Chinese has a special negative particle
however, takes the same structural position

~
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for imperatives. This imperative negator,

other regular negators do in non-imperative

negative constructions.
(i)

pre-VP. In (49),

~

immediately precedes VP or Adv if there are any. This is exactly how

and non-imperatives
12 A th.iro type can be proposed, in which imperatives
use
the same negative form but the former must be USGd with the subjunctive
reood.
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non-imperative negatol'B interact with Adv, VP and subject, as in (50).
(49)

a.
b.

(Ni) bie XUeD yuyanxue!
you don't study linguistics
'Don't (you) study linguistics'
(Ni) bie dashen jianghua
you don't loudly talk
'Don't (you) talk loudly'

(50)

a.

ita bu zai meD yuyanme.

b.

he not Asp study linguistics
'He is not stud~'linguistis'
Women conglai bu tasheng jianghua
we ever not loudly talk
'We don't ever talk loudly'

(ii) pre-subject

NP. The regular negative word 1m may precede a subject and negates the

NP; imperative negative
(51)
a.
b.

~

does the same

th~ng

to the imperative subject NP, as in (51)

Bu abi ni qu Beijing, erabi wo qn Beijing.
not be you go Beijing but I go Beijing
'It is not YOU who goes to Beijing, it is me who goes there'
Bie ni qu Beijing, zhe ci kai wo qu Ie.
don't you go Beijing this time should I go modal.particle
'Don't YOU go to Beijing, this time is my tum to go there'

:l..3.3.2.French
Unlike Chinsse, French does not have a separate lexical negative limited to
imperatives. Its imperative negation structlAle is exactly the same as that for nonimperatives, similiu' to what we have seen in Chinese.
The S-structure of regular negation has the negative l!M after the verb and in front
of the object, and the particle

~

(52)

Je n'ouvrai pas la porte
I ne open.Fut not the door
'I won't open the (1.oor'

(53)

Nous ne Ie WsoDS pas.
we ne it do.1st not
We do not do it.

immediately precedes the verb.

The same negative structure is used in imperative sentences.
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(54)

a.
b.

(55)

N'ouvre pas Ia porte
ne open.Imp not the door
'Don't open the door' (sigular)
N'ouvrez pas la porte
ne open.Imp not the door
'Don't open the door' (plural)
Ne le-faisons pas
ne it-do.lst not
Let's .not do it
French also has the kind of infinitival negative imperative construction as mentioned

earlier in Chapter m. That is, verbq in their infinitive form are used to function as negative
imperatives.
(56)

a.
b.

c.

Ne pas deranger Ie professeur!
ne not disturblnf the professor
'Don't disturb the professor'
Ne pas Ie deranger
ne not him/her disturb.lnf.
'Don't disturb him'
·Ne deranger pas Ie professor!

(57)

a.
b.
c.

Ne pas toucher la ts.ble!
ne not touch.Inf the table
'Don't touch the table'
Ne pas la tcucher!
ne not it touch
'Don't touch it'
·Ne toucher pas 1a table!

The expressiOilS !!.@•••lm§ must occur clause initially next to each other (56a, 57a). Note that
since these are infinitive constructions,

the elitie "

preposes only to the pre-verbal

position (56t, 57b) in contrast to behavior of elities in tensed clauses, and the yerb
intervenes within the negative chain (56c, 57e). The

n~tion

nev~r

pati.ems seen in (56b,e) and

(57b,c) are exactly the same as the regular negation of infinitvial complements, as in (58)
(58)

a.

Je lui dit de ne pas deranger Ie professeur
I him say Comp ne not disturb.1nt the professor
'I told him not to disturb the professor'
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b.
Co

Je lui dit de ne pas Ie dera.nger
I him sa,y Comp ne not him disturb.Inf
'I told him not to disturb him'
*Je lui dit de ne deranger pas Ie professeur
I him sa,y Comp De disturblnf not the professor
'I told him not to disturb the professor'

3.4. Conclusion
I have argued in Section 1 that the presence of ~ in the functional ce.tP.gOry T is the
offending element that blocks Case assignment to the Spec of TP. As a result, overt subjects
cannot be licensed by the occurrence of

112.

In Section 2, I have hypothesized that the

negative imperatives have abase-generated acijunction to TP that contains the imperative
sentence-initial negative dm!:t at D-structure, and this bj-pothesis is supported by facts from
interrogative constructions, contraction and topicalizti.ons. The structures argued for English
negative imperatives are used in Section 3 to explain uegative imperatives in Indonesian and
Kusaiean which employ the negative-initial imperative structure, and in Chinese and French
which employ the regular negative structure.
To conclude, I have proposed a transformational approach that accomodaws the
problems noticed in ~ imperav.ves and imperatives with overt and null subjects discussed
in Chaptsr 2. This 8pproacl! has some consequences regarding the issue of derivability and
construction-specific rules. Although GB theory is against construction-specific rules, the
base-generated adjunction of .d2!!l to TP is a

COnstn1 r:t;iOD-speci1iC

specific adjunction suggests the independence of the

dm!:t

rule. The construction-

negative imperatives. The same

is true with the independence of positive imperatives: to derive (1) requires the ivoked
Definitions. This situation resembles the conclusion drawn at the end of Chapter 2, where
the relative independence uf imperativ38 in English with

r&:Ij)ect to

Verb Movement and

properties of T ([ +/-operator],[ +I-finite]) is revealed. This chapter suggeSV:J that imperatives
are formally derivable from move-alpha but only with certain additional assumptions. To
have additional assumptions or construction-specific rules for cartain constructions is not
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necessarily an awkward reswt. It simply suggests that correlating imperatives and nonimperative constructions by a uniform underlying Dtructure has its limit.
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CHAPTER 4
A NON-TRANSFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS AND OTHER ALTERNATIVES

4.1. The motivation for a Jexlcalllllalysis
The major conceptual result of Chapters 2 and 3 is that for GB the imperative
COnstructiClns in English require additio.aal theoretical assumptions in order to be
appropriately represented. These assumptiOWl include:
(i) the special Tense morpheme Imp distinguishes imperatives
from clauses with feature [+finite] and from clauses with
feature [-finite], with respect to quantiticational binding (see
Sections 1 and 2 of Chapter 2).

(ii) verbs M/have in imperatives do not move, and the do in
imperative is a non-theta copying substitute verb (Sections 1
and 2 of Chapter 2). Thus, h,Yhave and s!2 are treated
differently in non-imperatives and imperatives.
(iii) don't is a sentence-initial negative, generated as the
ImpNegP adjcined to TP, and has different syntactic structure
from the imperative negative complex do not; it is l1ll8lyzed as
distinct from Aux+n't contraction cases like ~ won't, don't
and so on in interrogatives (Section 2 of Chapter 3).

It is quite clear that imperatives and non-imperatives differ in English. Postulating a
single T morpheme isolated to imperatives, adjusting Verb Movement and theta-copying
requirements to imperatives, and proposing the base-generated sentence initial negative seem
like the most conservative approach in a transformational analysis. However, advocating this
approach does not mean thst there is no different approach that equally accounts for the
data and brings interesting consequences for the gr&m.IIl9: An alternative to the derivationalbased account is not to suppose that there are necessarily related conditions on imperatives
and non-imperatives, but rather to highlight the particular propp.rties of imperatives an-l
treat them in their own right In fact, (iHili) iWlount to claiming that imperatives need io
be tre?ted in their own right with respect to the imperative QQ, the imperative negative
don't. and the overt subjects. It is then quite natural and easy for theS2 idiCis-YiJ.cratic lexical
and syntt1~tic properties to be analyzed within a theoretical framework that has rich lexical
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categories and multiple subcategorizatioDS that would BiDgle out these problems at the onset

In this chapter, I relate the obsarvatioDS, results md proposals made in the last two
chapters

w lexical approaches to imperative constructions. I present an analysis along the

line of extended Categorial Grammars (CG), showing that the lexical approach captures the

particular syntactic properties associated with JIsml,

si2..wzti and !i2 that

interact with the

subject (overt or null), and that imperatives should be treated as an independent clause type.
I evaluate the two different approaches, GB and 00, and point out that in GB the
underivability of English imperatives from a uniform D-structure is recognized only implicitly
but imperatives are formally represented as derivable for methodological reasons. AftelWards,
I discuss other alternative proposals for ruling out the co-occurrence of overt subjects and
do. I suggest that pragmatic issues such as request and command affect the interactions
between overt subjects and do.

4.2. A proposed treatment of imperatives in English
I assume the basic construct of "extended categorial grammar" (Bach 1983a, 1983b,
Steedman 1985, 1987, Oehrle, Bach and Wheeler 1988, Moortgat 1989, among others),
developed from

id~

of traditional categorial analyses (Ajdukiewicz 1935, Bar-Hillel 1953,

Lambek (1958, 1961) and Montague (1974), Geach (1972), among others). A categorial or an

extended categorial grammar is a grammatical system based on the algebraic notion of
function and argument In this system, complex

e:~pressioDS

are constructed from simpler

expl"e&Sions· by applying a functor to a set of suitable argument expressions. In its general
form, the grammar consists of two components. The first is a categorial lexicon, which
associates each word of the language with at least one syntactic category, and distinguishes
between functors and arguments. The second is a set of rules for combining functors and
arguments. The categorial system of the lexicon provides an infinite number. of possible
category objects, recursively constructed out of two finite sets, a set of basic/primitive

categories md a set of category-forming

eoJm~ves.

Categories are often referred to as

syntactic types. The combinatory rules are a sat of laws allowing a sequence of types and
individual types to form into other types that represent larger constituents. Belaw I sketch
a fragment of a grammar of English and its relevant emmples.

Suppose our lexicon is a vocabulary V conaistiDg of a finite set of elements v], ...VIt and
our task is to assign each element v in V to a set of categories in a way that will determine
its combinatorial properties. The grammar must have a set of types and a set of rules stating
how linguistic expressions assigncl to various types may combine with each other. This is
done by a type system, a type calculus and a type assignmen, function (see Oehrle 1990).

4.2.1.1 Types
We begin with a recursive definition of types. Let basic categories BASCAT be a finite

set of primitive types and connectives CONN a set of three binary category-forming
oornectives

{f,\, .}

The full set of categories CAT is an infinite set of types formed by

BASCAT closed under CONN, such that
(1)

i)BASCAT is a subset of CAT, and
ii) if:x and y are members of CAT, then (x/y), (y\x), and (x.y) are
members of CAT.

4.2.1.2. Initial lexical type-assignment
We let every v in V be associated with a set of types defined above by using a lexicalassignment function. Let f: V -> Pow(CAT) be a function which assigns to each v in V a
UUll-t:LlPty

finite set of elements in CAT. If v is in V and x is in f(v), we write v -> x.

4.2.1.3. Extension of initial lexical type assignment
We need to extend this initial f3'pe assignment over V to a type assignment to all the
members of the set V+ of finite strings of elements constructed from V. In other words, we
extend the· initial lexical type assignment function from individual words to phrases
(sequences or words), so that we can characterize the set of types assigned to any such
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phrases. To do this, we need a type calculus which defines a relation of assignability between
sequences of types and individual1jypes. The arrow x -> y means that any expression of

type x is also assigned the type y. If xl ..3:Jt -> x is a valid arrow in the calculus, and Vi ->
Xi. where I is less than or equal to i and i is less than or equal to k, then the corresponding
sequeuce of linguistic expressions vl ..Vk -> x.
4.2.1.4. Type calc:ulus
The type calculus we use here is Lambek's Associative system (AL). It has the
following structure: the set of types of the calculus is CAT that is generated by CONN over
BASCAT; the set of valid arrows is defined by the following axioms and inference rules.

(2)

Al

A2

RI
R2
R3

x -> x
(x.y).z - > x.(y.z)
1.y -> z
-------X -> z/y
x ->z/y
-------1.y -> Z
X -> Y Y -> Z

A2'

RI'
R2'

x.(y.z) -> (x.y).z
x.y -> z
------Y -> x\z
y -> x\z

----

x.y ->

Z

-----------.----- - -X

->

Z

Axiom Al is the identity rule. Axioms A2 and .1\2' are the associativity of the product
opertor "... RI, RI', R2, R2' are the infereuce rules that relate the product operator to the
slash "/" and the backslash "\" operators. R3 is the transitivity of the arrow "- > ". AL yields
a number of interesting theorems; some of which are given below.

application x/y.y -> x
lifting
x ->y/(x~)
;
composition (x/y).(y/z) ->x/~ ;
cunying
(x~)/z -> x\(y/z)
division
x/y -> (x/z)/(y/z)

y.y\x -> x
x -> (y/x)'J
(z~).(y\x) -> z\x
y\x -> (z~)\(z\x)

These theorems and valid arrows of the calculus apply to linguistic expressions that are
assigned types by type-assignment function and characterize the combinatory results of these

expressions.
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4.2.1.5 Linguistic examples
Given an appropriate set of primitive tjypes (BASCAT), the eom binS:.tur'181 properties
of lexical elements can be dlrectly encoded in the tjypes they are assocatied with. As some

examples, the fragment of our grammar consists of the following BASCAT

is, N, NP, VP,

IMP} and CAT {NPjN, NP\8, VPjNP, <NP\S)jNP, IMP/vp...}, to which lexical elements

or seq-dences of lexical elements are assigned to.
S stands for tensed sentences like Bill ate the W and Bill will eat the cake.
N stands for a simple now) like cake i.ild ~.

NP stands for a noun phrase like the cake, the door or Bill.
stand:; for a tenseless verb phrase like eat the rek~.
IMP stands for an imperative sentenCElS like <You) eat the cake
NPIN stands for a determiner like the. tb!§ or ~.
<NP\S)/NP stands for a tensed verb like ~ S ~ ~.

VP

and so forth.
We regard elements of type
and elements. of type

x/z or z\x as functors with domain z and co-domain x,

z such that x/z.z - > x or z.z\x -> x as arguments. The valid arrows

of the type calculU5 provide the combinatary rules for the lexical elements. The rules in (3)

are a subset of the calculus given in (2) and will be used in the later discussion of linguistic
examples. For any expressions, functor expressions and argument expressions, a, b, c
associated with types A, B, and C, respectively, the following rules hold: 1
(3)

[1].
[2].
[3].
[4].

(ajb). b - > A
b. (b\a) -> A
(alb) . (b/e) -> AIC

(a\b)/e -> A\<B/C)

The following are derivations of grammati~ sentences with rules of functional application
(FA) and composition (FC).

1
Others
rules such as Division,
Lifting,
Slash-Dot-Convention
(Lambek 1958, 1961), Lifting-Permutation
(Steedman
1985) and so on are
not crucial here. nence, they an; not included.
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(4)

a.

Bill
NP

ate
<NP\S)/NP

the

cake

NP/N N
--[l]FA

NP
[l]FA

NP\S
----------[2]FA
S

b.

Bill

NP

will
<NP\Sj)VP

eat
the cake
VPfNPNP
---[1]FA
VP
------------------[l]FA

NP\S
----------------[2]FA

c.

S
Bill

NP

will
<NP\Sj)VP

eat
the cake
VP/NP NP

----------------[3]FC

<NP\S)/NP
----------------------[1]FA

NP\S
----------------[2]FA
S

All these grammatical sentences are proved to be valid type S in the categorial system. The
ty~

S is a result of valid arrows that allow types coITeSpOnding to lexical items to associate.

(4a) and (4b) are constructed into a S by the thOOniiil of application and (4c) by both

theorems of application and composition. Although (4b) and (4c) are exactly the same, the
different valid combinations Yleid different constituent structures.

4.2.2. Syntactic types In the Imperatives
The above examples are declarative constructions. In a similar fashion, imperativ3
constructionf; are postulated to form a sentence type that is IMP in BASCAT. There are
several arguments for this postulation. First, imperatives are not equal to regular sentences,
as convincingly argued in the previous !!hapten; hence, the

categ~ry

IMP, which is distinct

from the basic category S, is uecessary. Second, imperatives are not simply tenseless verb
phrases of category VP with an understood subject EAvressions of category VP can be
negated by not, as in (4'a), but not plus a VP is not a possible imperative, as in (4'b).
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a. What he did WtoS [not get he1'3 on time]
b. -Not get here on tune!

(4')

Third, imperatives are defined 88 sentential expressions in Chapter 1 and are argued to have

a syntactic structure with a subject and a predicate (see Chaptel'S 2 It 8). We need then to
find out what the exact type structures of the lexical elements in imperatives. especially the
·problematic· don't,

d2...!!2t and dQ.

4.2.2.1. The kincm

(J,~

'VPs

Regarding the observed particular properties associated with imperatives, we conclude
that a plain predicate imperative is a tenseless VP with an understood subject whose range

is limited to second person addressees and third person expressed by the few indefinite NPs.
Th~

VP

lambda ntltation provided next to the VP is the semantic interprct2.tion of a tenseless
88

(5)

an imperative construction.
Eat
VP/NPNP

the cake

--------------[I]FA

VP .>J(2nd) [eat' (y)]
It is known that, except stative verbs, slmost all verbs may form an imperative construction
'Nith appropriately selected adverbs (Katz It Postal 1964;
tenseless VP like (5)

88

Da'~ies

1986). To differentiate a

the imIJerative oon&rurnon from other tenseless VPs like the ones

in (6) which are not imperatives. we assume that tenseless verbs of type VPIX can be
turned into tenseless imperative verbs of type IMPIX by a lexical type-changing ruie, as in
(6').

(6)

(6')

a. We should [vp eat the cake]
b. He didn't [vp eat the cake]
VP IX
~x

- > IMPIX

'1-Y F(x) (y) - > AX F(x) (y 2nd)

Therefore, the tenseless VP

88

an imperative is type IMP -- the basic category .- with an

understood second person subject. On the other h!md. non-imperative

tenseh~~

VI's GO not
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have an individual non-variable, like [2nd] with a fixed interpretation directly associated with
its semantics. The subject individual variable ill only c.ssociated with a tensed VI! aft.er the
tenseless VP in (6) has combined with a tensed V, as in (7).
(7)

John

would

NP

<NP\S)JVP

eat the cake.

VP

).vp ~x [would' (vp) (x)]

NP\S
).X [[would eat the cake]' (x)]
In (7), the phrase would eat the cake is made up of t"wu parts: the ~nsed modal ver,> wculd
and the tenseless eat the cake. The tenseless VP eat the cake in (7) does not directly
associate with the subject argument NP

~

and the VP is simply an argument of the

tensed verb would.
To sum up, we have distinguished the tenseiess VP as imperative from tenseless VP

as non-imperative (in addition to tensed VP). The syntactic categories for verbs in tensed VP,
tenseless VP and imperatives and their associated semantics are given below.
(8)

tensed VP

NP\S;

~x [F(z) (x)]

tenseless VP as imperative
IMP;
IMP'[z,(2nd)]
tenseless VP as non-imperative
VP;
z

4.2.2.2. Functors
There are Reveral single or complex elements which may act on a tenseless VP to yield
an imperative. They are the expresed BeCOnd person pronoun you and indefinite NPs
(somebody, everybody, nobody), the emphatic negative complex don't you, the non-emphatic
negative don't. the formal and forceful negative

~

and last the do. Together with the

imperative where the subject is not expressed, we have a set of six imperatives illustrated
in (9).
(9)

a. Eat the cake
b. You/nobody eat the cake
c. DQ eat the cuke
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d. Don't eat the cake
e. Do not eat the cake
f. Don't you/anybody eat the cake
Our analysis depends on the assumption that coherent expressions can be represented

as a functional product. A function f: D -> C associates with each object in its domain D
a unique object in its co-domain C, written as f: d -> f(d), where fed) is an element of C.
We treat each of the imperatives in (9), except (9a), as a function from a tenseless VP to
an imperative. Schematically we represent them in a simpler fashion as follows:
(10)

You/sombody:
Don't:
Don't y\)u:
Do:
Do not:

VP
VP
VP
VP
VP
VP

---> IMP
---> IMP
----> IMP
---> IMP
---> IMP
---> IMP

!n (10), the left-hand side column are functors and the "IPs are the arguments.
4.2.2.3. Subgroups of imperatives and featured types
The imperatives in (9) can be grouped into pairs under three smaller sets according

to polarity, emphasis and whether some are more emphatic or special than others. Do in
imperatives is distinct from supportive !!2 in nO:l-imperatives in that the former not only is
used for considerations of emphasis but also for the pragmatic function of request. I assign
it to the group with do not, which is forceful and formal, under 'special connotation" for
easier syntactic analysis. Thus, we have (11):
(11)

a. Eat the cake (positive, nor.-emphatic)
b. Don't e&t the cake (negative, non-emphatic)
c. You eat the cake (positive, emphatic)
d. Don't you eat the cake (negative, emphatic)
e. Do eat the cake (positive, special )
f. Do not eat the cake (negative, special)
The complex element don't you behaves

83

a syntactic unit in imperatives. Observe

the double negative imperativee:
(12)

a. Don't not finish your homework before I come back.

-~

----------
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b. Don't you not finish your bomewui'k before I come back.
c. -Don't not you finish your homework before I come back.
d. Don't you ever not finish your homework before I come back.
e. -Don't ever you not finish your homework before I come back.
The sentence is grammatical if !!2t or mr appears after I2l! but ungrammatical if not or
~

appears in between dOll't and!QY. This indir.ates that don't you acts as a syntactic unit

that resists an intruding element The syntactic and phonological unity of don't vou sulZlZeSts
that don't must first combine with I2!! to form a constituent which then acts on the
tenseless VP. This Don't then differs from ~ ~ which act directly on the VP. The
S&D1e is true with the expressed subjects YOU/somebody etc. and the special element do for

special effect, which takes VP directly to make a positive emphatic

01"

a special imperative.

Based on the above (including Sections 2.2.1-2), I assign a syntactic category to e.ach
of the items that take a tenseless VP to an

im~rative.

(13)

a.

you.::

IMPfVP

b.

don't:

IMPfVP

c.

do not-

IMPfVP

+emp
+ neg
+spe
+ neg

d.

do-

IMPfVP
+spe

Each categol"'j has a bet of features associe.ted with IMP -- the co-domain category of the
functor -- which we have used in describing the six imperatives above (d. Bach 1983b). The
features are [+ /-emp] for emphatic/non-emphatic, [+ I-neg] for positive/negative and [+ /spe] iGlr apecial properties such

as being

~oled

~

ueing formal and forceful associated with do not and such

with do. I adopt the convention of specifying only positive values, leaving

unspecified features as being associated with a negative value automatically.

4.2.3. Combinations
It is easy to see the generality captured by the functor category IMPfVP which takes
its argument VP and yields an imperative sentence.
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(14)

{YoujDon'tjDo notjDo } eat the cake

IMPfVP
VP
----------------FA
IMP

It is also easy to see the advantage of features built into the lexical item which distinguish
the differences in the functor C2tegories 80 that an appropriate impei'litive may be generated.

(15)

a.

You

IMPfVP

eat the cake
VP

+emD

-----:---------------FA

b.

IMP (positive emphatic imperative)
Don't eat the cake
IMPfVP
VP
+ neg

-----------------------FA

IMP (negative unemphatic imperative)
c.

Do not eat the cake
IMPfVP
VP
+spe
+neg

-----------------FA

d.

IMP (negative special imperative)
Do
eat the cake
IMPfVP
VP
+spe
----------------------FA
IMP (positive special imperative)

Sinee don't you behaves as a unit in negative emphatic imperative constructions, don't
must first combine with the adjacent El!. There are two possible category assignments.
Either you is assigned to the functor category as in (16) or 22!!l is assigned to the functor
category as in (16').
(16)

you:

(IMPfVP>\<IMP fVP)

+ neg

(16') dOu't:

+emp
+ neg
(IMP{vp)jaMP/VP)
+ neg
+emp

However, these two possibilities du not

ex".,.'U!8

uniiormity in 1yJ>e assignments to don't and

you with regard to ilie existing categories given in (1S). If (16) is adupted, two types need
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to be assigned to ~l!, one for don't:
(17)

a.you: (IMP{'1P)\ (IMPjVP)
+ney,
+emp
+ neg
b.you: IMP/VF
+emp
c.don't IMPfVP
+ neg
If (16') is adopted, two types also need to be assigned to !!!ml, one for you, as in (18)
(18)

a.don't IMPjVP
+ neg
b.don't (IMP{V)P/(IMPjVP)
+ neg
+emp
c.you

IMPjVP
+emp

A plausible approach

to partial uniformity, if (16') is adopted, is to employ categvries

which allow an argument to be optional. Given the fact that the two different types in (18)
for don't involve whether or not the subject is explicit, in either positive or negative
constr&ttions, don't can be assigned to the category (IMP < + neg> jVP)/[IMP < +emp>(vp],
in which "[]" stands for optionality.2 However, there is some evidence for choosing (16) over
(16'). Category (16) represents a funct!ol'. from a negli.uve element

to a functiou from a

tenseless \'P to an imperative. Both the domain and co-domain of the function bear features:
the resultant category, i.e. the value, has the correct features [ + amp, + neg] needed for a the
result don't you ..

2 .lU
""- fact,

ilie opaonai
argument
simply
assigned
the type
NP. Thus,
(IMP(VP)/[NP].
See discussions
below.

the
the

explicit
type

suhject ._- can be
for don't
will be
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(19)

Don't

wr'/VP
+ neg

you

<JMP/VP)\<JMPfVP)
+ neg

eat the cake
VP

+emp
+ neg

---- ·-------------FA
IMP/vp
+emp
+ neg

---------

. FA

IMP (negative emphatic imperative)

Yo;q of :ategory (16) is to be distinguished fro&:;. the category IMP [ +emp]jVP in (13) which

is assigned to the emphatic you in You eat the cake. which is a function from tenseless VP
to imperative. Only Im! of categoijl' (16) but not of (13) can take don't as shown in (20).
(20)

don't

yon
IMPjVP
+ neg

eat the cake
IMPjVP
+emp

.

VP

-----------------------

If category (16') is adopted for !!2!!l, the feature [+ emp] in the domian will cancel with the

feature [+emp] on thP. argument Y2!! of t,)'pe

IMP/VP. leaving no [+emp] in the resultant

category.
(21)don't
(IMPlVP)j(lMPjVP)
+neg +emp

you
IMP,IVP
+emp

eat the cake

VP

-----------------------------------FA

IMPjVP
+ neg

In (21), it has to be assumed additionally that

Q

feature passing convention will allow

features on the argument category to pass onto the resultant category. However, the above
combination also does not ensure the subject to associate to the right but permits it to
associ6.te to the VP, yielding ill-formed ccnsituency structures:
(22) ;;;aon't «you not) eat the cake)
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4.2.4. Correct generalizations
There are 8e\'eral points to be noted which show that this categorial analysis of
imperatives meets both deGCriptive adequacy and explanatolY adequacy.

4.2.4.1.
Regarding (23), the grammaticali1;y as well as ungrammaticali1;y of the sentences are

readily accounted for.
(23)

eat the =e
b. *Do not you eat the cake
c. Don't (you/anybody) eat the cake

a. *Do you

The only possible category compatible with IQ]! is ~ the analysis outlined above captures
the fact. It is Jmpossible for do not and

!!2 to combine with you of either category due to the

the incompatibility in categorial combination or feature mismatch as shown in (24).
(24)

a.

*Do not
you
eat the cake
IMPjVP
VP
IMP/VP
+spe
+emp
+ neg
----------------------" * incompatible categories

b.

*Do
you
eatther.ake
IMPjVP
IMPjVP
VP
+spe
+emp
-------------------" incompatible categories

c.

*Do not
you
eat the cake
IMP/VP
aMPjVP)\aMPjVP) VP
+spe
+ neg
+emp
+ neg
+ neg
-----------------------------* incompatible features

d.

*Do
IMP/VP
+spe

yuu
(IMP/VP)\<IMPjVP)

eat the cake
VP

+ neg

+emp
+ neg
----------------------------------* incompatible features

4.2.4.2.
Additionally it also explains why the sentences in (25) cannot be grammatical
imperatives when If!!! cannot occur before don't, !!.2....!!Qt or do:

-

-------------
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(25)

a. *you do eat the cake
D. *you don't aut the cake
Co ·you do not eat the cake
d. *you/anybody don't eat the cake

This is because of the incompatible categories as given below, no matt.er which you is used.
(26)

·You
IMPjVP
+emp

don't eat the cake
IMP

+ neg

-----------_.

(27)

-You
(IMPjVP)\aMPjVP)

+ neg

+emp
+ neg

don't eat the cake
IMP
+emp

.

------------------------------

4.2.5. Syntactic types for Non-imperative

122 and

invel'8io:c constructions

This system captures, fundaIIientally, the particular syntactic properties associated with
de ;o.nd don't which are in the imperative constructions. These elements are treated
differently from supportive and auxiliary !!2 in non·imperatives like (28), whi~h is of category
<NP\S)jVP, and from negative complex: don't, didn't or ~ in non-imperatives which are
simply contractions between <NP\S)jVP and the negative not of category (XjVP)\(XjVP).
(28)

a. We do love Italian food.
b. He did go to the movie last night.
c. She does not like that novel.

In (28), the supportive/auxiliary do either takes a tenseless VP argument or first combines

with the negative not, as illustrated below:
do
love Italian food
<NP\S)jVP
VP
--------------••••••--••---.--••FA

(29) We
NP

NP\S
-.---••••-----FA

S

.
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(30)

He
NP

not

does
(NP\S)/VP

<X/VP)\(XfVP)
--instantiate X
(<NP\S)/VP)\,<NP\S)/VP)

like that novel
VP

,------FA
(NP\S)/VP

-----FA

NP\S

-----------------FA
S

run

is assigned a functor category that acts on its

~

m.dJ. Negative complexes like do(es)n't and didn't

In negative constructions like (80),
arguement -- the substitute verb!!2

in non-impertive constructions in (31) are of type
(31)

(NP\Sn~fVP.

a. He didn't go to China
b. We don't like the food.

When the negative complexes are fronted sentence-initially to form negative interrogative
constructions, they are assigned the 13'Pe (Smv/VP)jNP - a function from a NP into a
function from VP into a sentence.
(32)

Don't
you/we want
(SmvfVP)/NP NP
VPjINF
----------------------FA
SmvfVP

to
INFJVP

help him?
VP

--------------FA

INF

-----------------------F
A
VP

----------------------------------FA
Sinv

The above 13'Pe structures for don't in inverted construction as well as in regular noninverted construction apply to ::omplex elements formed of modals and the negative such as
won't, can't, shouldn't
(33)

SO

on and

SO

fOlth.

a. Won't you help me with this box?
b. He won't listen to me.
c. I will not read that paper by Robert.
The present categorial system distiiiguiahes easily the two instances of sentence initial

don't, one in the imperatives and the other in the non-imperatives, by different 13'Pe
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structures. For non-imperatives, the argument NP can be of any person and don't is of type
(Sm-J(P)/NP (see (32), whereas for imperatives, the argument NP must be specified as
looking for an NP of second person of 1iYPe (IMPjVP)/NP2ujjf we assume that you is given
the type of NP.
(34)

Don't
(IMPjVP)fNP2nd

you
NP

-------------FA

dare touch the computer!
VP

IMPjVP

The same is true with

~ntence

initial

ID2 in imperatives and

non-imperatives. As

analyz~d

earlier, sentence initial d2 in the imperative is oft;ype IMP< +emp> /vp. In non-imperatives,
placing do in the sentence initial position always yields an interrogative construction, in
which do

~

!lli!) is a function from an NP into a function from VP into a question

sentence. In (35), the primitive category for question is symbolized as Q, i.e S<Q>.
(35)

Do
(QfVP)fNP

you
NP

like
VPfINF

to have a piece of cake?

!NF

------------------FA

VP

-------------------FA
Q/VP
-------------------------FA
Q

In Chapter 2, it is argued that distinctions must be made between the verb be in
imperatives and non-imperatives, the former iB afYected by movement rule whereas the latter
is not. Such a distinction is an exp2Cted result in the present proposed categorial grammar,

since the categorial system allows as the primitive that multiple syntactic categories are

associGtod with

8.

lexical expression. As one

mo~

example, fllrmally, tensed be is of type

<NP\S) /X, yielding a tensed clause, and non-tensed imperative be is of type IMP/X, yielding
an imperative

~nstruction.

The teoseless imperative

n,

as in (3Gb) is also differentiated

from tenseless be as in (36c). In all these cases, X ranges over the set {NP, PP, ADJP,
ADVP}.

---

----------
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(86)

is

a professor of Music (careless, on the platform, there)
NP (ADJP, PP, ADVP)

a.

John
NP

b.

Be
a nice boy (careful, in the office, there at 5 o'clock)i
IMPIX NP (ADJP, PP, ADVP)

c.

John
NP

<NP\S)jX

should be

a doctor (careful, in the room, there at 5 o'clock)

<NP\S)/VP

VP/X

To sum up, the categorial grammar analyzes imre!'Stive !iQ, don't, do not and be as
having different type structures from the categories assigned to non- imperative

~

don't,

!!2..!!.Qt and be. This result simply falls under the fundamental assumption of th.. grammar
that multiple categories and type structures are primitives.

4.3. A eomparisuu
I'v~

..,r GB and CG

provided a categorial analysis that treats imperatives as forming an independent

sentential category IMP, non-derivative from other sentential syntactic types such as
indicative sentences. Consequently, the particula.! syntactic pl'(\:,erties exhibited by the
auxiliary elements and overt subjects in imperatives are

3

result of particular lexical

idiosyncracies germane to the imperatives. These properties are appropriately accounted for
by the syntactic categories assigned to the relevant lexical elements.
Such an account relies partly on the feature values associated with each lexical
category. These f&ltures, taken as functions from expressions to values, however, are
descriptive and not easily to be generalized as morpho-syntactic features such as CASE,
GENDER and NUMBER (see Bach 1983b). Pragmatic notions such as emphasis and special
connotations are difficult to capture in terms of syntax. But the proposal to use some
descriptively necessary notions to treat imperatives in their own right through rigorous
combinations guarantees that there are no over/under-generations. Thus, the independence
of the imperative construction is highlighted.
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Things are somewhat different in the non-categorial approach we have have seen in
Chapters 2 and 8. Within the theoretical framework of GB, imperative constructions have
been analyzed to derive from a D-structure that is

":rnj!s?

to the D-structrue pc:;tu!ated for

n!'n-imperatives. This can be d~ne only if the imperative structure is assumed to be "opaque"

to Verb Movement and tiI.eta-role copying from V to Agr. The opacity is traceable to the
presence of the abstract Tense element Imp postulated for imperatives. Notice that a
sentence of category TP has been taken to be a projection of its Tense. The structure of an
imperative is characterized by Imp in Tense. Therefore, the structure is, in fact, a projection
of the abstract Imp. Without the assumption that Imp creates or el10ws certain exceptiOl'!I,
the imperative oonstrJ.ctions in English simply cannnot be made to follow from the
interactions between the modules (theories of binding, theta-role and Case) of the GB
grammar. What all this means is that the structure cf imperatives has its own way of
derivtltion, subsumed under the principles of the grammar with conditions.
As a consequence, on one hand, imperatives are formally analyzed as derivable; but

on the other hand, conceptually, the "underivability" of imperatives from a uniform Dstructure is implicitly revealed, if we view the ILSSUDipiions spedfic to imperatives to be
"exceptions" to the general set-up of the

pmmDI'.

In Chapter'S 2 and 3, imperatives are not

taken to form an independent clause type, but the results of the analysis and the theoretical
conseqences of the "opacity" of Verb Movement and theta-theory and ImpNegP suggest that
imperatives should be treated in their own right
From this comparison, we conclude that both analyses given in this study have
recognized the special syntactic properties associated with the Engish imperatives. They htlve
both explained the characteristics of imperative constructions, with emphasis on different

componenUi Ol the grammar. While the CG explicitly takes imperatives to form a syntactic
type of their own, which is equivalent to the view that imperutives have a maximal
projection as !m~rative Phrase at the sentence level in. the terminology of GB, the approach
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along the line GB I have given has only made it implicit. In addition, while CG emphasizes
the lexical idiosyncracies, GB tries to explain them in relation to more abstract modules. It

is rather clear that the derivation of imperativee in GB is complicated by the invoked
assumptions in such a way that olle may question whether the derivation is the most
appropriate· analysis. But it is more due to methodological reasons that some of the
complicated derivations are needed and that the conditions argued for imperatives are treated
as subsumed under the modules.
Apart from the obviously different primitive assumptions these two theories have and
the consequent results regarding the independence of the imperative sentences, the two
analyses have different

~mg

abcut the

r~"triction

on the appaa..--ance of overt s-ubjecLS.

Recall tha GB analysis I proposed in Section 1 of Chapter S. The prohibition against the co-

ccturrence of overt subjects and !!2 was attributed to the presence of do in T which blocked
the strong Spec-Head agreement. The lack of such an abstract agreement was insufficient
to assign Case to the subject position; hence, lexical subjects could not be realized. In the
present chapter, however, the Cl\tegorial ana:iaysis has attributed the restriction to both
parties. It is the incompatible

!e:i~

trves

associated with

IQl!

and do that make it

impossible for tha syntactic combination between overt subjects and !!2; hence, sentences

like -You do eat that cab! or -Dn vou eat that cake! are ill-formed. In the next section on
pragmatic issues, I show that there is evidence for the cat.egorial analysis. I argue that it is
two opposed pragmatic notions -- command and reqv"St which are associated with overt
subjects and do respectively -- that causes the syntactic "clash".

4.4. Non-syntactic aiternative8 to the restriction on overt subjects
What has been said so far does not exclude other plausible non-syntactic-oriented
accounts of the syntactic properties noticed in imperatives, since it already becomes clear in
the above that non-syn~a.ctic notions

.-

.....

il..-e

&elevant to the analysis of imperatives. In thl'

_--------
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following, I outline a non-syntactic explanation of the clash between do and evert subjects,
attributing it to the incompatible pragmatic notions between request and command that
are built into the formal type structures of categorial grammar.

4.4.1. Prosodic restriction
One prominent property that attracts attention is the occurrence of overt subjects
that is incompatible with the awdliaJ:y/substitute verb

~.

We have seen that a syntactic

account of it within GB requires some machinery . - the Assumptions 1 and 2 in Chapter
3, and the [+spe] and [+emp] feature in the type structures in this chapter. Can there be
other factorS contributing to the incompability?

4.4.1.1. Akmajlan's proposal
There is a non-syntactic eccount of the restriction on the overt subject in imperatives.
Akmajian (1984) ascribed the prohibition against the co-occurence of you and do in the
impe1'8tive to a prosodic constraint. He claims that J!Q, but not don't. requil'E'-s a stress:
(37)

a. Do[ + stres] have a seat!
b." Do[-stres] have a seati

(38)

a. Don't[ +stres] stand up!
b. Don't[-stres] stand up!

He Pl".,poses that it is for reasons of prosody that ~ in imperatives cannot be combined with
an overi; subjl:Ct, as in (39), while don't can, as in (40).
(39)

a. Do help me!
b. -Do yeu/somebody help me!

(40)

a. Don't come near me!
b. Don't you/anybody come near me!

H2 suggests that the contrast in (39) and (40) reflectll a more general prosodic restriction
in imperativ6d that there be at most one stress before the VP. Consider (39b), there are two
lexical elements preceding the VP. He states that overt subjects in imperatives always bear
a stress. The fact that do also bears a stress at the same time makes (39b) ungrammatical.

As shown in (37) and (38), don't can be unstressed while

~

must be stressed. Therefore
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(39b), with two stresses, violates the coDStraiDt while (40b) does not.
The prosodic constraint, as

argu~

by Akme.jian, may also explain why topicalization

of (41) is good, while topicalization of (42) is ucluded when the imperative has an overt

subject:
(41)

a. Solve the first forty problems by Monday
b. The first forty problems, solve by Monday

(42)

a. One of you solv9 the first forty problems by Monday!
b. -The first forty problems, one of you solve by Monday!
(Alwnjian 1984)

Topicalized constituents are known to be obligatorily stressed. In (42b), the topiCAlization

results in two stresses before the VP, one on the topicalized constituent and the other on
the subject; hence, the ill-formedness of (42b) results.
4.4.1.2. Incorrect predictions
There are two problems with this prosodic account. First, it would incorrectly rule out
well-formed topicalized imperative constructions, such as (43b,c) and (44b,c).
(43)

a.

(44)

a. Don't you put the book on the stove!
b. The book, don't you put Oil the Et..ove!
c. This pie, don't any of you touch!

IOU put the apples into the refrigerator!
b. The apples, you put into the refrigerator!
Co This pie, none of you touch!

In (43b,c) and (44b,c), there are two nuclear stresses before the VP, one on the topicalized
constituent and the other on the subject. The prosodic account does not seem to make
correct predictions since both (43b,c) and (44b,c) are well-formed.
Second, there is a parallel distribution between ~ and the word please regarding the
appearance of an overt subject. Neither of them allows the subject to occur.
(45)

a. Do open the window!
b. Please open the window!

(46)

a. -Do yeu open the window!
h. -Please you open the window!
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The word ~ does not have to bear a stress, d.ift'crent from~. Thus, the imperative with
a pre-VP ~ and an overt subject, such as (46b), satisfies the prosodic constraint, but the
sentence is clearly ungrammatical.
The above evidence suggests that the prosodic account is not satisfactory in expiaining
the prohibition against co-occurrence of !12 and overt subjects. The parallel between do and
~

seems to be a reflex of some non-structural constraints placed upon imperatiYes. I

would like to suggest that it is simply incompatible pragmatic notions, i.e. principles of
~uman

understanding of how imperatives work, that determine the grammaticalilty involved

in the the interactions between d,Q,

~

and overt subject IQJ!.

4.4.2. Pragmatic constraint
'.4.2.1. Request and command
What is special about the word

~

is its incompatibility with overt subjects in

imperatives, though it freely occurs in imperatives without overt subject.
(47)

a. ·Please you step in!

b. -Vou step in please!
c. Please step in!
d. Step in please!
Notice that t.he werd ~ conveys the meaning of request on the part of the speaker lOut
not the meaning of command, as shown by following examples given in Schachter (1973).
(48)

a. Would you and your guests please not make so much noise?

b. Wby don't you please leave me alone?
c. ·Don't you and your guests please make so much noise!
d. ·Please don't you and your guests make so much noise!

constructions in Engiish always express some subset of /requests/commands/orders
/suggestions/instructions. With the word

requests rather than commanda. (48c,d)

~

e."9

the imperatives like those in (47) are

ill-formed due to the incompability between

the command, which is expressed by I2l!. and the request, which is expressed by please.
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The substitute awdliary verb JlQ in imperatives is more or less used in the same way

as

mua. I22 indicates not only emphasis, but also a meaning of cajolery and request on the

part of the speaker. Assume that RlaB and ~ are carriers of these pra.,l71Dstic notions, and

their distributional properties are syntactici:ed, as a

CCJnseqen~

!!2 and ~ contribute

to the syntactic well-formedness of the imperative sentences involving subject you. Consider

(4&c,d), since !!2 and ~ are expressions indicating request, whereas the use of the overt
subject pronoun YQl! indicates a command, i.e. the authoritative power of the speaker over
the

ad~,

s simultaneous occurrence of them creates a incompatible situation for an

imperative. Based on this pragmatic reasoning, we have a straightforward account of the
unacceptability of (46), (47a,b) and (48c,d): commands are incompatible with please or do.
It then fallows that subject pronoun you in an imperative cannot be compatible with either
door~.

To implement the above observations, we assume that the type structure is multidimeliiiional in that it has syntactic, semantic, phonological as well as pragmatic properties

and the pragmatic type that are to be postulated as being associated with the type structure
of lexical elements.

Let us represent the !exical items

~

and

a pair <x, P>, where x stands for the syntactic

llluH as having a
~

structure that contains

and the upper case P stands for the

pragmatic type "request", as Req. Let us also assume that these two elements act on the
sentential category IMP. The type IMP has a structure with the same pair <x, P>, where
P ranges over the set containing at least the members {Req, Comd (Command)}. Thus, we
have the type structures associated with !!Q, ~ and any well-formed imperative sentences

as follows,
(49)

do
~l~se
L.~

<IMPflMP, Req>
<IMPfIMP, Req>
<IMP, {Req,Comd} >

-~~--~-

-~~---
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Given the empirical fact the pragmatic notion Req c1eshes with the pragmatic notion Comd,
our grammar of the ty-jIt! calC1!lus must specify the arrow 88 valid if and only if the two type

stroctures contain eombatible syntactic types

88

notion of syntactic compability is the same

demonstated in Section 2 and the notion of

pragmatic compability is defined

88

88

weD

88

combatible pragmatic types. The

follows, where P stands for pragmatic types with

subscripts indicating particular pragmatic notions, and [P] etaDds for being unspecified for
pragmatic notion.
(50)

~

Type <4,

,r -> r

PIt >, <p, ~j

> -> <r, Pm> if and only if
and Pltumon Pj - Pm

As a result, the arrows in the type calculus are valid if (50) is satisfied. As an illustration,

(51) and (52) are well-formed while (53) is ill-formed.
(51)

PleasefDo
<IMP/IMP, Reg>

go away
<IMP, [p]>
FA

-----------------------------[1]

<IMP, Req>
(52) You
_
go away
-::IMP/IMP,Comd>
<IMP,[p] >
-------------------------[1]FA
< IMP,Comd >

(53) *Please/Do
<IMP/IMP,Req>

you go away
<ildP,Comd>

------_..._---------------------*

The ill-formedness of (53) is due to the clash betwoon Req and Comd. As a formal
prediction, the following type combination should be allowed, which is true empirically as
in (54).
(54)

Please
<IMP/IMP, lieq>

do
go away
<IMPjIMP, lta<!>
<IMP, [P]>
--------------[l]FA
< IMP,Req >

-------------------------------------[l]FA
<:IMP,Req>

4.4.2.2. Correct predictions
The above proposed account carries ovei' to w-ordinate imperative const.ructions. It
predicts that conjuncts must be compatible with respect to the pragmatic notions. Therefore,
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two commands can coDjoin (55&), 80 can two requests (55b), but not a command and a

request (56c), or a request and a command (55d,e). This is aactly true, as
(55)

shOWD

below.

dare talk back!
b. Do. stay and please have a cup of tea!
c. "You come O"yef and please don't talk back!
d. *Do stay and you have a cop of tecl
e.*Please come over and don't you dare talk back!

L You come over and don't you

It also predicts that, within a single clause of imperative, expressions indicating compatible
pragmatic notions can co-occur. This is also true, as in (56).
(56)

L Please do attend our regular meeUngti:·
b. Do attend our regular meetings plE!8Se!

Indefinite NP subjectJ3 in imperatives may co-occur with please and do. This can be
easily explained, since an indeiinite NP does Dot specify any particular person and is

addressed to at least two people. Thus, indefinite NPs are not as direct as second person
pronoun(s) regarding the identity of the addressee over whom the speaker may feel tv have
power. Therefore, indefinite NPs do not designate directly a person to whom a command is

issued, and are compatible with
(57)

~

and ~.

a. Someone please open the window!
b. Everyone please stand up!
c. ?Someone do open the window!
d. ?Everybody do stand up!

Note that (57) becomes ungrammatical if the indefinite NPs are not in the sentence-initial
position, as in (58).
(58)

a. *Please somebody open the window!
b. *Please everyone stand up!
c.·Do someone open the window!
d. -Do everybody stand up!

Their ungrammaticality has nothing to do with pragmatic reasons but is due

tfJ

a uyntactIc

constraint. Please seems like an non-sentential adverb and cannot precede the subject, as the
following well-formed sentences show.
(59)

L Somebody please help me!
b. Everybody please stand up!

...
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should be next to the domain of VP. However, in (68a,b), it is not next to the domain

of VP. Since d2 has the same fun!:tion as

Jiliaid and should be next to the domain of VP,

it being separated from the VP by a subject NP causes (58c,d) to be ill-formed, given the
previous argument that there is no pre-subject Comp position in an imperative structure for
~

to occupy.

4.4.2.3. An mtrestiDg residue
'rhe above pragmatic account and correct predictions leave us with a residue, as in
(60).
(60)

-Do not you touch my computer!

Let's first consider (61), where there is Ii cillfe~'ailce between the two negatives in (61a) and
(6lb) for considerations of emphasis and formali1i)r.
(61)

a. Do not touch the computer!
b. Don't touch the computer!

(61a) is more formal and emphatic, conveying a meaning of seriousne.ss, while (6lb) is
simply an ordinary negative imperative.
with a request. The negati"e dQ

!lot

I22 in (61a) does not seem to have the association

=mere uf a i;mphatie negative command and should

be compatible with IQl!, given the previous assumption that two commands are compatible
with each other. However, (60) is ill-formed.

Interestingly, negativ9 imperative containing .d.2..!!2l is compatible with please, as in
(62ft).

(62)

a. Please do not touch my computer!
b. -Do not please touch my computer!

This is contraIy to one's

~tion,

since the previous account assumes that request,>

should conflict with commands. (62a) indicates that

~

does not necessarily convey the

meaning of commands, and this claUn is indeed supported empirically. Do not in (63) can
be used in pleading with someone -a context in which I2l! is completely impossi~le as pleas,
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tIS

in (64).8

(68)

L Do not hurt met
b. Do not strangle me'
c. Do not lose my favorite ear rings!

(64)

not pleas
Dan't you hurt me!
b. Don't you strt.ngg!e me!
c. Don't you lose my favorite ear rings!
L

Therefore, the negative

~

is simply an expression that should be assigned two types,

one with conunand as <IMP/IMP, Comd> and the other with request as <IMP/IMP, Req>.

Recall that one of the important properties of CG is its ability to allow multiple types to be
associated with a single expression. As a result,

~a ~ming

residue ends up providing

argument for the proposed analysis.

4.5. Conclusion
To conclude, I have sketched an alternative analysis to a derivational-based account

of the English imperative constructions. This analysis clearly argues for imperatives to be
treated as an independent sentence type from that of nOll-imperatives, unlike the GB

analysis which treats imlleratives as derivable from the global underlying structure. It uses
the lexical specification strategy of the CG, together with the incorporation of the particular
pragmatic notions into the type structure that are associated with these lexical elements. In

this way, the notorious properties exhibitAd by

~

!l2 and

even the word please at the

presence of overt subjects are isolated as construction-specific problems and are e3Siiy

accounted for.
The basic issue regarding the comparison between the GB analysis and the CG
&nalysis is this: on one view, there is an abstract global object -- the underlying clausal

structure -- from which all clauses are derived by simple rules (conditions on movement);

8 Dick Oehrle

(p.c).
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on the other view, clauses are constructed from a mmmon set of materials such as NP's and
VP's, and a set of possibly idiosyncratic tools such 18 tense,

m~

ordering-relations and

various clausal structures. I have shown that in both anaJyais imperatives have to be treated
as having their own clause structure different from that for other clauses, especially when
exceptions are created for the derivations of imperativee in GB. However, their independence

is only implicitely recognized in GB.

CHAPTER 5

IMPERATIVES AND THE STRUCTURE OF MAD MAGAZINE SENTENCES
5.0. introduction
In the previous chapters, I have given two analyses of imperatives, one in GB and the

other in

eG. In these analyses, imperatives are analyzed as having their own idiosyncratic

syntactic properties. Clearly articulated in the CG treatment is that imperatives form an
indepealdent clausal structu..re and a primitive syr..aclic !lategoxy in the system of type
structure. In the GB treatment I proposed that the global underlying abstract clausal
structure must allow special variations for imperatives. These conclusions S'uggest that the
syntactic properties associated with imperatives are important to theoretics! syntax and
should not be overlooked or equated with other sentence types.
Sclmierling (1975, 1982) suggests that imperatives should be taken as a distinct third
clause type, as opposed to the binary distinction between finite (tensed) and non-finite
(untensed) clauses in the generative grammar tradition (see Chapter 1). That imperatives
exhibit certain syntactically arbitnuy properties and are primitive relative tc indicatives with
respect to formal properties forms the basis for her proposal. AlLIDlijian (1984), however,

argues that the formal proper.;ies noticed in imperatives are also shared by a class of
exclamative sentences known

88

Mad Magazine Sentences (MMs). He analyzes both

impel'9tives and these exclamatives 8JI hAving the same clausal structure. Hence, he proposes
that imperatives are simply a functional sentence 1iYPe (determined pragmatically like
exclamatives, interrogatives and so on) without interesting formal properties and play no role
in a syntactic theory.
Akmajian's proposal is incompatible with our conclusions dmWD in the previous
chapters, especially with the CG analysis in which imperatives are taken as a basic syntactic

categoxy and have their own clausal structures. In this chapter, I argue that there are

000-

trivUil formal properties associated with imperatives in English which are distioct from MMs,
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and that there is no structural equati.,ii b.,-twtlel1 these two constructions. I present
arguments to show that MMs are construdions of S' (CP) structure while imperatives are
an instance of S (TP). I also show that although both have an ace-J.Sauve "subject" NP and

lack verb inflections. MMs are not similar to subject-taking infinitives. The conclusions are
(i) MMs and imperatives are two distinct sentence fiYpes and cannot be reaarded as an
instance of one aentence type having two distinct pragmatic functiollS, and (ii) the properties

associated with imperatives are important to syntactic investigations.

5.1. Imperatives and Mad Magazine sentences
5.1.1. Similarities
Akmajian (1984) observes a class of sentences in English, called Mad Magazine
sentences (MMs) and illustrted as in (1), which he characterizes as having an exclamatolj'
function -- that is, they are characteristically used to express surprise, disbelief, skepticism,

scorn and so on.
(1)

What) me worry?
b. What! John get a job! (Fat chance)
c. My boss give me a raise?! (Ha)
d. Him wear a tuxedo?! (Sure) Altnuijian (1984, 2)

a.

He argues that MMs are syntactically equivalent to imperativea. The similaritiC's iilclude the
following. (i) Subjects are optional in MMs as in (2a,b), and tl:i.: subject cannot be a reduced
pronoun as in (2c). The same is true with imperative8 !B
(2)

a. (You) get a job at mM (Fat chance)?!
b. What! (Her) call me up?! Never.
c. Himj*im get ~ job?!

(3)

a. ("lou) leave!

RhQW!!

in (8a,b).

b. You/*Ya leave
(ii) Neither MMs nor imperatives

allow tense or modal elements, i.e. they lack an AUX
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(Ak:m8Jian et al 1979), as illustrated in (-') and (6) respectively.1
(4)

a. Him get a job?!
b. *Him gets a job?!
c. Her call me up?!
d.*Her might/will call me up?!

(5)

a. Leave!
b.*Must leave!
c. Be nice!
b.*Are nice!

(ill)

MMs do not all(IW sentential adverbs as in (6), neither do imper&tivea as in (7).2

(6)

a. What! Her l~ her job?!
b. *What! Her unfortunately lose her jOb!?

(7)

a. *Certainly drive the car!
b. *Perhaps open the door!

(iv) Syntactic operations such as topicalization are difficult to apply to MMs as shown in (8).
Often it i8 the

~

that topicalization is not acceptable in an imperative with the subject :rou

present, as in (9). 3 _
(8)

a. What! Us read that trashy :O'!cl by u:m~~!
b. *What! That trashy novel, us read by tomorrow'?!

(9)

a. The first iorty problems, solve by tomorrow!
b. *The first forty problems, you solve by tomorrow!

AkmaJian (1984)

Based on the

abo~e,

AkmsJian concludes that imperatives and MMs share the same

1 As pointed out by Keith Allan (p.e), British English allows sentences
with a nominative
subject and modal, for instance, §hL,migpt cal! me U..R?!
Fat ChAnce.
American
Enllish
allowes
them, too (Andy Barss, p.e).
However, this does not seem tc a be MMs, 'Jecause the modal here is !ll)!
allowed with an accusative
NP: *Her might call me up?! (Fat chIlDce).
2 Notice that sentences
in (7) would become grammaticcl
if an
break were allowed after the adverbs. But (6b) cannot
intonational
accepted even if there is a break after the adverb.

be

S ~ntence (9b) is judged ungrammatical
by ~ian, who attributes
the ungrammaticality
to the presence of I2l!:.. However, mr-rt speakers find
it acceptable.
See more examples later on"
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formal structure (except for the intonation that distinguishes them): they lack an AUX and
have an optional NP subject, generated by a PS
(9')

J1.ll~

of the form in (9').

S{~ImP'J> (NP) VDl8X

He also argues that this is simply an instance of one sentence type having

1;';1\1'0

distinct

pragmatic functions. Therefore, he concludes that it makes no sense to have an "imperative
sentence- type in a syntac:t:ic analysis.

5.1.2. Dissbnllarities
lJespite the above similarities, there exist many dis"iimi1arities between MMs and
imperativlBS - crucial differences sufficient enough to separate th-sm. First, MMs can have
subjects of any grammatical person. Imperatives, however, allow only second person subjects
(including quantified NPs such as somebody/anybody/everybody/nobody). Second, subjects
precede the negator not in MM as in (9"), whereas the subject must follow the negator in
an imperativl!. as in (10).
(9-)
(10)

Third,

What! Mary nnt clean the room?! Nonsense.
Don't you make a mesa in the room!

MMs and imperatives use different negators, not for the former as in

(9") and (11),

don't or do not for the latter as in (10) and (l1c).4
(11)

a.What! Not leave early?! That is unthinkable.
b.What! -Don't leave early?! That is unthinkable.
c.Stay where you are! Don't/Do not move!

The fact that the predicate of MMs can be negated by !!2t shows that the predicate is a VP

in (11a), as VP can be negated by _

as in (11'). Imperatives like Leave early! and Get here

on time! &Ie not simply VP's, aince they are not possible imperatives if negated by not, as
in (11")
(11') a. What he did was [not leave early].

4 Sentences
like (11b) are acceptable
to some speakers with an
echoic and emphatic
effect.
According
to AkmsJian
(1984),
(11b)
ungrammatical
if used as a MMs.

----

--------

is
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b. What he wiD do is [not get here on time].
(1r) a. -Not leave early:
b.-Not get here on time!
Fourth, imperatives are compatible with the element !i2 wh p.J"!!8! MMs are not:
(12)

a. What!
b. What!
c. What!
d. What!

Him not 16ave early?!
-Him do leave early?!
-Him don't leave early?!
-Him do not leaye early?!

The element 1k! plays an important role in imperatives, since 1k! in imperatives differs from
do in non-imperatives. While imperative d2 all!JWB aspectual words sueh as have (13), nODimperative do does not (14):
(13)

(14)

a. Don't you have eaten all the cookies before I come back.
b. Do have tasted the fish before you say you don't like it
a. -We do have loved Chinese food.
b.-We don't have eaten all the cookies before you come back.

Both do and don't can be used as single words with their own roles of use as impemtives.
The following examples are taken from

AkmaJian

(19'84, 15), where the expressions don't

and .@ are used alone with imperative force. 5
(15)
a.

b.

A: (About to take the last cookie in the jar)
B: Don't!
A: (Offering Speaker B a tray tilled with appetizers)
B: (Hesitates, muttering about his diet)

5 In terms of types of imperatives
depicted in Chapter 1, these are
sentential
imperatives
with v"P-ellipsis.
There is another potential difference
between MMs and imperatives
regarding stative verbs (Andy Barss p.e). It is odd for imperatives
to have
stative verbs (Katz & Postal 1964) but quite usual for MMs, as in (i) and
(ii).

a.?Understand
the answer in the book!
b.?Know calculus!
(ii) a. What? Her understand
all the anwsers?! Unthinkable.
b. What? Him know calculus?! No way.
However,
imperatives
do allow stative verbs under certain contexts,
noted by Davies (1986).
(iii) a. Just understand
this - I n€!'!!!!' l!!et ~ ~~""t you .
. b. Know that poem by Friday.
(i)

as
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A:. Oh, do! Ynu only liva ones.
Given these empirical fru:t.zs, Akms,iian's conclusion that imperatives and MMs have the
same clausal structure cannot be accepted. Instead, what seems clear is that imperatives and

MMs are two dift'erent sentence 1i)'pe6.6 I would like to present evidence from Latin, French
and German to further support the claim that imiH'l'ative and MMs are two different
grammatical sentence types. 7

5.1.3. MMs and IMPs in other languages
As shown above, MMs are identifiable in English on both formal and functional
grounds. The formal

~roperti~ ~~:

subjGet; the f'.lnct.ioU81

~ropert.y

MMs are AUX-Iess and require an accusative NF

is: i.1MB are baing used in a heavily-discoursa-oriented

context to express surprise, disbelief, skepticism, scorn, and so on at some situation or event.
It is quite natural to find constructions in other languages which are semantically and
pragmatically equivalent to the MMs in English, and it is extremely useful to see whether
in other languages the similar exc1emative sentences share formal properties with
imperatives.

In a recent paper, Lambrecht (1990) gives examples of MMs from Latin, French and
German.S The Le,tin MM construction has a subjunctive rather than infinitival verb form,

6

MMs are not syntacticaliy
related to tensed e1clamatives
such as
What a mess you have made! and ~_nice he is!. Not only does the
latter type involve invel'Bion of the prediCtl,T.e, but it also can be embedded:
with inversion
I did not h9W nice he is!. MMs, however, are incompatible
or embedding.

Latin,

7 There is not much data on MMs that is available
French and German are the only ones I find.

in the literature.

S Fillmore, Kay & O'Connor (1988) refer to Mad Magazine sentences
Constructions,
a term adopted
by Lambrecht
as Incredulity
Response
to avoid language
sptlcific
connotations
in discussing
similar
(1990)
sentences outside English.
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named by Latin grammarians as a special categoIy - "subjunctive protestw•9
(16)

Ego tibi irascar?

lsg:Nom 2sg:DativA angry

'Ma be angry at you?!'
In French, the MMs construction has the formal structure in (17), where the initial NP is
in the accusative case if it is a pronoun and the verb in its infinitive form. The releva-nt
examples of MMs are provided in (18), contrasting with the inflected verbs in the imperative
construction, as shown in (19).
(17)
(18)

(19)

[NPacc [INFVP]]
a.
Moi, me faire deB 8Oucis?!
me ref:lst do these worrine&j
'Me wony?!'
b.
Toi, pleurer?! Jamais.
never
you ~
'You cry?! Never'
a.
(Tu) pleure!
(you) ~!
b.
(Vous) pleurnz!
(you) ~!

Both French and Uitin have imperative constructions in which the verb inflects for
appropriate morphological form. Eut, in the above, the Latin MJ.\1s const.ruction is in the
subjunctive form and the French MMs are in the infinitival. Neither of them are formally
related to imperative constructions.

The German MMs provide interesting formal properties, the structure of which,
according to Lambrecht (1990), does not resemble any known construction. The sentences
in (21) are German MMs, and (22) is the abstract structure for them proposed by Lambrecht
(1990).

(21)
a.

Ich und mir Sorgen machen?!
I-NOM and me-DAT worries make-INF
'Me worry?!'

9 There

is no literal

gloss in Lambrecht

(1990).
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b.
Co

(22)

Mein Chef und mir eine Gehaltserh6hung pben?!
my-NOM-MASC boss and me-DAT .-Ace-FEll raise give-iNF
'My boss give me • raise?!'
Der
und einen Smoking anziehen?
that.one-NOM and a-ACC-MASC tuxedo put.on-INF
'Him wear a tuxedo?!'
(Lambrecht 1990)
[NP<Nom> und VP<inf>]

The structure in (22) consists of 8.!l NP in the nominative case immediately followed by the
conjunction und, and a bare infinitival phrase. The structure in (22) shares no properties
with the imperative construction in German. German verbs, for example

~ (to

say) as

in (23), inflect for person and number in imperat!1!es but verbs in (21) do not.
(23)

n..7

2SG fammer

2PL

~n

i58gen
2SGjPLpolite sagen
#amiHnr

PRESENT
sag-at
sag-t
sag-en

PAST

IMP

sagte-st
sagte-t
sagt-en

sag
sag-t
sag-en

Structure (22) has a unique property: the initial NP cannot be characterized as "subject",
since in German subjec*".s cannot be ooparated from their predicates by a conjunction and
non-tensed. verb phrases cannot have subjects. However, according to Akmajian (1984)'s
prediction, the NP should be the subject of the MMs. In German, imperatives usually do not
allow syntactic subjects to appear. Only with special circumstances such as emphasis do they

permit subjects (only after the verb) and be obligatl:!r'.!y in the polite plural form, as in (24c),
but they never allow a conjunction like
(24)

a.

b.
c.

mlli 1.0 follow the

sul:-j~

Geh (du) nach Hause!
go (you/sg) home
'Go home'
Geht (ihr) IUlch Hause!
go (you/pI) home
'Go home'
Gehen Sie naeh Huase!
go you-polite home
'Go hOIn,,' (polite form)
(Schmerling 1975)

The above evidence from outside English suffices to show that MMs and imperatives cannot
be classified as having the same structure. Thus, we may conclude that the proposal of
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in English is inadequate. The next issue is what the structure and analysis are for MMs in
English and how they diifer

ab~y

from imperatives.

5.2. The Stmcture of MMs
5.2.1. A

p~posal

AkmBjian characterizes

MMs as an instance of S but not S' and as having a structure

that lacks an AUX constituent, i.e. a constituent which contains Tense and Modal, proposing
the PS rule in (25).10

(25)

Smm ->

(NP) V D18X

Akmsjian treats

MMs as a construction S but not S', since he takes topicalization to be a

movement rule into Comp and the impossibility of topieaJ.ization in the MMs like (8)
suggests that. there is no Compo He treats MMs as lacking an

without an AUX implies tenselessness an(l

&

Aux,

since a construction

1ack of modali~, and the tenselasa ~"vironment

would both ban gsntential adv"l"i;Ji. and explain why the NP is not nominative: nominative
case on a subject is possible only in tensed expressions.

I propose instead that MMs form an independent sentence type of their own having
the structure in (26), where it is an instance of S' (i.e. CP) rather than S (i.e. 'IT) ..,vith the
initial NP b<>-se generated as an adjunction to S'(CP) and co-indexed with a null subject PRO
inside S (TP).

(26)

[g' NPi [g' [g PROi [VP]]]]

10 Akmejian (1984, 4-7) suggests that the predicate phrase following
NP can be captured by either VlIWbr X~where X ranges over N, A, V
and P, depending on one's treatment
of the predicate
phrase. It can also
t-e k. Sw J;j:rnajian (1984) for detail.
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This proposal is based on aEgWIlents given below from considerations of the non-subjecthood

of the initial NP, the syntactic behavior of the

constitu6:'~' ~~

:a!Ms in the topicalization and

binding of anaphoric pronouns, aDO case-marking properaa

5.2.2. The non-subject status of NP
MMs do not exhibit any verbal inflections for tense or person and number agreement
between the subject and verb, nor do they allow mocials. The lack of an AUX in MMs

superficially makes MMs like either imperatives or infinitives. 11 Since I argue in Section 1
that imperatives and MMs a.ra not alike on empirical grounds, it leaves us with another
potential parallel between MMs and the infinitive constructions known as Exceptional Case

Marking (ECM) or subject-taking lniinitives, as in (27).
(27)

a. I expect (you/himjher) to win the game.
b. I want (you/himjher) to leave.

5.2.2.1. MMs and exceptional subject-takin¥ Uillnitives
MMs and subject-taking infinitives share many syntactic properties, as given in (28),
except the presence of the marker !2 in thl!! latt..er.
(28)

a. lack of inilection on the ",erb
b. optional occurrence of the overt subject
c. oblieatory accusative case-marking on the subject
d. incompatibility with the auxiliaryjsubstitute .22

But there is a fundamental dift'erence between them regarding the status of the optional ~-P:
while the optional NP is the subject in the infinitive claUBe,

we optional initial NP is not

a subject in MMs since it does not pass the idiom test for subjecthood.

5.2.2.2. Idiom chunks and pleonastic element.!
One test for subjecthood in English involves the
elements, since some idiom chunks and

,~he

Wie

of idiom chunks and pleonastic

dummy expressions (i.e. pleonastic pronouns)

11 The name "infinitive"
suggests
that it is unmarked
for tense.
Temporal interpretations,
ho-wever, are certainly associated with infinitives
via other elements in the sentence. For discussions,
see Steele et al (1981)
and Sandoval (1985), and compare Stowell (1982) for a different view.
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are

restricted to occurring as the subjects of c1aWle8.

(29)

L The chips are down.
b. The cat is out of the bag.
c. It is likely that Mark is sick.
d. There were a few seats left.

Notice that exceptional subject-taking infinitives,

88

in (SO) and (31), allow both idiom

chunks and pleonastic pronouns to be iil the subject positions.
(30)

L I believe [the chips to be d9WD]
b. I've never known [the fur to fly 80 quickly]
c. They reported [the cat to be out the bag]
d. I consider [the shit to Qave hit the fwl]

(31)

a. I expect [it to rain tomorrow].
b. He reported it to be likely that Mark'd 'lUit school].
c. I believe [there to be few linguistic positioas].
d. I've never known [there to be no more beer left].
If MMs are like infinitives with accusative subject NPs, one expects that MMs would

also allow subject oriented idiom chunks and dummy expressions in the position occupied
by the optional NP. But they do not. As in (32) and (33), pleonaatic pronouns II and there
are n81!er accepted in MMs.
(32)

a. Damn! There's no more beer left.
b. What! -There be nil more beer left?!
c. It's false that the world is flat.
d. What! -It be false that the world is flat?!

(33)

a.Those clouds make it look like it might
b.What! -It rain again?! Oh, no.
(Akmajian 1984, 70

;:gin ;6..10..

MMs are ungrammatical with subject oriented idiom chunks, as in (34). Interestingly, nonsubject oriented idiomatic phrases are freely allowed, as in (35).12

12 Without
the 'Verb ~ the sentences
are acceptable
but are
understood
only in the literal interpretation:
the cat out of the bag?!
meaning
8.
specific
cat gnt out the bag (Andrew
Barss, personal
communication).
Akmajian (1984, 8) notes that MMs allow idiom chunks to occur in
the foilowing manner, which he balieves to be subjects.
(i)
L What?! l'i9_ headwav
made on this problem yet?! You're fired, idiot.

.- - -

---~--------
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(34)

a. -The chips be down?!
b. -The cat be out of the bag?!
I:. -/?The shit hit the fan?!

(35)

a.John keep tabs on Mary?!
boMe take care of this baby?!
Co -Tabs be kept Oli. Mary?!

Chomsky (1981,1986) assumes that the subject-oriented idiom chunks have inherent thematic
role; therefore, like expletives, they can ~uiil non-tlieta-marked argument positions and be
subjects. The fact that idiom chunks and pleonastic pronouns are not allowed in MMs
suggests a significant mark

~f MMs.

First of !lJ, MMs cannot be the same as subject-taking

infinitives. Secondly, more important, the pre-VP position in (25) oc::upied by the NP is not
a regular "subject" position, :md the NP which has bac" taken to be the subject by b ~~...,. "\iian

is not a subject.
5.2.3. Topicalization and binding anaphorlc pronouns
-,

Given the conclusion that the NP is not the subject, the two peculiar morphosyntactic
properties noticed of MMs, i e. the optionality of the initial NP and the accusative-marking
on the NP, can be described in a first step: the NP does not need to be marked nominative,
nor does it need to be obligatorily present. Some other questions still remain:
(36)

a. Why is the NP not adjoined to S(TP) but to S'(CP)?
b. Why is PRO in the subject position (NP of S(TP»?
c. How is the NP marked accusative?

5.2.3.1. Topicalimtion
Regarding (36&), the NP cannot be generated as adjoined to S (TP) and must be

b. Oh.? The hatchet buried 80 soon?! My, my, will wonders
never
cease?
But the&= examples cannot be accepted as testing for subjecthood,
since
the presence
of the ve.-b k before the participial
forms results
in
ung-11l1Dmetical
strings:
(ll)
a. *What?! No headway be made on this problem ?!
b.*Oh? The hatchet be buried 80 soon?!
The question of why there is a difference
is left to the future research.
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cutmda S {TP). This uaertiOD is supported by facts from topicalizatioD in MMs.
The initial NP of MMs Sa not a topic phrase, since the NP can be a quantified NP
such as no one or nobydy in (37), as

~int.oo

out by AlanaJian (1984, 4), a type of NP that

cannot serve as a topic:
(36') eAs for no one, he/she likes the movie.

(37)

a.What! No one 6at this wonderful cake?! Impossible.
b.Wbat! Nobody like going to the colloquium on Friday?!

If the NP is not a topic phrase, it cannot be adjoined to S (TP) structurally given

topicalizatioD as a process of adjunction to S (TP) <Lasnik &: Saito 1990). Thus, we conclude

that the NP has to be an element outside S (TP), as in (38).
(38) [NP... [TP Top [TP Subj [ VP]]]]
There is further support for this conclusion. As noted by Lasnik & Saito (1990), topics
cannot be string-YaCOUB. Thus, TP a.dj 1mction of subject is impossible:
(38') a. eJohn, t likes the movie.
b. This book, no one thinks t is interesting.
Given that the initial NP of MMs is not the subject, the subject must be null. If the initial
NP of MMs is in Top, it violates the string-vacuoUB constraint.
In regard to topicalization, the conclusion that the NP is structurally outside S (TP)
makes the following prediction. If an XP undergoes topicalization in MMs, i.e, moves into
the S (TP) -adjunction site Top, this XP must follow the initial NP but not precede it. For
example, !!!{it'ement of the verb's internal argument in MMs to the left of the NP is
impossible, whereas movement to the S (TP)-adjunction site is possible. This prediction is
indeed true, as shown by the contrasts in (39)_(41):18

18 The less perfect (4Oc) seems to suggest that MMs prefer the prepredicate
NP to h~ a pronoun
rather than a full NP. This can be
explained in regsrd to the nature of MMa. MMs are exclamatoty
sentences
used to respond to a foregoing utterance in a heavily discourse-dependent
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(89)

L Us [read that trashy nuval by tcmo!'ro'!!] ?!
b. -[That trashy novel] [us] [read by tomorrowm
c. [Us] [that trashy novel] [c.-d by tomorrow]?!

(40)

L The first-year students [read that book by nut week]?!
b. -[That book] [the first-year students] read by next week?!
c.?[The first-year students] [that book] Nad by nut week?!

(41)

L Them [read that book by next wee!t]?!
b. -[That book] [them] ~ by nut week?!
c. ['l'hem] [that book] read by nut week?!

Furthermore, the conclusion in (38) predicts that, without the occurrence of the iuitial
topicalization should be quite free, which is exactly the
(42)

~,

~.

a. That trashy novel, read by tomorrow?!
b. This box of books, sell to the students?!
Note th&t there iU"""E three positions availablle for the NP preceding S (TP): Comp, Spec

of CP and the position Y created by adjunction to CP, as in (43), since we know that the
NP position must be higher than the adjunction to TP -- TOP.

(4,IJ)

[CP Y [CP Spec [C' Comp [TP TOP [TP SUBJ... [VP]]]]

The NP - an XIDaX category -- cannot be in Comp, a position which only allows an XO
element such as complementizer ~ The NP can be in either Y and Spec position in (43).
So fer, there is no evidence given for the preference of one or the other (see Section 2.4
below) in structure (38).
5.2,3.2. Binding anaphoric pronoUD8
Regaroing (3Gb), we need to maintain that the NP is structurally able to trigger

context. The use of a pronoun indicates that the person is old information.
WheQ the initial NP become8
longer, the acceptability
seems to
detrease.
(i)a The Pl'e8!dent of U.S. want to visit China next week?!
b ?[Chlna], [the President of U.S]. [want to visit next week]?!
c *[The President
of U.S] [China] [want to ,isit next week]?!
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reflexives, since MMs allow anaphoric pronoUDS to
(44)

This

apr~

inside

t~e

VP, as shown in (44).

a. Him [hurt bimaelf/·herself apin]?! Ob, DO.
b. Us [control ourselves/"yo1U'88lves at the IWV]?! Ch, sure.
Co Me [cut myselfrbjms.elf]?! Possibly.
~ -contradictory,

given that the binding domain is S (TP) and the NP is outside S

(TP). How could the NP be simultaneously inside S (TP) to meet the binding condition and

outside the domain of S (TP) to satisfy (38)1 The binder position for the anaphor in a
structure like (38) is the structural subject position, i.e. Spec of S(TP), which is open and
nwy bIrd the re!lexivization if it is not eoindexed with the initial NP. This requires that

Spec of S (TP) be occupied by a null element

~dexed

with the initial NP. This null

element 88 the structural subject eiIllJlot be a WH-trace or an NP mee, sinee no movement
is assumed to take place in the formation of MMs. MMs lack an Aux. They are tenseless

and like imperatives. However, I have suggested ealier that there is an AGR which identifies
pro in imperatives. The fact that MMs do not restrict the features of the subject indicates
that MMs are not able to identify pro. Therefore, the null su}.ject cannot be pro. What it
must be then is PRO. which is allowed to be in the structural subject position of a [-finite]
clause. Thus, the eoindexation between the NP and PRO e.!!0Wf! PRO to bind the anaphors
in the vp. 14

14 Regarding [+ I-finite],
MMs are unlike imperatives
since the latter
is characterized
88 [-finite,
Imp] which licenses pro, but they parallel with
infinitives. Both MMs and infinitives are [-finite] clauses and MMs use the
infinitve verb form in French and German. See Section 3.
Given the argument
in Section 1 that the in.itial NP of MMs is
element.
What is in the
adjoined to CP, the NP is a non-argument
argnment pvaition? It is a null element, which can be either a trace or a
base-generated
element. If it is a trace, it must satisfy the ECP with the
conjunctive
conditions,
argued by Rizzi (1989).
(i)
a. A trace must be locally bound, either A-bound or A'-bound;
b. A trace must be governed by a head.
This null element in the structure outlined above cannot be an NP trace,
since it is not A-bound; it cannot be a wh-trace, not only because there is
no wh-movement
but also because it is not head.-governed
by anything to
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(45) Himi [tpPROi [vp hurt himselfj j*her&JJlf/-rour&JJlf again]]?!

As the structural subject, PRO is obligatoty md controlled by the initial Nt". Wnen the
initial NP is absent, PRO cannot have a controller. As a result, PRO has the arbitrary
interpretation to be fixed. in contert This is

~

tlv! case with respect to the MMs in

(46).
(46)

a. pRo not eat Peking Duck in Chinatown?!
b. PRO leave at three o'clock in the morning for Phoenix?!

In addition, the PRO subject predicts that anaphoric pronouns are banned except the
arbitrary onese}f(ves) when the initial NP does not appear. This prediction is fulfilled, as
shown below.
(47)

iii.. PRO not get oneself hurt in a car accident?!
b. PRO kill oneselves in a stupid war?!
c. ·PRO cut himself with that knife?!
d. ·PRO control yourselves at the party?!

All these facts support the analyeis of PRO as the null subject in MMs. Thus, we have the
structure (47').
(47') [CP Y [ep Spec [0' Comp [TP TOP [TP PRO... [VP]]]]
5.2.4. Case-marking
Regarding part of the question raised in (36a) of why the initial NP is adjoined to
S'(CP) (i.e, taking the position Y in (43», I give an answer in addressing (36c) of how the
initial NP is marked accusative in relation to left-dislocation constructions (LD). At the end
of Section 2.3.1, it is noted that the initial N'}> of MMs could be in either Y or Spec of CP
position. I suggest that the NP not be in the Spec - a position usually ior moved WHelements --for the rlear reasons that the NP ia not a WH-element and that no movement

satisfy
either

the EOP. It car. be A'-bound
PRO or pro.

by the

----~---~.

NP.

Thus,

it seems

to be
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is assumed for the formation of MMB. I propose that the NP is in Y position in (47') and
receives the unmarked accusative

C8S3

by the structural position it occupies.

(47") [cp NPi [CP Spec [C' Ccmp ('IF TOP [TP PROj ... [vp]]]]

This proposal is based on a parallel analysis of LD constructions and MMs.

5.2.4.1. Left·dislocation (LD) and MMs
The structure I take for LD constructions in (48) is given in (49), in which LD is a
base-generated construction with the lml-dislocated element as adjoined to S'(CP).
(48)

a. This room, it really depresses me.
b. John's sister, she won't do anything rash.
c. These clams, I buy them right at the shore.
d. This movie, 1 .18id you wouldn't like it much.
<Emonds 1976, 32)
(49) [CP NPi [CP Spec [C' Comp [TP· .. Pronouni ...]]]
Left-dislocation was introduced by Ross (1967) and treated, similar to topicalization,
as a process of mOVliwent of NP which is followed by the replacement of the NP with an
appropriate pronoun (Ross 1967, Emonds 1970, 1976).1~owever, there is ample evidence
for taking LD sentences to be abase-generated coilBtruction and distinct from topicalization.
Topicalization leaves a gap within S (TP) and involves WH-movement (Chomsky 1977; see
Jaeggl.i 1982 for PltO movement), whereas dislocation does not. LD seems to involve a
predication rule that relates an element in the
(Chomsky 1977). One convincing

~ntence

ar&um~nt, ~n

to the element outside the sentence

from Radford (1988, 531), is in relation

15 Corresponding
to left-dislocation,
there are also right-dislocation
(Emonds1976)
(i)
a.It really bothers me, John's cigar.
b.! buy them right at the store, these clams.
Non-trsnsformationW
proposal in regard to LD vms first suggested by van
ruelllSdijk & Zwarts 1974 (cited from Emonds 1976), which treats them e3
base construction.
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to case-marking facts.
A WH-moved NP is assigned the cue appropriate to the position it occupied prior to
the

movem~nt.

As in (50), the accusative caae-marked WH-word is not allowed after the

movement ii it is from a subject position (50&), but no such restriction is placed on the
element from an object position (50b).
(50)

a. Wbo/*Whom are you sure t would admire Georse Bush?
b. Wbo/Whom are you sure Geurga Bush would admire t?

However, for LD, the dislocated element must always be marked accusative irrespective of
the case assigned to the referential pronominal expression within the S (TP).
(51)

a. Merl, (everyone knows) I don't like Japanese food.
b. Him/*He, no one likea to invite him to the party.

In (51), the dislocated elements bear the accusative forms even if the pronominal expression

! is

in the subject position. If movement ls taken

8B

preserving case-marking, it is quite

obvious that LD does not involve movement and is base-generated.
Given that the dislocated constituents are base-generated in the position they occupy
at surface structure, the appropriate position for them is the !u:Jjun..tion site to CP, as shown
in (52) where the Spec of CP is taken by the moved WH-word.
(52)

a. Snow peas, [CP what [TP can you cook them with]]?
b. This kind of furniture, [CP where [TP ~ you find it in town]]?

5.2.4.2. Unmarked aeeusatlve case
Notice that the data on case-marking of dislocated elermmts not only pIT'vides
'1l'gUments for no-movement but also show the similarii;y between LD in (49) and the
proposOO. structure for MMs in (26) or (4T). In both constructions, the initial NP is in the
accusative form, which must be coindexed with a pronoun or PRO inside the sentence.
But why must the dislocated NP have the accusative form? In strict GB Case-theory,
there is no Case-assigner for the dislocated constituent, since it is not governed by any XO
category. Therefore, the accusative case on the dislocated element is completely independent
of the Case-assigning mechanisms ouilined in Chomsky (1981, 1986a,b). The same is true
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with the case-marking of the initial NP in MMs. In MMs constructions, it is argued that the
initis! NP is not the subject and must appear to the left of the domain of S (TP). It is
further noted that the NP should not be:n the Spec of CP, as in (4,.). The only structural
position available is the adjunction site

ro

CP. Therefore, it is sensible to assume that the

accro.sative case is the unmarked form for l8Iltence-initial pronouns in English. But it is
evident that nut

fNf;iY

sente:lce- initial NP pta the accusative case. The appropriate

generalization about these two constructions seems to be that the initial NP is an extrasentential element, adjoin!!!! to 8'(CP).
To formally implement this, I propose that extra-sentential elements, i.e. elements
base-generate..:1 as adjoined to S' (CP), receive the unmarked acccusative form by virtue of
the phrasa-structural position they OI!CUpy.

a. Assign +accusative to the NP in the configuration

(53)

b.

(b).

CP

/'CP
""NP
I
l' +accusative
TP

....

In (53), the NP OCMlpies the position adjoined to CP; hence, it receives the accusative case.

5.2.4.3. Con:-eet predictions
5.2,,4.3.1. Embeddlns

The analysis of MMs as an instance of S'(CP) rather than S and as having a structure
parallel to 'that of LD makes correct predictions on sentence embedding and gapped

structures. Dislocation constructions cannot be embedded and do not allow parasitic gaps.
As a prediction, MMs cannot be embedded or allow parasitic gaps either. This is indeed true.
The dislocation structure differs from a regular S'(ep) structure in that the former
contains the "extra-sentential element". It seems imt>OBsible to embed LD sentences, as shown
in the b sentences below.
(54)

a. Mil, (evexyone knows) I don't like Japanese food.
b. -He wonders whether [her [(evexyone knows) elle dC"..8n't like Japanese food]].

"'-'

..

' . . --,-~-

-----
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(55)

a. Bill, he 8Ge8 to Yale.
b.*1 want to know whether [Bill [he goes to Yale)).

(56)

a. Snows peas, what can you cook them with?
b.*1 want to know [8DOWS peas [what you can cook them with]]
Co I want to know [snows peas [what can you cook them with]]

The ill-formed (54b), (55b) and (56b) sugest that dislocation is disallowed in nOll-root

clauses. The well-formed (56c) is not aD embedding but just a direct quotation, since regular
embedding in English does not permit subject-Au inversion (except under a few negative
preposiDg circumstaDces). In sum, lUijunction to CP in the embedded clause is not allowed. 16
Given that MMs involves aD adjw:ction to CP similar to LD, the impossibility of
having adjunction to CP in the embedded clauses predicts that MMs can never be embedded.

This is bome out, as in (57).
(57)

a. *John wonders me get a job at mM?!
b.*Bill expects (that) her call him up tonight?!

5.2.4.3.2. Parasitic saps
As shown earlier, the sentence initial NP constituent in topicalization constructions

is

form~

through movement while the initial NPs in LD aDd MMs constructions are bese-

generated. The constructions mown &8 parasitic gaps in (58) are analyzed as involving WHmovement in their formatio!l

(C~omsky

1981, 198&). In other words, the parasitic ge.p

structure presupposes movement.
(58)

a. What did you file t before reading e?
b. What did you file t before you reed e?

As an interesting pair, topicalization constructions allow parasitic gaps since their formation

requLres movement, whereas LD coDBtructions do Dot since their fo!t!ll!tion involves no

16 Under the following negative preposing circumstaDces,
inversion is
obligatory.
(i) The boss says that under no circumstances
will anyone leave the
room.
(ii) John said that not once had he heard of Chomsky.
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movement, as illustrated in (59) and (60) respecthreJy.
(59)

&.T1lat paper, Bill graded without reading.
b. That paper, you cannot use for class without reading.

(60)

a. -That paper, did you grade without reading?
b. -That paper, did you grade it without reading?
Co -That paper, what can you use for without reaciing?
d. -That paper, what can you uae it for without reading?

None of the LD sentences in (60) is grammatical, with two gaps in (6Oa,c) and one gap in
(60b,d). We should expect then that MMs do not license parasitic gaps either, since there
is no movement at all in MMB. This ia true, as in (61).

(61)

a. -Him. file a paper without reading?!
b. -Him. file what without reading?!
Co -Him what file without reading?!

MMs do alluw Wh-m-situ structures, a clear indication that movement is impO-s.sible, as in
(62).

(62)

a. Him. receive what from the President?! (echo questions)
b. -What him receive from the President?!
c. -Him. what receive from the Presid9nt?!
Not only do we have these oorrect predictions regarding the proposed anruysis of MMs

and LD constructions, we also seem to have support from other languages for the analysis
of unmarked case on the initial NP in the MMs.

5.2.4.4. Unmarked case W 1Ither languages
I have proposed that the initial pronouns in MMs receive the unmarked case and that
the unmarked case in English is accusative. Let us consider MMs in other languages

discussed in Section 1.3. The unmarked citation form for case in French is accusative. In
G~rman,

however, it i:; ncminative (Demers, p.c). As illustrated in ~1;ion 1.3, the initial N?

in MM& in French bears accusative case and in German it bears nominative. It has also been
reported in Akmaji~ (1984) that the initial NP of the

MM~

in Swedish is in the nominative

case if the NP is in the pronoun form. and that the nominative case turns o1;1t to be the
unmarked citation form in that language. It

WOlili:l

ta

~uiid

----~----

'--

the scope of this discussion
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to find out about the uact structures of MMs in these bmguages, but what seems clear is
the fact that the initial NP in MMs in these languages is not the subject, as indicated by
the structure propoegd by Lambrecht (1990) for German MMs in (22) and the structure for
French MMs in (17). It seems that the unmarked '*Ie forms associated with the NP in MMs

in these languages support our conclusion reprdina EnaJisb MMs: the initial NP is not the
subject and the case associated with the NP is the default case by virtue of the structural
position (see (53), not by government configurations).

5.2.5. PllJIlDUlry

I have provided empirical evidence and analytical arguments to support the structure
for MMs given in (26) and (47-). The argum.9nts include (i) the non.subject status of the
initial NP, (ii) the interaction between the initial NP and topicalized constituents, (iii) the

structural subject PRO and its binding of anaphors, and (iv) the unmarked accusative case
in the extra·sentential position. I conclude that the initial NP in MMs is an extra-sentential
element bearing the unmarked 8CCl.iS8tive case. Thus, we end up with two parallel structures
for MMs and L~ constructions, as given in (63).

(63)

a. [CP NPi [CP [TP PROi. [T -finite] ... ])]

.-t+ACC
b. [CP NPj [CP [TP pronouni [T +finite] ...]]]
t+ACC

In (63), the PRO and overt resumptive pronoun are bound by an initial NP adjoined
to CPo What is characteristic about the LD cu:lStructions is that the resumptive pronoun in
the sentence can be in either S"Llbject or object position. (63b) only represents the structure
when the pronoun is in subject position. The structure for MMs in (63&) differs in that it
contains a null element PRO. always in the subject position, that is coindexed with the

initial NP. In addition, MMa are tenseleaa while LD ronstructions are tensed.
The analysis ofMMs proposed here makes correct predictions that Akml\iian's analysis
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does not: MMs do not embed; they 1'10 not allow parasitic gaps; they allow verb internal
arguments to be topicalized, restricted only to the position immediately following the initial
NP; and MMs allow arbitraIy as well as specific uephorlc pronouns depending on the
presence and absence of the optional NP.

5.3. Conclusion and theoretical couequencea
Taking a different angle from what has been done in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, I have
presented arguments for the status of impemtivee in. ey!!te....ac analysis and their
independence from other clauses. I have argued that MM constructions are structurally
distinct from imperatives (and infinitives), although they all share uninflected verb forms.
MMs are a based-generated S'(CP) consiruction with a cluster of properties of their own. (i)
they lack verb inflet.1ioDS and are incompatible with awd1iary/S".lbstitute !!Q, because MMs
are [-finite] clauses (i.e. lack of an AUX in AkmBJiaD's analysis), similar to infinitives which
are also incompatible with ~. (ii) The optional initial NP i."! MMs takes the accusative form
(if it iB a pronoun), because the NP is not the subject but rather an extra-sentential

constituent receiving the 'UIlJD81'ked accusative case.
All these properties have nothing in common with the analysis and structure I have
proposed for the imperative constructions. In sum, imperatives and MMs have distinct

clausal structures: imperatives are an instance of S (TP) while MMs are an instance of
S'(CP); imperatives have abstract Tense category [-finite, Imp] to

allG'N

auxiliary/substitute

verb while MMs bave only [-finite].
The advantage of my analysis over thai; oi AkmsJian (1984) can be seen in two aspects.
First, it is empirically adequate to separate imperatives from MMs in English and other

hutguages (see Section 1). Seconi, my proposal makes predictions about topicalization,

embedding and parasitic gaps and assjmilates LD COnstructioDS regardinl!; accusative case
marking (see Section 2). It also accounts for why there is no restriction to second person in
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MMs while there is such a restriction in imperatives: MMs have arbitral'y PRO as the
strnctural subject whereas imperatives have pro u
imperatives and MMs

cuCl

~

subjects. It explains why both

fundamentaIly distinct despite tha. iack of verbal inflections:

imperatives fall between [ + finite] and [-finite], as argued in Chapter 2, which is descriptively
notated as [-finite, Imp]; MM5 constructions

A!J

8

&riI

simply [-finite].

oonsequence of this study, the indepencW1c:e of the English imperatives from

tensed clauses and infinitives as well as MMs is reinfon-.sd, and the appropriate analysis of
imperatives is proven to be both necessar,y and important to syntactic investigations.
Furthermore, substantive arguments and analyses of MMs have an interesting result
regarding the typology of sentence types: under one typology, MMs are an independent

sentence type parallel to imperatives, tensed clauses and infinitives; under the other, MMs

The first typology is based on the assumption that constructions are typed according

to [+/-finite] and categories S and S'. These criteria are stated in (64).
(64)

a. whether a BtruetIJ.re is [+finite] or [-finite];
b. whether a structure X is an instance of S or S' if Xs'
values in (a) are the same;

From (a) we have three types, tensed claUB38 are [+finite], infinitives are [-finite] and
imperatives are neither. Including (b) in addition to (a), MMs are the fourth type. The

structure of MMs indicates that MMs and infinitives are a pair in terms of [-finite].
However, MMs dift'er from infinitives beeause MMs are an instance oi S' while infinitives
are an instance of S.
The seconu

~..E

a result, MMs are an independent senrence type.

typol~

is bruiOO only on the assumption in (64a), which gives three

sentence types. Notice that under either assumption, the result does not affect the
independence of imperative constructions. Controversy only arises

~.nUng

t.he f!ffinity

between MMs and infinitives. Once again, it 81l8P8tB that the conclusion to separate
imperatives. from MMs and other clauses is correct. The isBue whether the!'e are only three
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cJaW!e 1iYpes, as suggested by SchmerliDg, or more, must remain open for future research.
The i/O: iy uas another consequence for the theor,y of abstract Case-marking. The Case
theolY of GB requires Case be assigned to leDca1 NPs by reference to standard chanucls
such as structural case assignment in terms of government and inherent ease assignment

in terms of assumption. The UDJD81'ked accusative form in MMs and LD constructions
suggo..sts t.hat the theory of Case needs to make

8l'8Cific reference to the

position a lexical

expression occupies in a particular structural coDfiglJration, rather than requiring that these
expressions be assigned a Case by assigners which must govern them. As pointed out earlier,
there is simply no potential element that stands in

3

nililtion to govern the initial NP of

MMs and LD constructions to be qualified as a Case assigDer. 17

17 See Lebeau

(1987)

-

for a similar

proposal.

~.----------
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CBAPTER 8
A CROSS-LINGUISTIC PERSPECTIVE ON IMPERATIVES
8.0. Introduction
From the above detailed

eplt!,inaUO!1

ana lW'I.ly&is of English imperatives, the issue

arises of how imperatives in other laDguaps are realized in comparison with English. Given
the cross-linguistic definition we

Irte..pt~ nff with

in Cbcapter 1 as to what counts as a strong

imperative sentence type, I now turn to specific properties, common as well as uncommon,
of strong imperatives (henceforth imperatives or imperative coLStructions) that languages
have. These properties range over morphological, syntactic, and phonological aspects of
imperatives -- including modal elements, tense elements, imperati..-e-marking elements,
presence or absence of subject, negation, and intonatio:'l.
The study shows that the imperatives examined here have three properties in
common. First, they lack modal elements. Second, they lack elements indicating past tense.
Third, they use formal strategies to mark the co!lStruction, positive or negative, or both, as
distinct from non-imperatives.
Five implicational universals can be drawn from this cross-linguistic examination:
(A) the lack of "cora" imperative con..-truclions - a unique sentence type compatible
with direct commands and not with assertations-- implies sentence type(s) ambiguous for
commands and assertions.
(B) [-past] ten~ element.s in imperatives imply specialized uses of these tense-marking
elements.
(C) non-sufficiently marked positive imperative constructions imply marked negative
imperative co!!Struc1ion -- the special imperative negatives.
(D) the null use of imperative-marking element'!, morphological or syntactic, implies
the use of intonation as a formal strategy to mark the imperative.
(E) quantifier-like NP subject-8 in imperatives imply the possibility of having seco~d
pefSIJ!l pronoUil as the subject, and imply the possiblity of having anaphoric pronouns of
either second person or third person.

These results come from an examination of forty-six languages across thirteen
language families, given in (1), and of some additional language data reported in the
literature.
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(1)

a. Indo-European

Germanic:
lUilic:
Balto-Slavic:

English, Dutch, German

Latin, Italian, Spmish

Indo-Iranian:

R~ Lithuanian,
Hindi, Persian, Mundari, RuilWli

Celtic:

Welsh

---------------,

b. Uralic

Finnhih
Hungarian

-------------------,--------c. Sino-Tibetan
Chinese
Thai
d. Altaic

Japanese
Korean

-----------------------------------------,--------e. Athapaskan

Nave,jo

f. Hokan
Paipai, Mojave, Yavapai
g. Uto-Aztecan
Southern Paiute

Tiibatulabal
Hopi
Yaqui

Mayo
Cora
Nahuatl

Serrano
Cupefio

Papago
h. Austronesian
Polynesian:
Oceanic:

i. Australian

WarlpJri
YidinY
Dyirbal
Tiwi
j. Indo-pacific

Ame1e

k. Nilo-Saharan

Indonesian, Chamorro
Hawaiian, Kusaiean, Fijian
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Luo

1. Semitic

-------------,------

Amharic
Arabic
Hebrew
These languages are selected on the bases of both availablliv of data and native informants.
The genetic c1&a.illication of the above la!'.gua.ge& is based on the Voegelin & Voegelin (1977),
Hawkins (1984), and Ruhlen (1987). While the sample is selected

CD

the bases of availability

of data and native informants, no attempt is made to balance the Sfl.U1!Jle to ensure an areal
l".nd

~nP.tir. .representativeness.

TheNfore it is not clear that the findings based on it can be

taken to be statistically significant Nevertheless, the proP:lrties of this sample are at the
least suggestive. Since much of the crucial data is not readily available in the published
sourcas, there is some justification

fOi"

relying on sporadic cases where the judgements of

native speakers are available, rather than relying on a representative sample of languages
for which the crucial data is not available.

6.1. Common properties
Thp:e
ej~!:ients

1m!

three properties that all imporatiVtlS SMre in commo.a: (i) they lack

LDarking past tense or elements indicating tile past; (ii) they lack. elements

indicatiug modality which correspond to English modals such as .!!!!!§t should. and may; (iii)
they have formal signals characterizing the constructions as distinct from non-imperatives,
either morphologic&, syntactic or phonolGgica1, or combinations of these.

6.1.1. Lack of [+past] elements and modaUty
The first two common properties imperatives have are obvious in terms of empirical
facts and the semantics of the imperative sentence type. I have found no language which

contains these elements in the imperative construction. All languages surveyed

~

syntactic

forms that oontain either imperative-marking elements or present or future-indicating
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elements (particles and affixes) for imperatives. Imperatives do not assert a proposition-inintension which may or may not be true in the past, now, or in the future, but can be best
described as only presenting a proposition-in-intension which mayor may not become true
(Davies 1986). Therefore, pase tense is incompatible with imperatives.

6.1.2. The

Wie

of formal strategies

The third property that all (strong) imperative constructions share is that each
language employs some kind of formal strategy to mark its imperative construction as
distinct from non-imperatives. Our cross-linguistic investigation shows that imperative

constructions --sentential types which are compatible with direct commands but not with
assertions at> defined in Ch.'1pUlr 1 - are realized in languages by means of a limited number
and range of formal strategies. These formal strategies, in general, include the imperative
verb form, imperative-marking particles, the absence or presence of the subject argument,
intonation, or combinations of these. Although considerable diversity exists in the way that
the constructions are manifested, the formal strategies can be generalized into three types:
(2)

Generalized Formal S1;nI.tegies
t
Imp-marking elements
ii.
manipulation of subject
iii.
intonation

Languages seem to use either one of these iiYpes or combinations of them to formally mark
the imperative. The inclusion of intonation in (2) is due to the report in Sadock & Zwicky
(1985) that Chrau, an Autric language (Ruhlen 1987), marks imperatives by intonation. 1 In

the present cross-linguUrtic examination, I have not found

Ii

single language which employs

only intonation as a formal strategy for marking t'ue imperative. Rather I found combinations
of int,)nation and (2i) or (2ii). Therefore, in the following discussion, I treat intonation as a
subsidary strategy and my focus will be the first two strategies.

1 Unfortunately,
(1985).

there

is no data given

on Chrau in Sadock

& Zwicky
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The first two 1;ypes of strategies in (2) consist of sub-tiYPeS, as given in (3).
(3)·

i.

Imp-marking elements
< 1 > verb morpho1ogy
[a] imperative colQugation or aftiDs
[b] bare stem
[c] future affix
<2. santen1ial particles

ii.

manipulation of 2nd person subject
< 1 > optional presence of subject
<2> obligatory absence of subject
<Sa> obligatory preence of subject
< 3b > special subject personal pronouns

Languages differ in which sub-type and combinations of the sub-types arp. used to mark
imperatives. The detailed properties that will be discussed below are particular
manifestations of the

~lb-type

strategies or combinations of them used in imperatives.

BasiCHlly, to examine how imperatives are N81ized is finding out what kind of formal
strategies or combinations of them would be commonly and uncommonly used.
The generalized formal strategies (i) Imp-marking elements (henr."'JI'!!"i"h, IME) and (ii)
manipulation of subject (henceforth, MS) in (2) and (3) above yield four logical possibilities
of combinations:

(4)

a. [+IME, +MS]
b. [+ IME, -MS]
Co [-!ME, -MS]
d. [-!ME, +MSj

That is, an imperative can be realized by using both IME and MS, or none of them, or
either one of them. The possibili1;y (4c), i.e. the realization of an imperative without using
!ME and MS, is fulfilled by ehrau with the use of intow;.tiOD. Below I

diocw~

the sub-t;ypes

of formal strategies given in (3) in conjunction with illustrating the combinations (4a), (4b)
and (4d).

6.2. Formal strategies and various other properties
In this section, I illustrate examples of the various possibilities of formal strategies
given in (3i) and (3ii). Imperatives are most commonly realized by Imp-marking elements
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and manipulation of second person subject. Imperatives indicated by sentential particles are
found in Thai and Chinese, as illustrated in Chapter 1. In both Thai and Chinese, there are

special sentential particles unique to imperative C!(m.structions (see Section 2 (,f Chapter 1).
In addition, subjects also play a role in characterizing the imperatives. In both Thai and
Chinese, subjects

QUl

freely disappear in conversational constructions (as answers to

questions). In non-CC)nversational constructions, however, it is more

C'lDlmlJll COl

Bubjects to

be present than for them not to. In Thai the imperative is also characterized by a lack of
the subject, and in Chinese by an optional subject. Tharefore, the imperati\Te constructions

in both languages can be treated as inst:etiatiODS of combination

(4&) --

[+IMS, +MS]. The

positive value of MS in Thai is the absence of subject, notated as [+ MS< -subject>], and in
Chlnese is the optionality of subject, notated as [+MS<subject>].

6.2.1. Verb

~orphology

6.2.1.1. Imperative conJugation and aftlxes
Most of the languages in the sample indicate their imperatives by verb morphology

through imperative conjugations or imperative af!ixes. Examples from Japanese and Papago
are given in Section 2 of Chapter 1. Other languages include:
(6)

French, German, Dutch, Latin, Italian, SpanWl, Russian,
Lithuanian, Hindi, Finnish, HebwN, Ko&eaD, Mundmi, Serratio,
Indonesian, Warlpiri, Am61e, Amharic.

Most of these languages can be represented as having the mawes [+IMS, +MS<·subjec1~>]
(French, Finnish, Italian, Spanish, tor example) or [+IMS, +MS<subject>] (Russian,
Lithuanian, German, Kol'6l!Jl. for examples). The 1angu8ge Amele has the matrix [+ !MS,
+MS< + subject> ] (see Section 2.2).
Characteristic of imperative

co~ugation

and affixes is the use oi iewer than the

normal number of affixes. Consider Hebrew. In Hebrew,

imperativ~

is morpz.ologically quite

straightforward: it takes the form of second person future tense with the initial prefixal
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syllable of the future lopped off and concomitant vowel alternatio!!S in the stem (Berman
1978, 78). For instance, a verb stem ,-m-r 'to finish' in (7) has the conjugation for future
tense in the left column, and the corresponciing coJ\jugation for imperatives in the right
column, where ~. stands for shwa.

(7)

g-m-r 'to finish'
Future
2nd Mas Sg
tigmor
2nd Fem Sg tigmEri
2nd Mas PI
tigmEru
2nd Fem PI
tigmorna

Imperative
gmor
gimEri

gimEru
gmorna

The imperative verb form is marked for number. gender and t'i'rson, just like the nODim~rative

verb form in Hebrew. The rich intlectional information in the imperative forms

remains consistent with the observation that imperatives use less than the normal number

of ::ffix1:B that non-imperative verbs use for conjugation. It is illustrated by the fact that the

first syllable of the future is chopped off fo& the imperative. In contemporary colloquial
usage, the corresponding future forms substitute very generally for the imperative forms.
However, imperative can be formally differentiated if necessary.
Hebrew has imperative coJ\jugation as IME. However, it does not use MS, since the
subject is usually included in the coJ\jugation and not expressed structurally in either
imperatives or non-imperatives. Thus, Hebrew instantiates the combination (4b) -- [+!ME, MS)..

0.2.1.2. Bare stem
In Chamorro, the imperative is formed by the use of the stem form of the verb that
occurs in the future tense. Chamorro has two tenses: future and nonfuture. The verb phrase
is marked for future t.ense and unmarked for the noofuture. Future tense is indicated by the
markers

(8)
a.

~

and

Y.&m. !! for the third person only, as in

Para u gimen i setbesa
FUT FUT drink the beer
'He will lli"ink the beer'

(8).
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b.
Co

Para bai hu chocho
FtJ',t :ltH i eat
'I wiD eat'
Para bai hu falagu
FUT FUT I run
'I wiD run'

The markers for future tense must be deleted in imperatives aDd there is no second person
subject represented in the construction <Topping 1973, 264). Corresponding to (8), we have
imperative constructions in (9).

(9)
a.
b.

Gimen!
drink
'Drink!'
Chocho!
eat

'Eat!'

c.

F~

run
'Run!'

8.2.i.3. Future aft'ix
Positive imperatives in Tiwi (Osborne 1974) require the llrefixation of the futureimperative

m(i~·l'heme ~

(the initial consonant changes depending on the morphological

environc2nt) to the verb stem, as shown in (10). Singular imperative forms are
distinguished from all other verbs by the absence of a subject prefix. Plural imperative forms
have the subject prefix !!!., (you)
(10)

a.
b.

a.

b.

ta-jakupau1i!
imp-go back
'Go back!' (you. sg)
nl-m-jakwJ.peuli!
you-imp-go back (you pI)

:tia-kY imi tutini!
imp-nWr.e grave post
'Make grave posts (you sg)
n -m"kr imi tutini!
you-imp-make grave post

In Tiwi non-imperative con..atructions, verbs must be preceded by a ;;ubject prefix, as chown

in (11); this is not necessary for imperatives.
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(11)

a.

tiik.1mi?
ycu-do
'Did you do it?'

b.

waija

tuapa?

already you-ate?
'Have you eaten?'
Regarding the the combinatioWl of the generalized formal strategiPS for marking

imperative constructions (4), both Chamorro iW.d Tiwi are maniiestatione cfuaing IME and
MS simultaneously as formal strategy for mar1d.ng imperatives, i.e. [+ IME, + MS], since
either one of IME and MS would be insufficient.

6.2.1.4. Summary
To summarize, we have seen examples exhibiting imperative-marking elements and
instantiations of combinations (4&) [+IME, +MSl and (4b) [+IME, -MSj. There are two subcases regarding [+MS] in (4&) -- the subject as optional or as absent.

(11') [+IME, +MS]
-- [+IME, ... MS<subj>]
- [+IME, +MS<-subj>]
A third sub-case regarding [+MSJ in (4&) is the obligatory presence of subject --

[+IME, +MS<+aubj>], which I will illustrate (with the

langua.:.~

Amele) after discussing

the combination (4d) -- [-IMS, +MS] below.

8.2.2. The manipulation of subject expression
The imperative has been commonly c:lutrIlctarized as a construction without a subject
or with

iill

optional subjtct. In this section, I show that there is a three-way distinction to

be made in our

Ci"~linguistic

characterization: obligatory absence of subject, optional

absence of subject, and obligatory presence of subject.2

6.2.2.1. Obligatory absence of the subject argument

to obtain any data regarding the pre3ence of the
subject argument in imperatives
in grammar books. The results reached
here, to a large QXtend,
rely on the intuition
of available
native
informants.
2

It is difficult

~-~~--~-----
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In some languages. the lack of a subject expression in imperatives is obligatoJ:Y. These
include Walpiri, French, Spanish, Italian, and Hindi.

Warlplrl
Hale (1973, 326) takes person mark6i1i iii Walpirl as equivalent to subject, calling
them the clitie subjects. Regarding the Walpiri imperative constructions, he proposes an
obllgatoJ:Y rule deleti!lg the clitie subject. He notices that the person marking must be absent
in impera.tives and on!y number markings are represented, as illustrated in (12). 3
(12)

a.
b.
Co

pulJ&-yaO
shout-Imp
iroperative
'Shout! (you sg)'
pulJ&-yaO-pala
shout-Imp
Imp-dual
'Shout! (you dual)'
pulJ&-ysO-Iu
shout-Imp
imp-pI
'Shout (yon pl)'

An independent pronoun may occur in an iILperative only for considerations of emphasis or
the like, as in (13). In this

~;

the were order of imperatives looks e:w.ctly like that of the

non-imperatives in (14), in which the clitie subjects are obligatoJ:Y.
(13)

a.
b.

Djuntu
0
pult8-ya
you
Imp
shout-Imp
'You shout (sg)'
Djumpala
O-pala pult8-ya
you
Imp-dual
shout-Imp
'You two shout'

(14)

a.

b.

yalumpu

ka-npa

the

pre&6ilt-2

'You are there shouting'
yalumPU-1jjIU""ll ka-n-pala
that-dual
present-2-2
'You two there are shouting'

pult8-mi
sbout-nonpast
pult8- mi
shout-nonpast

3 See Steele's (1990) proposal which takes markings for
or number to be valueo that define the notion of ~bject.

---

-

-------

----

eith~r

persQ."
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If we take Hale's analysis of Walpiri to be correct, then it is clear that the subject argument
must be obligatorily absenl4

French
Imperative!! in French (and other Romance languages) are indicated by verb
co&1jugations and the ooligatory absence of the subject pronoun in the subject position (NP
of 8).
(15)

a.
b.

ouvrez la per'""
open.Imp the door
'Open the door!'
·Vous ouvrez la porte
you open.Imp the door
'You open the door!'
The obligatory absence of the subject in French (other Romance languages, Hindi and

so on) and Hebrew, which was discussed earlier, should not be attributed to their imperative
conjugations that already contain person and number markings. Languages such as German,
Dutch, Finnish, Russian, and Lithuan.iml, which all have imperative conjugations and rich
verb intlectioDfl, allow subject pronoun to appear.
8.2.2.2. OptloDal Pi'e8eDce of subject
The lack of subject; expression is optional in English, ChinetJe, Japanese, Korean,
Indonesian, Russian, Lithuanian, German, Dutch, and Finnish. Among the languages -German, Dutch, Finnish, Russian and Lithuanian - German, Dutch and Finnish form a
group in Ui:.: sense that

tnt.

Imbj~

pronoun

~

only, not preceding the verb as it 1lSU8J.i~ does in

show up immediateiy following the verb

Ilon-imp~rative

constructions. Russian and

Lithuanian form the other group, where the subject pronoun in imperatives takes the
position preceding the verb that the SUbjecL usually tak&i in non-imperative const.ructions.

4 The question of what counts as a subject in general is much more
complicated
than what is being given hen~ and is beyond the scope of the
present
discussion.
Therefore,
I simply assume tha wciating
clelms of
subjects in Warlpiri by Hale.
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Consider German. The subject may precede the verb in non-imperative constructions,

as in (16&). The pronoun ID!. if present, must follow the verb in the imperative (lob),
otherwise the imperative is ill-formed (16c).
(16)

a.
b.
Co

Er trmkt dEII'!. Kaffee.
he drink the coffee
He drinks the coff..a.
Trink (du) den Kailee
drink.imp
(you) the coffee
'Drink the coffee'
·Du irink
den Kaffee
you drink.imp the coffeE!
'Drink the oo!l'ee'

When the polite form of the second person pronoun

~

is used, subject is obligatory and

must follow the verb:
(17)

a.
b.

c.

Ich trete em
I step in
'I come in.'
Tnt~n Sie
oint
step you.pOlite in
Come in!
·Sie treten em
you.polite step in

The interpretation of the post-verb pronoun is contrastive and emph.:.-::ic. 5
8.2.2.3. ObllgatclfY presence of nbeJct
Quite

COlitr&rj

to the above no-subject or optional-S'.lbject situations, there are also

imperatives"which obligatorily require the presence of the subject. In languages such as Luo
and Hawaiian, the expression of the grammatical subject is obligatory or highly preferred

5 Finnish is unique in that its imperatives
allow the direct object
exhibit similar
argument
to be marked
nominative.
Other languages
are some Uto-Aztecan
and Uralle languages. See Timberlake
phenomenon
(~_974).
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in imperatives and only optional in non-llnpe!'lltives.6
Hawaiian, a Polynesian language of the Austronesian family, exhibits no verbal
morphology. Its different moods and tenses are indicated by sentence particles which may
either surround or be adjacent to or surround the v31"b. Subject and object person and
number are indicated by independent lexical items:

~

(you.sg), ~ (you.dual) and 'oukou

(you.pl). In simple declarative&, the subject; pronoun is frequently omitted unless there is
ambiguity.

In imperatives, however, the &ubject pronoun is commonly expressed (Elbert and

Pukui 1979, 108). In other words, the presence of the subject pronoun is not obligatory in
declaratives but obligato&y in imperatives.
According tn netive informants (M. Lewis 1986), the imperative sentence form is
typified by a speciai intonation, and the verb is preceded by a particle

~

which is also used

for the declarative future construction, as shown in (18) and (19).
(18)
a.
b.

11Q\
, ...
a.

E
hele
FUT go
'Go!'
E
hele
FUT go
'You will go'

'00

you
('00)

you

."

b.

c.

E
hai'awi-aku 'oe i ka lama ia: b kanab
FUT give
you OBJ the rum OBJ thG man
'Give the rum to the man!'
E
hai'awi=aku ('oe) i ka lama ia: ke kanaka
FUT give
you OBJ the rum OBJ the man
'You will giv~ the rum to the man'
Ua
hai'awi-aku ('oe) i ka wna ia: ke kanab
PERF give
you OBJ the rum OBJ the m&n
'You gave the rum to the wau'

6 The resuita regarding Hawaiian and Luo come from an unpublished
study of M. IE..vis (1986), who based his investigation
on the cited
Janusco on Hawaiian, Obadaiah Ochillo
references and native consultants:
and Adongo Harun on Luo.
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In (18a,b) and (l9a,b), the imperative and declarative future would be exactly the same if
the presence of the subject pronoun is also optional in imperatives.
A secOnd example is Luo, a Nllotic language of Nllo-Saharan family. The expression

of the gl'aDlDl8.tical subject is obligatoIy in imperatives and only optional in the declarative.
(20)

a.
b.

(In)
dhi(yo)
you
go
you go (all the time) /level intonation/
In
dhi(you)
you
go
Go /sharp rise-fall intonation!
M. Lewis (1986)

The above fonnation of imperatives by use of an obligatoIy subject is uncommon and
may seem unexpected. However, it becomes quite natural and expected if we also consider
simultaneously the syntactic propeiUes associated with the aon-imperatives in these

languages. All our previous examples of imperatives show the general phonomenon in which
imperatives and non-imperatives are differentiated either morphologically or 8""fiitactically. If
the grammatical subject is optional to nOD-imperatiVes, as in Hawaiian and Luo, then one
would not be BUI'prised tc

~:,,·d

tb>:lt it is just the opposite situation in imperatives.

One common property to these two languages is that the impel'ative sentence is

typified by a speci3l int!>nation contour. Intonation is ... iormal property that has its various
patt);\r!'C.' i!!

cceordance with sentence types in languages and has been argued to form one

of the besic formal properties categorizing sentences (Akmsjian 1984). But it seems typical
in languages for imperatives to have a rather different intonation contour from both
assertions and questions just because of the veIy nature of imperatives. Thus, both Hawaiian
and Luo, besides having phonological properties for imperatives, relies on manipula ting the
subject to differentiate imperatives from non-impl3ratives. Thus, they are instantiations of the
combinatiun (4d) -- [-!ME, +MS), more acc;w-ately [-!ME, +MS<+subj»), in which there
are not &.1y imperative-marking elements.

6.2.2.4. Spacial wbject personal pronoUlUl

--

--

------------
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Mojave, a Yuman language of the Hokan family, has a special subject marker that
0CCUl'8

only in the imperative eentence

~.

The imperative is formed by adding the prefix

k- to regular declarative sentences referring to the present.
(21).

a.
b.

c.

k-is\-a:r-k
IMP-sing-PRES
'Sing!'
k-iyu:-k
IMP-look.at-PRES
'Look at it!'
k-icho:-k

IMP-teach-PRES
d.

'Teach him!'
k-a?wi:-m

IMP-do-PRES
'Do it!'
e.

k-i?i:-m
IMP-say-PRES
'Say it!'

Suffixes -k and

:m in

(~i)

are tense markers and may refer to both present or past in

declarative sentences, as in (22). 'the selection of these suffixes seems arbitrary and is not
conditioned by either phonological properties or by

th~

meanings of verbs (Munro 1976, 8)

(22)

a.

b.

isva:r-k
sing-PRES/pAST
'Slhe sings/sang»
uP'e:s-m
break PRES/pAST
'Sjhe breaks/broke it'

In Mojave, the person markers are prefixes and work in the following manner: third person
:mbject and object marker iB null, as in (19) above; the first and second person subject
markers are 1: and

m: respeci.ively. 7

(23)

a.

?-isva:r-k
l-sing-PRES?PAST

'I

sing/sang»

7 In Mojave,
in the verb stem.

singular

and plural

numbers

-------~------

are indicated

by a change
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b.

m-isva:r-k

2-mng-PRES/PAST
cyou singfsang"

CompaJe sentences in (21) and (23). The imperatives in (21) differ from the non-imperative

(23b) in that the imperatives have the prefix

k:

instead of the regular

m:.

The prefix k-

functions as a second-person subject marker (Munro 1976, 11). The other construction in
Mojave which has directive force is the simple future" which is described as a mild
'imperative'. However, the simple future (und6!'Stood as an indirect command) uses the
regular subject marker, as shown by the contrast in (24).

(24)

a.
b.

kahmop
k-turav-tam-k
baking. powder IMP-buy-this.time-PRES
'Buy baking po\'"lder this time!'
bhmop
m-t'.lrav-tam-e
baking.powder you-buy-this.time-FUT
'Buy baking powder this time!'
A

siJni4u' situation is also reported in Yokuts, a language of the Penutian family. What

is characteristic about the special subject pronoun in Yokuts imperatives is that the subject

pronoun remains optional (Sadock & Zwicky 1985, 171) instead of being obligatory as in
Mojave illustrated above.

6.2.3. Negative

impemt~-;e pal-~:cles

As a general phenomenon across languages, there are negative forms as a pair in
imperative and non-imperative constructions. Apart from the wcl1-known facts in Latin, the
following languages all tuawon out to have a separate negation form for imperatives.
(25)

Chinese, Thai, Indonesian, Romani, Japanese, Korean, Welsh, Yaqui, Papago,
Yiclin>: DyirbaI, Fijian, Kusiean, Tiwi, Hebrew, Hindi, Amharic, Classical Arabic.

The results I have reached here coincide with that of Jelinek (1979) where out of 30

languages under investigation 25 were found to have special negator.s for imreratives,
including Old Irish, Berber, Pawnee, Cree, Qu9cllua, Tagalog so on. As a few illustrations
of imperativ«! negatives, let us consider Tiwi and Yi~

Tiwi

-----.---

---
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In Tiwi (Osborne 1974), positive impe!"efures
imperative morpheme

!:lI:

!'eq'~"'a

tha prnfi;ation of the future-

(the initial CODwment chaDges depending on the morphological

environment) to the verb stem, as shown in (26). Singular imperative forms are
distinguished from all other verbs by the absence of a subject prefix. Plural imperative forms
have the subject prefix !!L (you)
(26)

a.

m-jakupau1i!
imp-go back
'Go back!' (you sg)
n\-m-jakupau1i!
you-imp-go back (you pI)
ta-k 1 imi tutini!
imp-miike grave post
'Make grave posts (you sg)
ni-ra-k rimi tutini!
you-imp-make grave post

b.
c.

d.
HC"";~,!,Jr,

in Tiwi non-imperative constructions, verbs must be preceded by a subject prefix,

as shown in
(27)

a.

b.

(27).

tiikw imi?
you-do
'Did you do it?'
waija tuapa?
already you-ate?
'Have you eaten?'

Negation of non-imperative constructions involves piacing the negative adverb ka"ilu
at the beginnjng of VP and changing the verb form into the subjunctive ill.!!. as in (28).
(28)

a.

awunu-pa-kupauli
man-future-come back
'He'll come back'

b.

kallu jini-ma ta-kupauli

c.

not
he
subjunctive-fut
'He won't come back'
ewuriri ka lu jirituwa i
man
not
he went
'The man didn't go'

Negation of imperatives, however,

UBe8

the special negator natiti and requires a change of

mood in the verb from imperative to future incompletive 1b as in (29).
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(29)

a.

b.
(30)

a.

b.

ta-kYimi
imp-fut-do
'Do it!'
natiti n1mpatak imi
Don't do it! (sg)
nuak'fimi
you-imp-fut-do
'Do it! (pI)'
_Uti n~m-p-a-ta-k mu
not
you-np-ic-imp-fut-do
'Don't do it!' (pI)

Notice that the subject prefix must be present in the negative imperatives nY for singular
and n 1 for plural.

YldinY
The next example is from Yidin (Dixon 1977), where imperatives can be formed from

any ve:-bal stem by the imperative inflection. These are shown in (31) and (32).
(31)

(nyndu:ba)
you-all
'(All of you)

(32)

nanda wiwin
wangal
I-DAT give-IMP
boomerang-ABS
'Give me (your) boomerang'

buna wawa
woman look-at-IMP
watch the woman!'

Negative imperatives use a verb in regular imperative inflection preceded b.1 the imperative
negative particle -- &iIi in the coastal dialect, and i!.!!!i in the tablelands dialect.
(33)

(34)

(nundu)
bulmba glyl
yOll
camp IMP-not
'Don't you look around the camp!'
glyi
wanga:din
IMP-not
get up
'Don't get up!'

In negative imperative

contruction~; th~

a contrast, non-imperative sentences

particlao

~'Se

wawa
look at

ill1 and g-uni must precede the verb.

a different negaitve particle, nudu (not, never)

whicil can either immediately precede or follow the verb, as shown in (35) and (36).
(35)

As

nayu
DuduIa bugan
I
not
eat
'I am not eating now'
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dina
budi:linu
Dudu
foot
put down
net
'I couldn't put my foot
the water]

(36)

nayu

I

rm

&.s. Some UDlversal impUcatioDS

There are five universal implications drawn from this c:ross-linguisiic survey.

8.3.1. Strung imperatives and weak

im~rtiVe8

Universal (A):
The lack of "core" imperative constructions - a unique
sentence type wiiipatibie with direct commandtJ ::d incompatible
with assertion - implies sentence 1jype(s) ambiguous for direct
commands and assertions, and vice versa.
As demonstrated in Chapter 1, there are three languages -

- which can be described as having weak imperati-.-\iit.

Mayo, Navajo and Paipai -

ru ihese three languages, there are

no sentence constructions that are compatible only with

di~

commands, but there are

constructions coI1lpatible with both di."'eCt commands and assertions. These ambiguous
sentence constructions are weak imperatives. Strong im~eratives and weak imperatives do
not co-exist in the languages surveyed, the existence of one implying the non-I;'xistence of
the other. Thus, the above universal implication is bi-directional.

6.3.2. [optitJ tei18e elemeDu
Universal (B):
[-past] tense elements in impemtiviiiI impiy specieJiZtid uses of
these tense-marking elements.
Hoffnuwn (1903) describes the imperatives in Mundari as being used in the following'
U;~:

the indeterminatE: and the simple future, the D'"Witit future, and the anterior future.

Indeterminate tense and simple future are formally the same. Indeterminate tense is used
i')

expess (i) propositions stating general principles or uni':l'9rel truths; (ii) propositions stating

customs and habits not yet extinct and regularly recurring actions and events <equivalent
to English Present tense). Simple future has the functional difference that means "to
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become". Static future, has the connotations

<n the intention of the agent of an action with

regard to the eff'ects of that action (ii) a pa11icular state of mind in which the agent

performed the action.
Langendoen (1967) characterizes the tenses used in imperatives as having taken on
speci:ali2ed meanings. CoD!!ider the anterior fuv.L"e. Anterior future is formed by suffixing

k!

(in transitive predicates) or

k22

(in intransitive predicates) to the root, and denotes the

priority of one future action over another future action:
(.37)

a.

b.

om-Ie-ko-a-ing
give-tense-them-cop-I
1 shall first give them to (someone)
'I shall first give (it) to them'
oraateng sen-koo-a-iD::'
home-go-tense-cop-I
'I shall first go home'

In imperatives, the future anterior teu- kQQ assumes the meaning of politeness.
(37)

a.
b.

ol-koo-me
write-tense-you
do wirte, please
sen-koo-me
go-tense-you
go, please.
In our ealier example regarding Tiwi imperatives, the fut'~"113 tense marker Ca- is part

of the imperative formation and assumes the function of imperative indicator.

6.3.3. Negatives
Universal (C):
Non-sufficiently marked positive imperative conbi&-uci.iom; iwpiy
marked negative imperative construction -- the special
imperative negativoo.
Here the term "non-sufficiently marked constructions" is defined as constructions which
are marked by imperative-marking elements other than imperative oonjugation or special
affixes.

The fact that some languages have a special imperative negative yields two possibilities

-----

----------
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regarding the formation of the negative imperative. Either a language has a special
imperative negative or it sil!1ply uses the regular negative. How do wa predict which is to
be the case in a given language? Intuitively, it ~ms that tho use oi regular negatives is
natural and expected if positive imperative construcitons already contain -sufficient
imperative-marking elemsli.t3-.

As soma examples, Fre",~!~ Carman. Dutch, Russian and Finnish have imperative verb
COIUugations; thus, they simply use the l-egular negative for imperatives. Mojave and Yavapai,
two Yuman languages that mark impeiativaa with aftix-like special subject pronouns, also

use the regular negative. Consider Huasteca Nat"tJatl, a Uto-.Ar-~c&n language. 8 Positive
imperatives in this language are JDa!"ked by the pnJix shi-. on the verb, which substitutes
for the second person subject marker. This resembles what we have seen earlier in Mojave,
where a special imperative ;;ubjgct; marker is used. Thus, shi- in Nahuatl can be taken to
be a pronoun. unique to imperatives and it functio!l5 as a marker on the 'verb form. Plural
subjects are indicated by a suffix

:Yh that

is used only with imperatives and hGrtative

constructions.
(40)

a.
b.

Shi-ya mo-che.
Imp-go your-home
'Go home'
Shi-nech-tla-kaki-kah
Imp-me-?-hear-Imp:pl
'You all listen to me'

Since the positive imperative in Nahuatl is already specially Dl8Jked, the negative imperatives
do not have to have an impemtive negator that is distinct from the regular negative. In
Nahuatl, the imperative uses the negative

!m!2,

also useci ~!! non-imperative constructions,

to negate the positive counterparts:
8
There
are four Nahuatl
dialects,
Huasteca,
North
Puebla,
Tetelclngo,
Michoacan.
Imperative
COnstrwlctiOns
in four ~ahuatl dialects
J'll"e almost
the same. I use HWiSteca Nahuatl data, given the relatively
.' !Wled description
in R. Beller &; P. Beller \1979).

-

---------------
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(41)

a.

Amo

shi-nech-istlalmti

Neg
Imp-me-lie
'Don't lie to me'

b.

Amo

shi-ya-kah

Neg
Imp-go-Imp:pl
'Don't you all go'
To sum up, it seems that, if the positive imperative is sc1Iiciently marked, it may not
be necessary to have a B}X'cial imperative negator. Some languages, such as Hebrew,

Japanese, Korean, Old Irish, Dyirbal and

60

on, still use special imperative negatives even

if the positive imperative contains sufficient marking elemeni'.s. Therefore, what we may
pradict is simply that the condition for special imperative negatives has to be that the
positive construction lacks sufficient imperative-markiI:g elements. This leads to the
implicational Universal (C).

~-4'otic.~

that the universal says nothing about sufficiently ':narked

imperatives, for they mayor may not have imperative negatives.

6.3.4. Intonation
Universal (D):
The null use of imperative-marking elements, morphological or
syntactic, implies the use of intonation as a formal strategy to
mark the imperative.
Both Luo and Hawaiian, examples given earlier in Section 2.2.3, lack imperativemarking elements. They use the obligatory presence of the subject argument to indicate
imperatives. The characteristic property associated with the iwperative constructions in Luo
and Hawaiian is that they also have special intonation contours. The language Chrau,
reporLGd in Sadock. & Zwicky (1985), does not have the first two genel'iilized formal tt...-ategies

(i.e. imperative-marking elements and DWlipulation of 9Ubjects) but only uses intonation to
signal imperativea. Symbolically, Luo and Hawaiian are mstantiations of the tomb/nation (4d)
[-IMS, +MS), and Chrau is instantiation of (4c) [..IMS, -MS1. From this pEirspective, we may
conclude that the null use of imperative-marking elements [-IMSl implies the necessary use
of intonation (see (3D).
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8.3.5. qualitlfter-Uke subJeet

Univsersal(E):
Quantifier-like NP subjects in imperatives impJ,y the possibility
of having second person pronoun 88 the subject; and imply the
poasiblity of having anaphoric pronouns of either second
person or third person.
This universal implication comes from a comparison between English and the rest of
the langauges in the sample. English is the only language in the sample that allows certain
quantifiers to function 88 subjects of the imperative construction. In addition, the quantifiers
permit anaphoric PiviiOUDS of either second or third person. Chapter 1 p.......sents the analysis
of such quantifiers 88 quantifying over the set of addressees that are of second person. Thus,
the W:t that all other languages surveyed, except English, allow only the second person
pronoun as subjects in imperatives yields the implication that second person pronoun is
subsumed under quantifier-like NP subj""'1;s in imperatives. Moreover, the qtJAntifier-Hlre NPs
permit &naphoric pronouns of either second or third person. Therefore, the above implication

6.4. Let'. CODStructiODB and pseudo-imperativetl

In the cross-linguistic survey, there are also other properties frequently observed.
Although nc implications can be drawn from these properties at the moment, they are
interesting to mention for future studies.

6.4.1. First perBOn "imperative"
In Se-.ction 1.4 of Chapter 1, I have briefly touched on let's constructions and
distinguished them from imperatives in terms of person and defintion of imperatives (see
Chapter 1). In 161;'s COnstructiollS like those in (45), the referent of the subject includes both
the speaker and the hearer.
(45)

a. Let's go to the party together!

b. Let's not bother him again!
c. Let's you and me be friends again!
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d. •

rn Let's you and him be friends!

Let's constructions have the directive force of suggestion but are !I.ot direct commands or
orders, since it is absurd for one to command oneself to do something. Our definition of
imperatives as compatible with direct co~ds - verbal attempts by the speaker to get the
hearer to do something - separates kfi constructions from the imperatives. However, it is
worthwhile mentioning some properties of

~

constructions in the languages surveyed

here.

First, in some languages, imperative-marking elements such as imperative verb
conjugation or affixes occur on verbs in ~ constructions. Take Finnish for an example. The
imperative verb conjugation appears in the second person singular and plural and the first
person plural, given in (46).9
(46)
a.

b.
c.

saata
1;ytW
kotiin!
ImpV 2sg
girl.NOM
home
'(you.sg) accompany the girl(NOM) home'
saattakaa
tyttO
kotiin!
ImpV 2p1
girl.NOM
home
'(you.pl) aceompany the girl(NOM) home'
sasttakaemme tyttO
kotiin!
ImpV l.pl
girl.NOM
home
'Let us accompany the girl (NOM) home!'

In addition, the second person imperatives and the first person plural construction in (46)
also behave similar regarding the nominative case marking on the direct object. In Finnish,

direct objects in certain constructions, including the imperative, must be marked nominative
case (see Timberlake 1974). This usage may be illllStrated by the contrast between a finite
personal verb with an accusative object in (47) and the imperative with nominative objects
above.

9 The Finnish liata are either taken from Timberlake
(1974) or
provided by Juhani Rudanko, a Finnish visiting scholar at the Linguistics
Department
of the University
of Arizon&.

-

- - ---------------
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(47)

saatan
1;yt6n
kotiin
V 1at.sg
girl.ACC
home
'I will accompany th3 girl(ACC) home'

One particular property associated with the nominative object is that the object is expressed
in the accusative if the object assumes the pronoun form. This is exactly what we see i!!
second person imperatives, as given in (48), as well as in the firllt person kfi construction,

as given in (49).
(48)

a.

Kutsu mies!
invite manNOM
'Invite the man'

b.

kutsu heidit!
invite manACC
'Invite them(ACC)'

(49)

a.
b.

Kutsuta&n
miew
invits.let's
manNOM.
'let's invite the man<NOM)
KutsutaaD

heidit!

invite.let's.PAS
manACC
"Let's invite them(ACC)
These examples simply :mggest tllAt iIeCOnd person imperatives and let's: const.-uctioils ill
Finnish share similar morphological &Dd syntactic propertiea.

On the other hand, in languages such Russian and Lithuanian, let's constructions are
formed from the first person present inruca!;iye constructions. In RUBSian, the historically
older fin:t person imperative have been entirely replaced by forms derived from the first
plural present indicative, as shown in (50).
(50)

a.

b.

pojdem!
go
let's you(sg.) and me go
pojdemte!
go
let's you(pl) and me go

As in some dialects of Lituanian in (51), the first plural indicative present may be used
without pronoun in place of the inclusive imperative form.

-~

-

-------~~-----
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(51)

a.

eYna.m!

we

b.

go

(lit.we go!) Let's go
vazhiuojam!
we drive
(lit.we drive!) let's drive

Second, the imperative negative in some languages is not only used in imperatives but
also in !n:§ constructions. Take Indonesia.n for.

RJl

eumple. In Indonesian marl (t.o let), in.

(52a), is used for first person inclusive (Inc) constrotion and is compatible only with first
person pronoun, as sh\JWJl by the ill-formed (52b).
(52)

a.

b.

Mar. kita pergi
let us-Inc go
'Let's go'
·Marl kami/dia pergi
let them/him go
'Let them/hlm go'

In the corresponding negative construction, it is the imperative negative.i.!Y!.im! (not) but not
the regular

n~gative

tidak (not) (see Chapter S) that is used. The negative jangan can either

precede the subject or follow it (for constrastive use):
(53)

a.

b.

Marl jangan kita pergi
let not 'J.s-Inc go
'Let's not go'
Marl kita jangan pergi , b:arkan dia pergi (contrastive.)
let us-INC not go
let him go
'Let not us go! Let him go'

In (54), biarkan (to let) is the counterpart of English k! meaning permission in Indonesian.
(54)

Jangan (kamu) biarkall. lwui pergi (wait for too long)
not-IMP (you) let us-Exclusive pergi
'Don't (you) let us go'

Similar use of the imperative negative in

M:!

construction is also seen in English (and

Chinese), as shown by the sentences in (55) and (56), where both the regular negative and
imjmitive iiegative are possible.
(55)

a. Let's unite agnin.
b. Don't let's fight!
c. Let's not fight!

(56) a. Let's you and me stop fighting!
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b. Don't let's you and me fight!
Co Let's you and me not fight!

To sum up, Mi constructions and imperati",'88

d~

properU\18 in some languages. Language particularly, it could

!h!tre certain similar iormal
~

appropriate to incorporate

let's constructions into the imperatives (see Davies 1986). But cross-linguistically, the
evidence is not sufficient enough to argue for first person imperative constructions. According
to our definition of. imperatives,

~

coDBtl'Umons are not a part of imperatives. We may

attribute the use of imperative colijugations, aftixes and negatives in

~

the same illocutioruuy act which imperatives and let:§ constructions

constructions to

~~ye.

B:>th second

person imperatives and first person let:! constructions have directive illocutionary act; thus,
properties of imperatives such as imperative conjugation and negatives are also found in !,.:t's
constructions in some languages.

8.4.2. Enendeci use and pseudo-bnperatlvea
Another property of imperatives

~

their extended

UBe

without imperative meaning.

For example, in Russian, verbs in the imperative form are used in expressing involuntary
condition, and actions either unavoidehle, or uncontrollable or unexpEcted:
(57)

a.
b.

c.

provalls'
ja na meste, esli eto nepra\da.
Imp.V
I on place
if that false
'Y..ay I collapse(lmp.V) l!n the spot, if that isn't the truth'
vse
ushli na
progulku,
a ja
sidis doma
walk
but I Imp.V home
everyoDe
go.cut on
'Everyone went out on a walk, but I sit<Imp.V) at home'
ja e nim zhuchu,
a on ·.u;;'mi da
uda' me~a po golove
I with him jokebut he Imp.V yes
Imp.V me on head
'I am joking with him, and he takes(lmp.V) and hits(lmp.V)
me on the head'

This extended use is different from another known construction -- the pseudo-imperative -

- in which syntactic imperatives serve as conditional constructions. Familiar examples are
those in (58) from English.
(58)

a. Work hardet' :md I v.ill give you a oon'-18.
b. Be quiet or I'll call the police.
Co Don't think about it, and you will feel better.
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d. Don't go there alone, or you may get lost.
Although various sugesiions have been made 88 to whether the clauses before the
ooujunctions are imperatives

m: Englisb,lOno discussion was made or data was presented

regarding similar constructions in other languages. From the present survey, it is certain

that the first conjunct is a synt;act;.c imperative which aemanti.cally expresses a conditional

CODJund.

statement t.ogether wIth the second

The evidence comes from the fact that

counterparts of the first conjunct of {58) are imperatives in the languages that allow similar
conditionals": they use imperative conjugations or affises, imperative:: negatives, and are
restricted to second person addressees.
The imperative form in Lithua.nian is indi.cated bJ verb conjugations. It has an
extended use without the imperativ,,:, meanini (command and

proh.~bitic!l)

of expressing

conditions, either real or hypothetical or involunte...ry-, as in (59).11
(59)

a.

tekinal pabek, greichiuatl

nubegsi

Fut.

Imp.V
b.

'Run, &r&d y~u'U errive faster'
nors
visa
bachkeeishlaizhyk,

Imp.V

nega1!Si nielto

Ful

'Even lick out all the barrels, youll still get nothing'
Similar use of imperative oor.rtructions in conditionale is fairly common in German, French,

Spanish, Chinese, Japanese. For instance in German, one has:
(60)

a.
.....

Trink
den
Kaft'ee, oder ich werfe dich raus
clrinkImp
the.ACC
coffee or I throw you out
'Drink the coffee, or I will throw you out'
Trink
den
!C...e!f~ nnd ich &chenke dir einen keks
drink.Imp
the.AlJ\.i
coffee and I give you biscuit
'Drink the C(lff~, and 1 will give you a biscuit'

10 See Bolinger (1967), Culicover
(1971) and Davies
others, for di1ferent views on pseudo-imperatives.
11 The
literal gloss.

examples

are

from

Timberlake

(1974)

which

(1986),

among

are wjthout
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German, French and Spanish

an have imperative coDJugations and use the regular negative

for imperatives. Chinese and Japanese have the imperative negatives. In addition, Chinese
has oentential imperative particlw ~~ Japanese has imperative affixes. All these imperative
elements (particles, aftix, negatives) appear in the first clause of the conditional statement
in

Cbin~

(and Japanese):

(61)

a.
b.

(Ni) kuai zuo ba, buran jincha yao zhua ni
you quick walk Imp. otherwise police want catch you
'Get away fast, otherwise the police will catch you'
Bie zhouyao b~iu. wo jiu pi ni mai zizinche
don't smoke drink I then for yuu b~ biqrcle
'Don.'t smoke or dirnk, and i wall buy you a bicycle'

In the language Yi~ positive or negative imperative are frequently used in the main
clause of a sentence that has a 'lest' subo!dinate clause. Dixon (1976, 350) describes a 'lest'
clause as "a subordinate

Cl~~E

refers to an undesirable

6"..ent

that some person or thing

refereci to ill ibe main clause might get involved in; the main clause will describe action that
can be taken to try to avoid this: 12
(62)

a.

nyundu
you-SABJ

nyuni:nda

b.

c.

galin

gigy
not

gana:uir

dyugi:l,

go-IMP underneath-LOC
wanda:ndyi
dungu:

three-LOC

you-DAT
faIl-Iest-ABS
head-LOC
'Don't you walk under [that] tree, a nut might fall on yt\ur
head.'
nyundu
giyi
ga1in "yunygu:runy.
you-SUBJ
not
go-IMP that way
muni:ldu
duga:ldyi
vine-ERG
grab-Lest-ABS
'Don't you go tbet way, lest the Munil-vine grab YO'll!'
nyundu
~.g!!nggu
pdan ciyurinumu,
nyunioy
you-SABJ
there-LOC
come-IMP
leech-ABL
badya:ldyi
bite-Lest-ABS
'You come away from the leeches there, or they will
bite you'

12 The combination
!!Y. iitands for
to 'r' in the word arrow.

!I.. for ',' close

--

-

-

----

.------

'JI', ~

for

'~',

!!i.. for

mayi
nut-ABS

you-Obj

'~',
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In Yi~ the main clause of such conditloDala II often impe.~e but can also be tensed.
(63)

nyudyu bad.vuY,
not
leave-PRES
bama!l
nyudyu dyili +budi:ldyi
jl6I'8On-ERG
not
eye-put doen-Lest-ABS
'I won't leave the bady in cue there's DO one to mind it'
DpiV'.l

dyadytl

I-BUBJ baby-ABa

The above examples from

variOWl

languages

in~

that imperatives have extended uses.

The RU88ian case is rare but the conditionals are fairJ.y common.
Consider now the English pseudo-imperatives in (58).
not conditionals but cu"'8
meaning [if

X.

co~unctions

then Y] and [not

X.

Logically~

the constructions are

and di!QundioD8. They are semantic conditionals,

or y], if interpreted in terms of 'sbort-circuit' logic.

'Short cireuit' logic is an evaluation that

~ppli~

to the procesa of Boolean expression

evaluations in progamming languages, as presented in (64).13
(64)

The

given·x and 1" where x is false, then yts rot evaluated;
given ·x or i' where x is true, then y is not evaluated;
pseudo-im~3mtiva

is restricted to second person,

88

suggested by the oddity of first

person in (65), interpreted in the short-circuit wq.
(65)

nt-Let's eat the pizza, and he will give us a pie.
nt-Let's not be aggrressive, or she will be mad.

The second conjunct express promises, tbreate

~r

predictions. With predictions, the conjunct

is usually and:
(66)

Laugh, and the world laughs ",:Cl you.
Cry, and the world cries with Y~'.l.

But the above extended use of imperatives is Dot universal. For languages with
imperative conjugations such as Finnish, however, the imperative iB used only in expressing
prohibitions, commands, exhortations, and requests with varying force, but not in extended

13 Thanks

to the discllBSion
o.f Progamming

to Terry

[angendoen

of these examples.
T:f!DR'"AA'Pft,

(p.e) for bringing 'sbort-circuit'
logic
See E. Horowitz (19??) Fundamentals
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function to express conditioD6.is.

6.5. Conclusion and a second look at EnaJi8b
The eross-linguisti(; perspective shOWl! thAt the

im~-ative::

in the languages surveyed

have three properties in common: they lack modal elements, elements indicating past tense,
and they use formal strategies to mark the ooDSt!"u:aon c; iliatinct from non-imperatives.
Altho~ :;::;~del'Bblu

diversity exists in the way imP8-~tives are manifested, there are three

generalized types offormal strategies fo:, indicating imperatives: imperative-marking elements
(IMS), the manipulation of subject (MS) and intonatioI.'~

combinatory possibilities for COD6tmcting imperatives,

!MS and MS yield four logical

~

of which are shown to have

instantiations in langusges. Moreover, five implicationa! universals can be drawn from this
cross-linguistic examination, ranging over imperative types, formal strategies, negatives, and
subjects.
An ob"!-ow: question for one to answ",r concerJl8 how this cross-linguistic study

contributes to our undel'8i;anding of the English imperative, given our detailed
argumentations in the previous chapters. There are five points which I think. are helpful.

a. The optionality of subject in English only represents one of the possibilities of
manipulating the subject for marking imperative constructions.
b. The lack of tense in English is a special case of lack of [-past] elements.
c. Cross-linguistically, the negative-initial word order in Engish negative imperatives

is not a "rare" phenomenon (see Chapter 3).
d. English

\1.Be

bom ir.::parative-marking elements (the bare verb stem, ~.;V and the

man1JluJation of the subject argument as formal strategies for marking imperatives.
e. English has special imperative negatiYe9

~

and

~
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS
7.1. Summary
The issues
This study of imperatives centers around three DWjor issues: (i) what is a crosslinguistic definition of imperative constructions and how are imperatives formed in

languages? '(ii) do English imperative COnstructiOiiS form

aM

independent sentence type

<'.istinct from non-imperative constructions in terms of abstract structures and derivations?
(iii) are imperatives simply a functional sentence type which plays no role in a syntactic

theo,y?
The reasons
There are three reasons that make it necessary and important to address the
issues (and related ifi.iestions) in

F'...-,n;, it is almost

~

tlll1'tlnt

abvv~

grammatical theories.

commun assumption in generative

gI"lJ!l!!lef

that impe:-atives are

trivially analyzed and it is standard practice to ignore them. l 'fhis is evident in various
theories which leave out the interesting properties

or English imperatives: the ~tegories of

!!2, h,Yhave and don'r., interractions between subjects (overt or null) and auxiliruy verbs,

negation and inversion,

ana~~oric

pronoun binding, affinities to t.enseless clauses like

infinitives and Mad Magazine sentences.
Second, it is ofteAl said that imperatives ill

~

1mve paculiar properties --

uncommon syntactic or morphological properties in comparison with non-imperatives
(Schmerling 1975, 1977, aulClng others), but few attempts have ever been made to give a
thorough cross-linguistic study of what they are :md why they are (see Sadock & Zwicky
1985).

1 Except

Schmerling

(1975,

1977,

1982).
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Third, it is claimed that a study of imperatives mould be within the realm of speech

acts rather than in syntax and that (Engiish) imperatives are subsumed under other
tenseless clauses; thus imperatives do not play a i'Ole in syntactic analysis (Akmajian 1984).

The approaches
I have addressed these issues and related questions in two domains, intra-language
and inter-language. Within the intra-language study, I have analyzed the imperative
constructions under two grammatical theories, Government and Binding theory and
Extended Categorial Grammar. Within the inter-language study, I have examined imperative
constructions across thirteen language families. Tha conclusions I.U'e summarzied under three
headings below.

7.2. Conclusions
Inter-language
There are two general types of imperatives that need to be recognized -- strong and
weak. I have defined strong imperatives

88 fA

unique &eii;;antial

COnstruciiOll

:.ampatible only

with direct commands. J have shown that strong imperatives are not univei'S8l: there are
languages which can only be characterized as having weak imperatives -- sentential
constructions which are ambiguous bet.veeb assertions end direct commands. A language can
have either one of them. t,ut not both. The D18joritjy of the foI1iY six languages examined have
strong

imperativ~J!:

three of them have weak imperatives.

The strong imperatives in languages have the following properties in common: (i) they
lack modal elemt:nis; (ii) they lack elements indicating put tense; and (iii) they use formal

strategies to mark themsalvt:s as distinct from non-imperatives. These formal strategies can
be generalized into three type8:
(1) imperative-marking elements (!ME)

a. verb affixes
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b. sentential particles
(2) the manipulation of subject (MS)

a. obligatorily present
. b. obligatorily absent
Co optional
. (3) intonation (INTO)
Languages use either one of the types or the combination of (1) and (2) to mark the
imperative: [+IME, -MS], [-IME, +MS], [-!ME, -MS, +INTO], and [+IME, +MS].
Five implicational ulliveraals are drawn from the cross-linguistic study:
(A)

(B)
(C)
(1)
(F)

the laclt of st'!'t;ng imperative constructions implies weak imperatives;
[-~J te!!~ cle::l~ts in imperatives imply specialized uses of these
tense-markiLg elements;
non-sufticiently marked positive imlK'-:aUve CODStr.1cUODS imply
special imperative negatives;
the nuD use of imperative-markiag element: i=.plies the use of
intonation to mark the im:pemtive;
quantifier-like NP. ~mhj~"t1l in imperatives imply the pOt>&ibility of
having second person pronoun subject::~ and the possib!:t:'j of binding
either 2nd or 3rd person anaphoric p~noUDS.

Intra-language
I have proposed to treat the English imperatives 88 f.orming a distinct clause type from
non-imperative constructions

i~

tarms of abstract properties and structures.

Vlit.hin GB theory, I have shown that the derivation of imperatives regarding Verb

Movement of bf and bave., and theta-role copying by d2 separates imperatives from tensed

clauses au.d infinitives. As tihown below,

~

and hm cannot move out of the VP in

imperatives, must move cut of the VP in tensed clauses, and can optionally move out of the
VP in infinitives; do in imperatives is a nen-theta copying substitute verb but mmrt copy

theta-role in teru!9d clauses:
Veib Movement

In

theta-copying

-----------------------------------[+finite] clause8
yes (obligatory)

yes

[-finitA:] clauses
[Imp] clauses

no

ad~·'j.on,

yes (optional)
no

imperatives cannot be (.9nflated with either the tensed or untensed clauses
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regarding Pollock'fj theory of quantificational bindiDg and [+ I-finite] clause types. As

illustrated below, tha operator status of T in imperatives distinguishes imperatives from [finite] infinitives:
'i'~nse

OPerator~nOll-Oparator
[+fin] T~,lmP]
[-fin]1 T
Oli me other hand, the priority of [+ I -finite] would separate imp&1tives from [+ finite]
claUBI!8:

Tense

[+fin!

I

OP

T-~] T
[[-fin] T~1in] T
i

OP

! have argued that Pollock's (1989) proposal for negath;~ imperatives is untenable. Not
only is it unable to account for the entire range of positive imperatives, it also makes
incorrect predictions regarding negative imperatives. Instead, I have proposed that
imperatives are of the

ctn~c:tun!

TP (S) without

~

Comp position, anti don't is an

unanalyzable Imp Negative, base-generated in sentence! initial position. The proposal explains
thE structural difference between imperatives and negative interrogatives. The interrogati,,(:.:;

have an S'(CP) structure, thus, Can't you hit the

baD? is a

result of Subj~ct-}..WI:-Inversion

(T to C movement), whereas negative impemtives an S (TP) structure and are not invei"Wd
constructions. The h)1lotbesis that negative imperatives have abase-generated sentenceinitial negative is supported by facts from English as well as from negative imperatives in
Indonesian and Kusaiean.
Within CG, I have analyzed imperatives as a basic sentence type forming a primitiVE'

categoty. ! h9.ve argued that I"e3trictions on co-occurrence of overt subjects and do are not
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only syntactic but also pragmatic. The restrictions are analyzed as a result of clash of
distinction in force between !'eq'.lest and command which can be correlated with syntactic
type structures.

I have also argued that AkDuijian's proposal that imperatives are simply a functional
ssntAuce type and play

DO

role in a syntactic theory is incorrect. lViMs and

~"'peretives

cannot be regarded as an instance of one sentence type having two distinct pragmatic
functions. Imperatives have the =~ E.trueture of S (TP) and MMs have an S' (CP)
strllcture similar to that of left-dia!ocation constructions; imperatives fall between [+ finite]

and [-finite], whereas MMs are [-finite].
In short, I have attempted to &ll.i.bllifh th.: i.&ldependence of the imperative construction
and its role in syntactic analysis and have proposed grammatical rules for their
representation and generation.

Theories of pmmar
Both the GB and CG analyses I proposed have the consequence of treating the English
imperatives as an independent clause structure from non-imperatives. In GB, however,
imperatives are formally derivable from a structure undei'lying both iDlperatives and nonimperatives only if adjustments to requirements by theta-theory, Case-theory and
quantification-variable biDding are provided. Negative imperatives are derived by
consUllction-specific rules. In CG, imperatives are takeu to be a basic sentence type parallel
t.o tJ\:claratives, questions and VarioilS other sentence types which all have different clausal
structures. The analysis uses lexical types to specify the particular syntat:tic properties
associated with the imperative negatives ~ and

~

s!2 and please in conjunction with

pragmatic issu&:.
The ultimate difference between these two approaches lies in the conceptual idea about
underlying structure. In one view, there is an abstract global object -. the underlying clausal
structure -- from which all clauses are derived by simple rules (conditions on movement);
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In the other view, clauses are constru~~ from a common set of materials such as NP's and
VP's, and a set of pssibly idiosyncratic tools such u tense, modaIs, ordering-relations and
various claUflru structures. But as far as imperatives are con!:e..P!1ed, the optimal analysis is
to treat them as forming 8. distinct clause t;ype.
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